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FOREWORD

The State Board of Education in December 1974 adopted revised Minimum
Standards for Oregon Public Schools. They are a product of more than three
years of study and development. Twenty-nine public hearings and workshops
were held throughout the state to obtain reactions and suggestions from
school administrators, teachers, board members and other interested persons.
In addition, copies were distributed widely for review by school officials
and others. The revised standards were considered by the State Board of
Education in eight official readings prior to adoption. The Department is

particularly indebted to the state accreditation committee which served
continuously during the three-year period under the leadership of Thomas
Summerfield, Winifred Herbert and William Proppe who chaired the committee
during successive terms.

The standards together with the other materials in the publication will be
used as a field-test instrument for standardization and advice to school
districts during the 1975-76 school year. Groups and individuals will have
opportunities to make recommendations for improving the guide after which
the guide will be revised and reprinted.

We welcome your comments and suggestions for improving this guide.
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INTRODUCTION

This Elementary-Secondary Guide for Oregon Schools provides information

about State Board of Education and statutory education program requirements,

together with suggested guidelines for school districts. It has three major

purposes:

to present the revised Minimum Standards for Public Schools adopted

by the Board December 1974;

to specify criteria used to determine compliance with the standards;

to briefly describe characteristics of quality in instructional pro-

grams required by the standards and in other programs offered in Oregon

schools.

The revised minimum standards which appear in Part I are quite different from

previous editions of the standards. The earlier standards, dating back to the

enactment of the Basic School Support Fund laws of 1947, dealt mostly with

physical plant, personnel and organizational matters considered necessary for

good teaching and learning conditions. The new standards emphasize planning
and implementation--defining and assessing goals, identifying program needs,

using diagnostic and prescriptive instructional procedures.

While the new standards continue to reflect a need for beneficial teaching and

learning conditions, such conditions are for the most part relegated to sec-

ondary, supportive roles for the purposes of standardization. With the empha-

sis shifted to educational management processes, the revised standards mark a

transitional step in orientation, from management input to processes focused on

student learning outcomes.

How the Guide is Organized

The chart on pages vi-vii illustrates how the materials in the guide are organ-

ized. The "Part I" column states a component of Oregon Administrative Rule

22-230 requiring districts to develop "Program goals that are statements of

desired learner outcomes...." Indicators "1" and "2" describe the evidence

which must be present to Abow that a district comp)ies with the standard.

Although references are made to Oregon statutes and other Oregon administrative

rules where applicable, the standards and indicators of compliance are the main

substance of Part I.

Part II of the guide, represented in the second column of the chart, gives

examples of quality indicators. They suggest possibilities for program im-

provement beyond the minimum requirements.

Part III of the guide presents descriptive outlines of the pollpose, program

goals, curriculum content and organization, and indicators of quality of each

required instructional program* and of other programs commonly offered by

schools. Column three of the chart illustrates program level goals required by

OAR 22-230.

'See Glossary for definition of INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

4.4
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ELEMENTARY-SECONDARY GUIDE

PART I: Standards and
1

Indicators

of Compliance

PART II: Indicators of Quality
2

of District Compliance
Provisions

Example: see page 1-8

OAR 22-230 Instructional Planning

Example: See page 11-2

OAR 22-230 Instructional Planning

III

III

Each school district shall have
adopted and implemented a system
of ....

A. GOALS: The district has
developed interrelated sets of:

1. District goals that are ....

2. Program goals that are state-
ments of desired learner out-
comes for each instructional
program offered by the district
in grades kindergarten through
12.

3. Course goals that are ....

Indicators of Compliance:

1. A document containing:

program goals that encompass
the range of learner outcomes
desired from participation in
each of the instructional pro-
grams offered by the district
in grades kindergarten through
12; and,

2. An item (or items) in the minutes

of district school board meetings
which reflects that the contents
of the document (described in the
paragraph above) represent the
adoptions on which current educa-
tional program implementations are

based.

Program Goals:

Each set of program goals provides
a comprehensive description of all
desirable learning for students to
attain by program completion.

Each program goal is clearly re-

lated to one or more district goals
and one or more course goals.

Each program goal can be translated
into observable performance indica-
tors, some of which may be reliably
observed only over a long term
(e.g., post-schooling observation
of attitudes and values.)

2
indicator of quality is an

object, structure, process, event
or other observable piece of evi-
dence that can be used by itself
or with other informalion to judge
the adequacy, excellence or pro-
ductivity of a standard program.

Indicators of Compliance answer the
question: "Does the District comply
with this component of the standard?"

vi
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FOR OREGON SCHOOLS

PART III: Instructional Program

Descriptions

Instructional Program Handbooks

Example: See page III-33 Example from Personal Finance

Education

PERSONAL FINANCE EDUCATION
Course Goals:

GOALS 1.11 Every high school graduate will
know where to find information

Students will: about job opportunities.

1. Have the knowledge, understand- 2.12 Every high school graduate will

ing and skills needed to function be able to construct a realistic

responsibly in the interrelated budget for families with differ-

roles of wage-earner and wage
spender.

ent needs.

2. Possess the basic tools for
reaching financial decisions
which contribute to family
stability and personal

satisfaction.

;-Instructional program handbooks are
publications in program areas which
expand on the Part III program des-
criptions by suggesting:

3The principal components of each Course goals and performance

instructional program description indicators

are: Program content.
Learning experiences

Purpose Instructional processes

Goals Learning resources

Curriculum Content and Organiza- Evaluation techniques

tion Other aids to the development of

Indicators of Quality courses of instruction

vii



The programs described in Part III are designed to serve the need for a state-

wide instructional program framework. Local districts have historically
retained major responsibility for the operation of their school programs.
However, to insure the maintenance Of a desirable degree of uniformity
among programs throughout the State, the legislature assigned to the

State Board of Education certain functions and related authority, including
the responsibility to prescribe required or minimum courses of study

(ORS 326.051). Moreover, the local district is charged to "see that the
courses prescribed b, law and by rules of the State Board of Educ6tion are

carried out. .." (OkS 336.035)

In addition to the need to assure access to a quality education for each child,
such functions as state textbook adoptions, the definition of teaching norms
for teacner training, certification and assignment, and program budgeting
require the maintenance of a state educational program which has certain
form elements that can be identified and described.

Prior to the mid-1930's, the state educational program guides consisted almost
entirely of outlines of prescribed subject content and carried the title:

State Course of Study. After that time, the guides tended to become less
specific as to subject area content; placed more emphasis on educational ob-
jectives as opposed to content to be covered; suggested alternatives for
meeting the program objectives; and offered recommendations concel-ning the
adaptation of program content and methodology to meet individual student needs,
studentland program evaluation, and related subjects including available in-
structional resources.

The state curriculum publications came to be designated as "Guides to Educa-

tion in Oregon" in keeping with their changed character, but they continued to
be regarded as courses of study pursuant to the applicable sections of ORS
326.051 and ORS 336.035 and were accordingly filed as Oregon administrative
rules. The most recent revisions of these guides were:

1
Guide to Elementarylducation io Oregon, 1966
Guide to Junior High School Education in Oregon, 1963
Guide to Secondary Education in Oregon, 1966

Therefore a major purpose of Part III is to provide, in conjunction with the

standards and compliance indicators in Part I and the quality indicators in

Part II, a revised guide to elementary and secondary education in Oregon so
that there will continue to be a curriculum framework to identify the major
goals and substance of the state's K -12 instructional programs.

The right-hand column of the chart shows the relationship of this guide to th,e,e
Department of Education program handbooks. The handbooks are designed to help

curriculum planners and teachers plan loca! instructional goals and activities
;n the various subject matter areas, which support statewide goals for educa-
tion. Examples of these publications are: Art Education In Oregon Elementary

viii
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Schools, Science Education for Oregon Public Schools, and Music Education

in Oregon Public Schools; they are now out of print for the mot part.

Personal Finance Education, Driver Education in Oregon Secondary Schools, and

the career education cluster materials are examo!es of current instructional

halbook materials.*

::Department publications mentioned in .this guide may be obtained by writing

to the Documents Clerk, Oregon Department of Education, 942 Lancaster Drive

NE, Salem, OR 97310.

ix



PART I

MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS
AND INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE

The standards presented on the following pages supersede the Minimum Standards

for Public Schools issued in 1966. Although altered considerably to reflect
changed conditions, the revised standards continue to serve the general purposes
for which they were established when the Basic School Support Fund was enacted

in 1947. Primarily, the standards are used as a means of qualifying school

districts for state school funds. The State Board of Education also considers

educational standards as a vehicle for:

Implementing equal educational opportunity.
Providing for student health, safety and learning needs. ,

Establishing a basic foundation'on which local school districts may
build quality education programs.

Part I inclUdes:

STANDARDS - Beginning with Standard 22-230 Instructional Planning, each
section of the standards that contains a single requirement, or a set of closely

related requirements, is quoted. The standards appear in boxes to distinguish
them, from other narrative; they appear as a complete set in Appendix B. The

standards are the only portion of the guide that have been filed as administra-

tive rules unless otherwise noted.

COMPLIANCE DATE - The quoted section of each standard is followed by a

compliance date. These compliance dates are also summarized in Appendix B.
Since the revised stand4rds include several requirements related to planning

processes, the Board has -set delayed compliance dates ranging from September 1,

1975, to September 1, 1980. This provides time for orderly-planning and
development of implementation procedures, and for staff in-service as needed.

INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE - The quoted requirement(s) dnd compliance
date are followed by "Indicators of Compliance."* They are a new feature of

this guide and are to be used as a basis for evaluating school standardization.

Indicators of Compliance describe the required evidence which wiLi demonstrate

that the district's programs or procedures meet the requirement(s).

NEW TERMS Several new terms appear in the revised standards. In addi-

tion, several familiar terms have been critically interpreted in relation to

the standards i which they appear. The definitions that are essential to

understanding fhe standards appear in footnotes where the terms are first used.

They are repeated in the Glossary along with other less critical definitions.

In some instances, the definitions in footnotes will differ slighly from those

in the Glossary; the footnotes provide only a limited definition of the terms

within thy specific contexts of the standards using them.

RELATED STATUTES AND RULES - In addition to the minimum standards, there

are a number of Oregon statutes and administrative rules related to the nature

and operation of school programs. To provide a central reference, ORS and other

OAR provisions are noted by number and descriptive title throughout the guide.

(See also Appendix A)

REFERENCES TO INDICATORS OF QUALITY - The final notation under each
quoted section of the standards is a reference to indicators of quality
characteristics of programs presented in Part II.

*See Glossary for definition of INDICATOR OF COMPLIANCE



MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS

22-201 OREGON STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION GOALS FOR ELEMENTARY AND
SECONDARY EDUCATION

Preamble

The State Board of Education, in response to the changing needs of
Oregon learners, sets forth six goals for tne public schools.

."""

Conce.T) and endorsed by Oregon citizens, the statewide goals are
designed to assure that every student in the elementary and secondary
schools shall have the opportunity to learn to function effectively
in Six life roles: INDIVIDUAL, LEARNER, PRODUCER CONSUMER,
and FAMILY MEMBER. Each goal suggests the knowl' :s, and
attitudes needed to function in these life roles.

The statewide goals shall be implemented through the Nistrict, program
and course goals of each local school district. These local goals are
set by schools and communities together to fulfill a mutual responsi-
bility, for the education of every student. Because most of the knowl-
edge and skills needed to function effectively in thc role of LEARNER
are acquired in school, the school has primary responsibility for
helping students achieve this goal.

Each school and its community should establish priorities among the
goals to meet local needs, and allocate their resources accordingly.
This process should provide each student with he opportunity to
achieve the requirements for graduation from high school, and as much
additional schooling as school and community resources can provide.

Statewide Goals for Schooling

Each indiv:dual will have the opportunity to develop to the best of
his or her abirity Che knowledge, skiTTs, and attitudes necessary to
function as a (an):

INDIVIDUAL: To develop the skills necessary for aelieving ful-
fillment as a self-directed person; to *quire the knowledge
necessary for achieving and maintaining physical and mental
heith and to develop the capacity for coping with chahge through ,

anlnderstanding of the arts, humanities, scientific processes,
and the principles involved in making moral and ethical choices.

LEARNER: To develop the basic skills of reading, writing, com-
putation, spelling, speaking, listening, and problem-solving;
and to develop a positive attitude toward learning as a lifelong
endeavor.

1-2
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PRODUCER: To learAlf the variety of occupations; to learn to
appreciate the dignity and value of work and the mutual respon
sibilities of employes and employers; and to learn to identify
personalttalents and intlerests, to make appropriate career
choices, and to develop career skills.

CITIZEN: To earn t act in a responsible manner; to lea*, of,
the rights an responsibilities df citizens of the community,
ctace, nation, and world; and to learn to understand, respect

interact with people of different cultures, generations
C races.

CONSUMER: To acquire knowledge and to devOop skills in the
management of personal resources necessarrfor meeting obliga-
tions to self, family, and society.

FAMILY MEMBER: Tci learn of the rights and responsibilities of
family members, and to acquire the skills and` nowledge to
strengtheh and, enjoy family lite.

feompliance Date 9-1-75)

4

44

12-205 LEGAL AUTHORITY

,Atandards for Oregon public schools are developed and issued by the
Oregon State Board of Edycation under authority of ORS 326.051. The .

minimem standards and rules adopted by the Board are requirements
with which all public schools must comply. These standards are not
applicable to community colleges which are defined in _Chapter 11,
Community Colleges, Oregon Revised Statutes, except for program re-
quirements necessary for the granting of adult high school dipiomas.

[Compliance Date 9-1-75]

22-21(111 ADMINISTRATION OF THE STANDARDIZATION PROGRAM

The Accreditation Section of the Oregon Department4of Education
is responsible for the evaluative and reporting instruments used
in school standardization.

The Department initiates standardization visits to public
elementary and seco4idary schools on a regularly scheduled
basic ind at other times as deemed necessary by the Department.
A p6b-lic school desiring an official standardization appraisal
at other than the scheduled times may present a written request
to the Department. The school will be classified after a
formal standardization visit.

Ar
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N
A nonpublic elementary or secondary school desiring an official

standardization appraisal will present a written request to the

Department. The school will be classified after a formal standard-

ization visit.

[Compliance Date 9-1-75]

. 22-215 'DEFINITIONS

As used in Administrative Rules, Sections 22-001 to 22-020, unless

'otherwise indicated in the context:

STANDARD SCHOOL: A school which meets the provisions of the minimum

standards adopted by the State Board of Education.

NONSTANDARD SCHOOL: A school which fails to meet the provisions of

the minimum standards of the State Board of Education and which, within

ninety days of the official notificatio? of deficiency by the Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction, is not submitted a plan of correction

or has not adhered to the plan of,correction received and approved by

the Superintendent.

CONDITIONALLY STANDARD SCHOOL: A school which has failed to meet the

provisiohs of the minimum standards but for which the local school

board has adopted and submitted a plan for correcting the substandard

conditions, and the plan has been approved by the Superintendent of

Public tilstruction.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL: An organizational unit composed of any combination

of grades kindergarten through 8!

-MIDD.LE-S0400t: An orlen4-zeliora4--elementerrit-hoc4--um41--composed-of

grades 5, 6, 7, and 8, or a combination thereof; organized separately
from other elementary grades in the system, and identified as a middle

school with the Oregon Department of Education.

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL: An organizational secondary school unit composed

of grades 7, 8, and 9, or a combination thereof; organized 'separately

from other grades in the system; and approved as a junior high school

by the Oregon Department of Education.

HIG.ti SCHOOL: An organizational unit composed of grades 10 through 12,

or a combination thereof, in districts providing a junior high school

which contains grade 9; or, grades 9 through 12, or combinations thereof

organized in a separate unit; or grades 9 through 12 housed in a

building,codtaining grades kindergarten through 12; or, grades 7 or 8

through 12 which organization has been approved by the Oregon Depart-

ment of Education.

[Compliance Date 9-1-75]



22-220 ASSIGNMENT OF STANDARDIZATION CLASSIFICATION

A. An official standardization classification is assigned to
each school in a district after an on-site appraisal super
vised by personnel of the Oregon Department of Education.

B. The classifications are:

1. Standard school;
2. Nonstandard school; and
3. Conditionally standard school. c

C. A school district with one or more nonstandard schools shall
be classified norstandard and must submit a plan of correction
to the Superintendent of Public Instruction pursuant to ORS
327.103 (3) which shall. provide specific steps to correct
each substandard condition, a completion date for correcting
each substandard condition, and the date of approval of the
plan by the school district board of directors. When the
district's plan of correction is approved by the Superin-
tendent, the classification of the/school district will
become conditionally standard.

D. A conditionally standard classification indicates a temporary
status. Failure of the district to meet the terms of the'
correction plan will cause the classification of the school
to revert to nonstandard, until such time as it adheres to
the plan or an amended plan has been presented and approved
by the Superintendent.

When a school classified as conditionally standard has
completed its plan of correction and local, district officials
certify that the school is meeting all the provisions of the
minimum standards, the Superintendent of Public Instruction
may change the classification of the school to standard. The

classification is subject to review at any time deemed
necessary or desi7Jbie in light of changes in local conditions
or in the requirements of the standards.

[Compliance Date 9-1-75]

22-225 WAIVER PROVISIONS

A. When a school disLrict believes it is not feasible to comply
with a specific st3noil d in a school or schools, it may
petition the Oregon Department of Education for a waiver.

1-5
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B. The petition for a waiver shall:

1. Identify the specific standard for which the waiver is
requested.

2. Provide detailed information abciut why the district cannot

reasonably comply with the standard.

3. Provide detailed information about how the distrit is
compensating to protect the education, health, and/or
safety of the children affected.

4. Identify a maximum period of time for which the waiver is
requested.

C. In administering the standardization program, the Department
will encourage school districts to develop instructional
programs which exceed minimum standards as well as carefully
planned pilot or experimental programs. When a speNal program
or independent textbook adoption necessitates deviation from
the standards, a school district will submit a description of
its proposal and secure approval prior to implementing the
change. Approval will be for a specified period of time and
will be followed by an evaluation.

D. The Department shall approve such waivers and deviation when
it has assurance that children are adequately protected, and
shall specify the length of time the approval shall be in

effect. All requests submitted to the Department shall have
local school board approval.

Regar-d-i-ng thes-erequi-r-effiefrts which are specified in the

Revised Statutes, approvals for waivers and deviations cannot

be granted.

[Compliance Date 9-1-75]

1-6
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22-230 INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING

Each school district shall have adopted and implemented a system of

instructional program planning and -issessment that consists of the

following: . 4

A. GOALS'

The district has developed interrelated sets of:

1. District goals2 that are statements of desired learner out-
comes3 specified by the local community and by the state
as expressed by the Goals for Elementary and Secondary
Education, State Board of Education. [Compliance Date
9-1-76]

2. Program goals4 that are statements of desired learner out-
comes for each instructional program offered by the district

in grades kindergarten through 12. [Compliance Date 9-1-76]

3 Course goals5 that are statements of desired learner out-
comes for each course or other unit of Study in grades 9

through 12 designated by the district as fulfilling the

Minimum State Requirements for Graduation.
[Compliance Date 9-1-771

INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-230 m. GOALS)

1. A document containing

statements or lists of district, program, and course go is that.

have -b-renrfevelope4-withint-he di,,t,ict; a -e 5-tnfed ri, learn,r out

comes; and are organized so that the nature of the intended relation-

ships between the sets of district, program, and course goals can be

identified; and,

'GOALS statements of learner outcomes that are deemed desi-ahle at

the various levels of the organization responsible for the conduct

of instructiondistrict, program, course.

`DISTRICT GOALS statements of broad, general learner outcomes that a

school district and its community see as desirable consequences of

instruction and accept as relevant to attainment of the State Board of

Education Goals for Elementary and Secondary Education.

3OUICOMES the re..flts of educational experiences in school characterized

by an established framework for viewing them.

P,ROOAM GOALS statements of general learner outcomes considered to he

irable consequences of an instructional program or area of study,

and .rhich contribute to the attainment of district goals.

5COURSE GOALS - statements of those 'earner outcomes for grades 9 throu0
12 considered to be desirable, consequences of the efforts of a particular

course or unit of study, contributing to the Attainment of program goals
"nd the fulfillment of Minimum State Requirements for School Graduation.

I -7
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district goals that are related to and compatible with the State.
,Board of Education approved goals.for Elementary and SecOndary
Education;,and,

program goals that encompass the range of learner outcomes desired
from participation in each of the instructional programs offered by
the district in grades kindergarten thFough 12; and,

411

planned course statements that include course goals, for each course
or unit of study in grades 9 through 12 designated by the district
ibchool board as fulfilling the minimum state requirements for
graduation; and,

2. An item (or items) in the minutes of district school board meetings which
indicates that the contents of the document (described ih the paragraph above)
represent the adoptions on which current educational program implementations

are based.

F-r indicators cf quality in the interrelated sets' of district, program, and
course goal statements see Part II, 2.

B. PROGRAM GOAL ASSESSMENT'

The district has collected and reported assessment data and other
relative information on student attainment in relation to program
goals. [Compliance Date 19-1-79)

INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-230 B. PROGRAM GOAL ASSESSMENT)

1. Data and other relevant information on the performance of students in
relation to program goal attainment that has been developed internally
by staf,19d/or externally by contracted service; and,

2. Reports, prepared internally by staff and/or externally by contracted
service, that present summaries of student performances in relation
to the currently approved program goals for each instructional program
in the district.

r Tquality in program goal assessment data oee Part IT, raja' 3.

1PROGRAM GOAL ASSESSMENT the collection and reporting of information that
describes the degree to which students are achieving program goals.

I -8



G. PROGRAM NEEDS IDENTIFICATION

The district has identified and set priorities for program needs on
the basis of program goal assessment data. [Compliance Date 9-1-79]

/

INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-230 C. PROGRAM NEEDS)

1. One or more of the following:

a report that describes in narrative form the results of the
most recent assessment of program goals and the most critical
program needs revealed by that assessment, ordered in terms
of priority;

a chart or table that presents for each program goal the expected
or previous performance of students in the district, the current
level of student performance, and the most critical program
needs as indicated;

a list of the district's most critical program needs, ordered
in terms of priority and accompanied by a narrative that
explains those priorities both within and across programs on
the basis of program goal assessment data; and,

2. An item (or items) in the minutes of district school board meetings
which states that the contents of the material (described in the paragraph
above) have been reviewed and approved/adopted.

:or inlicat,:ro ,:f ,p4a17:ty in id,:ntifl'inj pr-vram nccd and ectin:j pP1,11"--

t,-; ,)! t.h l'a., (T prrgram goal a.mont 'Iota, :1pc Part II, ,.--1.

--------

D. PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT2

The district has developed policies to implement procedures for making
program improvements to meet its priority needs.[Compliance Date 9-1-80]

I

PROGRAM NEEDS IDENTIFICATION - t.be.development and application of
procedures for specifying and prioritizing those differences between
learner outcomes and the desired outcomes of program instruction that
are sufficient to warrant considering program revision.

2
PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT the use of assessment and needs identification
information in making program revisions and adaptations that result
in the reduction of the needs noted in the program needs identification
process.

1-9 1 r ..-)
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INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-230 D. PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT)

1. A document which specifies the district's policies and procedures

to be followed in dealing with those program needs that are

currently of highest priority in the district; and

2. An item (or items) in the minutes of district school board meetings
reflecting that the policies and procedures contained in the document
described in the paragraph above) represent current expectations with

regard to implementing program improvements.

,i.i..
r'.!

Try : ; , P. .' 'I" t" 1;" P

22-235 DIAGNOSIS
1

AND PRESCIOPTI0N2

Each school district shall have:

A. Adopted and implemented diagnostic procedures in basic skills3

which assure identification of individual students' Iteirning

strengths, learning problems, interests and potential.
[Compliance Date 9-1-791

INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-235 A. DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES)

1. A written description of diagnostic procedures that have been

adopted by the dist.rict;and,

.
Records of assessment and diagnostic data that have been used to:

identify individual learners not attaining the goals being
assessed within the district;and, to

identify those learners regu'iring specialized goals and

experiences; and, to

describe the specific nature of the functions interfering with
learning and the implications thes-e have for the learning environ-

ment; and

I

DIAGNOSIS the identification of a ,,tudent',, learning strengths, prob-

lems. interests, and potential as they affect the ability to acquire
and/or use basic skills.

?
PRESCRIPTION the (1,-,e or adopted plans and procedures-to provide learn-

ing experiences designed to meet the needs of individual learners a,
r,41ected by a diagno,.1, of their learning, r-tromitl-p,, 01(0)lePic, intete,-,t,,

and potential.

3
BASIC SK'LLS the ability to listen, ',peak, read, write, and to compute
rAthematically.

1-10
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3. Observation that specialized diagnostic techniques are being employed to

determine the possible causes of unanticipated or unsatisfactory

learner outcomes.

B. Adopted and implemented plans and procedures to meet the

instructional needs of students by providing learning activities

to deal with individual learning strengths, learning problems,

interests and special problems associated with handicaps.
[Compliance Date 5-1-79]

INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-235 B. PRESCD1PTIVE INSTRUCTION)

l. A written des ription of the.district program's provisions for

prescriptive nstruction based on diagnosed needs of individual

students; an ,

2. Records or classroom observations which verify that learning

activities are being carried out, to include:

features that are consistent with special learner needs which have

been determined through diagnostic procedure% and

specification of the alternatives available to learners diagnosed

as having specific needs in relation to attainment of instructional

goals.

0(11 ,iyi( t 1:( (ln(L 71- t 1 0,, r7,(,cei,4,,,,,7,

22-240 EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

A. Each school district which enrolls students in grades kindergarten

through 8, tr any combination thereof, shall provide instruction

in communication skills', mathematics, science, social science,

health education, physical education, music education, and the

_visual2 and performing arts3. [Compliance Date 9-1-751

1 COMMUNICATION SKILLS - reading, writing, speaking, listening.

2
VISUAL ARTS art, the products of which endure or can be seen or com-

prehended through the eye, such as paintings, sculpture, architecture,

drawings; includes the performing arts which relate to drAna, dance and

pantomime.

3PERFORMING.ARTS those visual arts that involve performing before an

audience, such as drama, dance and pantomime.

/le 10
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INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-240 A. INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS K-8)

1. Courses of study, curriculum guides, and/or class schedules which
specify regularly scheduled instruction in the kindergarten through

grade 8 school program, in communication skills, mathematics, science,

social science, health education, physical education, music education,

and the visual and performing arts; and

2. Observable instructional activities in the required areas of instruction.
(For suggested time allotments, grades K-8, see Part II, 6.)

RELATED STATUTES

See Appendix A for summaries of several requirements pertaining to curriculum
content and instructional management which are prescribed by Oregon law.

:ndicatoro of 7ualit in variouo inotrucional :nrograms, oee Part ITT, 0.

B. Instruc'tion in grades kindergarten through 8, or any combination

thereof, shall provide students with the opportunities to acquire
knowledge and skills in personal development', social responsibility2

and career development3 applicable to the minimum competencies re-
quired for graduation4 as adopted for the receiving high schools.

[Compliance,Date 9-1-77]

'PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT those areas of knowledge and skill to be acquired by

students in order to survive and grow as an individual; included are
competencies necessary to: (a) read, listen, analyze, speak, and write;

(b) compute, using the basic processes; (c) understand basic scientific

and technolngical processes; (d) develop and maintain a healthy mind and

body; (e) develop and maintain the role of a lifelong learner.

2SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY - those areas of Knowledge and skill to be acquired by
students in order to function effective Ly and responsibly as a: (a) citizen

in the community, state, and nation; (b) citizen in interaction with his
or her environment; (k) citizen on the streets and highways.,' (d) consumer

of goods and services.

3CAREER DEVELOPMENT those areas of knowledge and skill to be acquired by

students in order to survive and advance in any career area. Included are

competencies relatino to: (a) good work habits; (b) positive attitudes

toward work; (c) ability to maintain good interpersonal relationships;

(d) ability to make appropriate career decisions; (e) entry-level skills

for chosen career fields.

4MINIMUM COMPETENCIES REQUIRED FOR GRADUATION those competencies (possession

of skills, knowledge, and understandings to the degree they can be demonstrated)
which the local school district operating the graduating high school has
identified as those it is willing to accept as evidence that individual students
are equipped to survive in the society in which they live.

1-12



INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-240 B. MINIMUM COMPETENCIES K-8)

Written district school board policies and/or administrative regulations
governing the provision of students with Opportunities to acquire, in the
kindergarten through 8 program, knowledge and skills in personal develop-
ment, social responsibility, and career development applicable to the
minimum competencies required for graduation as adopted for the receiving
high schools; and

2. Observable instructional activities in the kindergarten through 8 program
associated with the development of skills' and knowledge in the required
areas of instruction which are applicable two the minimum competencies
required for graduation as adopted for the receiving high schools.

op c,ztop- it "1. P97Parl p7k czh

C Each school district that enrolls students in grades. 9 through 12
shall offer those subjects that enable students to meet the
following graduation requirements up to and including the graduating
class of 1977:

1. Three Units (30 Semester Hours) in English-language arts;

2. Two Units (20 Semester Hours) in social studies. The social
studies series requires courses in United States history-
government and modern problems, or equivalent work approved
y the Stpte Board of Education;

3. Two Units (20 Semester Hours) in health education and physical
education;

4. One Unit (10 Semester Hours) in science;

5. One Unit (10 Semester Hours) in mathematics; and

6. Ten Units (100 Semester Hours) in elective subjects unless
local school board policy prescribes additional work in
certain subjects.

[Compliance Date 9-1-751

INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-240 C. GRADUATION PEQUIREMENTS)

1. An instructional program description in a student handbook, curriculum
guide or other publication which includes a listing or descriptions of
courses required for graduation as prescribed by the standard.

[This component of OAR 22-240 continues the former OAR 22-035 (9) (a) (b)
'(c) and (10) (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) through the 1976-77 school year.]

1 -13



RELATED STATUTES

See Appendix A for summaries of several requirements pertaining to
curriculum content and instructional management which are prescribed

by Oregon Law.

D. Each school district that enrolls students in grades 5: through 12

shall implement the high school graduation requirements adopted by
the State Board on September 22, 1972, which are effective
beginning with the graduating class of 1978.

J. Credit Requirements for High School Program Completion

a Each student is required to earn a minimum of 21 units of
credit in grades 9 through 12.

b. Units of credit shall be earned in the following required
areas of study:

(1) Communication skills 3

(2) Mathematics 1

(3) ,Social Science c"...1 1

(4) Citizenship education 1

(5) Laboratory science 1

(6) Health education 1

(7) Physical education 1

(8) Personal finance
(9) Career education 1

(10) Electives 10

c. The number of units of elective credits may be altered by
the program design of_the local di_s_trict._

d. A district school board may establish additional credit
.requirements beyond the minimum number listed.

[Compliance Date 9-1-751

INDICATOR OF COMPLIANCE (22-240 D, 1. CREDIT REQUIREMENTS)

I. District school hoard policy which specifies the units of credit
required for high school program completion, including any al-
teration of elective credits and/or any credit requirements beyond
the minimum number established by OAR 22-240 D,l.a. and b.

2. Diplomas and Certificates of Competency

a. A diploma shall be granted upon fulfillment of all credit,
competency, and attendance requirements set by the state
and local district.

b. A certificate which identifies acquired competencies may be
awarded to those students who have met some, but not all of
the requirements far the diploma, and have chosen to end
their formal school experiences. [Compliance Date 9-1-751

I -14
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INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-240 0,2. DIPLOMAS AND CERTIFICATES OF COMPETEN1Y)

1. A district school hoard policy which specifies units of credit,
competencies, and attendance requmirements for earning a diplora; and

2. Student permanent records which show that those students receiving
diplomas net state,,and local requirements, and

3. A district school board policy which specifies whether or not the
d'strict will award certificates of competency to students not
meeting all graduation requirements, and which specifies conditions -

under- which certificates of competency will be awarded if the board,
in fact, has opted to award certificarps.

3. ".2rformance Requirements for Program Completion

a. Each student's transcript of record shall indicate satisfactory
demonstration of the knowledge and skills necessary to function
in the following areas:

(1) Personal Development: Each student shall demonstrate.
competencies necessary to:

(a) Read, listen, analyze; speak, a,nd write.
(b) Compute, using the basic processes.
(c) Understand basic scientific and technological

mk processes.
_c, Develo, and maintain a healhly mind and body.
(e) Develgrp and maintain the role of a lifelong learner.

12) Social Responsibility: Each student shall denonstrate the
competencies required to function effettivety and
responsibly:

(a) As a citizen in the community, state, and nation.
(b) As a citizen in interaction with his or her environment.
(c) As a ciwrzen on the streets and highways.
(d) As a consumer of goods and services.

(3) Career Development: Each student shall demonstrate
competencies required to function effectively within a
career cluster or broad range of occupations.

h. The local district shall identify those competencies it is Will-
ing to accept as evidence that individual students are;equipped
to survive in the society in which they live. All competencies
feed not be de..eloped by each student within the formal school
ing process. Schools shall provide the necessary instruction '

for those who need it. Schools will determine student progress
toward developrient of these cmpetencies, and such determination
can be made during the normal operation of the school program.
Extensive testing programs or testing days are not required.

[Compliance Date 9-1-75]
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INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (227240 D, 3. PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR
PROGRAM COMPLETION)

1. A written list of competencies which the district school boafti has
adopted as requirements for graduation; and

2. Records which'show the placement of competencies within courses
or other activities through which students have the opportunity
to achieve competencies; and

3. Student- records which are used to record competency achievement
and show that students receiving diplomas have met the district
board-adopted competepcies.

. Attendance:

a. Twelve school years, beginning With grade 1, of planned
educational experience shall be required, except as-local
district school boards adopt policies providing for early
or delayed completion of all state and local program,
credit, .and performance requirements.

c- b. Local district school boards are encou,aged to adopt
policies allowing for individual pro/ram completion in
more or less than twelve school years.

c. Loce4 district school boards may adopt policies to allow
for credit by examination Of allow credit fdr off-campus
experiences.

d. In any waiver of the attendance requirement, the administrator
shall consider the age and maturity of the student, access to
alternativa learning experiences, performance levels, the
desireAjbf the parents or guardians, and guidelines of the
Board ' [Compliance Date 9-1-75]

INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-240 15, 4. ATTENDANCE)

1. Written courses of study, programS of study, scope and sequence
charts, or similar materials which describe twelve years of

0 educational experience available for students in the local school
district; and

2. District school policy statements which specify availability or
non-availability to students of: early or delayed graduation, credit
by examination, off - campus experiences; and

3. Written administrative rules whicn describe means by which the local
administrator considers age and maturity of student, access to

v alternative learning exper'iences, performance levels, the desires
of the patents or guardians, and gUidelines of the district school
board in waiver of the attendance requirement.

I-16
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5.- Developing Appropriate Electives and Additional Co /Ise Offerings
Beyorid State Minimums

a. Local districts shall develop elective offerings which
provide students with opportunities to earri,a minimum

It of ten elective units of high school credit. The develop-
,ment of these electives shall be structured in terms of
the personal, social, career, and post-high school
educational needs of students. Vocational, scientific,
fine arts, modern language, and humanities needs of
students shall be assessed in developing appropriate
electives. districts are encouraged to provifde
varied experiences in the fine arts and humanities.

[Coinpliance Date 9-1-75]

INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-240 D, 5. ELECTIVES AND ADDITIONAL COURSE
5FERINGS)

1. A listing of elective offerings provided to the students; and

2. Records Which describe the process by whi/ch elective offerings
are determined and student options exercised.

6. Local School District Responsibility for Idiplementation

a. The requirements shall be applicable beginning with the
high school graduating class of 1978. Local school dis-
trict plans for implementation of 22-0410 shall be filed
wittisand approved by the State Board by July 1, 1974.

b. Each school district shall have the option of requiriki its
graduating classes of 1976 and 1977 to meet the graduation
requir'emehts in accordance with subsection D. of this
standard. Although classes of 1976 and 1977 may be
graduated according to the state standards adopted in
1966, districts are urged to implement these rules as
soon as possibIe. [Compliance Date 9-1-75]

Ibia+CATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-240 D, 6. RESPONSIBILITY FOR IMPLEMENTATION)

1. Oregon Department of Education records which show receipt of the
local school district plans for implementation; and

2. District school board policies for initiation of requirements for
9th grade students during the 1974-75 schooltyear; and district
policy records that specify the req9irements'ifilder which the class
of 1978 and those thereafter will graduate; and

1-17
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3. Written planned course statements for courses (units f credit) offered

9th grade students in 1974-75 and continuing thereon; and

4. District policy records which specify the requirements under which the
classes of 1976 and 1977 will graduate.

1' ,t,''3 . .,,

7. Definition of Terms

a. Unit of Credit

One hunt5Ir?A thirty clock hours of instruction in a

planned course shall be the minimum requirement for
granting one unit or ten semester hours of credit.
Independent study, work experiences, and research time
may be counted as a portion of the 130 clock hours when
identified as an integrated part of a planned course.
Fractional units of credit may be allowed for work
accomplished in a planne course of less than 130 clock

hours in proportion to t e amount of time allotted for

the course. This minimu clock hour requirement may be

waived pursuant to the provisions of 22-040 D. 7 c .,:nd

D 4.

b. Planned Course

A planned course shah include, but not be limited to:
course title; course overview; course goals to be
achieved in terms of knowledge, skills, and values; and,
where appropriate, minimum survival competencies.
Planned courses in one or more required areas of study
may be combined for instructional purposes with appro-
priate units of credit granted and recorded for each

course. Within the school's program, provisions must

be made for assuring that learning activities and
evaluation procedures are identified for each course.

c. Credit by Examination

Credit by examination is a process for ascertaining student
competencies for the purpose of waiving course requir'e-

ments and, if deemed appropriate, granting credit.

1-18
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d. Personal Finance

As used in 22-040 D. 1, "personal finance" means planned
instruction aimed at helping students develop the
competencies needed to cope with financial concerns
related to their life roles as consumers and producers.

e. Careen Education

As used in 22-040 D. 1. and 3. (3)., "career education"
and "career development" mean planned instruction aimed
at helping students develop general occupational compe-
tencies needed to function effectively within a career
cluster or a broad range of related occupations.

f. Competencies

"Competencies" means possession of skills, knowledge,
and understandings to the degree they can be demonstrated.

[Compliance Date 9-1-75]

For guidance in.the development of lOcal school district programs which
will comply with OAR 22-240 D, see Oregon Graduation Requirements-:

Administrative Guidelines. Section I

Personal Development Education Section II
Social Responsibility Education Section III
Career Development Education Section IV
Guidelines for Planned Course Statements
Guidelines for Record Keeping Procedures

22-245 ADMINISTRATION

A. Each school district shall keep on file a written
compilation of organizational rules, operating policies
and procedures adopted by it pursuant to ORS 332.107,
and shall make such written compilation available to
the Oregon Department of Education personnel and other
interested parties upon request.

[Compliance Date 9-1-75]

INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-2/.5 A. Administration)

1. A written copy of tne district's policies, rules and procedures are
compiled in a loose file cc:lection, administrative bulletin or other
publication; and

::These publications of the Oregon Department of Education are available from
the Documents Clerk, 942 Lancaster Drive NE, Salem, OR 97310.
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2. The compilation of the district's policies, rules and procedures is

available upon request; and

3. An examination of the district's policies, rules and procedures shows

that they are consistent with the rules of the State Board of Education.

,.1,1L:tj in ,l'otr:,,t , pro(J,A741'.,3,

iY't, ; J.

B. Each school district shall maintain written personnel policies
which shall include, but need not be confined to, the following
subjects:

1. An affirmative action plan assuring that there shall be
equal employment and educational opportunities for all
persons regardless of age, handicap, national origin,
race, religion, or sex, [Compliance Date 9-1-75]

2. Descriptions of position classifications outlining job
requirements of all personnel; [Compliance Date 9-1-76]

3. A liaison system between the local school board and its
employees. [Compliance Date 9-1-76]

Copies of the written personnel policies shall be available
for inspection by all school employees and the public.
All school employees shall be informed of the existence
and availability of the personnel policies.

[Compliance Date 9-1-75]

INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-245 B. PERSONNEL POLICIES)

1. A copy of the district's personnel policies on file or included in
an administrative bulletin, staff handbook or other publication; and

2. The inclusion of the personnel policies in a staff bulletin, handbook
or other publication distributed regularly to all employees; or

3. Information disseminated by means of a staff bulletin or other
written communication to all district employees advising them of the
existence and availability of the district's personnel policies.

4. Components of the district's personnel policies which:

describe the district's affirmative action plan and which show
that the plan is consistent with requirements of OAR 21-040
Equal Employment and Educational Opportunity;

describe position descriptions and job requirements of all district
employees;

by an organizational chart or other descriptive means show lines of
communication between the board and its employees.

1-20
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RELATED STATUTES

ORS 342.595 to 342.663 Terms and Conditions of Employment of School Personnel
ORS 342.805 to 342.530 Fair Dismissal Law
ORS 342.955 Compulsory retirement; services from year to year; substitute

teachers.

ORS 342.970 Discrimination on account of sex or blindness forbidden.

v nd t pozz,:os, ''art If,

C. Each school district shall provide equal educational opportunity
for all students under any education program or activity admin-
istered or authorized by the Oregon State Board of Education.

[Compliance Date 9-1-75]

INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-245 C. EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES)

1. A plan on file in the district office which assures that all students
have equal opportunity to participate in educational programs and equal
access to facilities regardless of age, :andicap, national origin, race,
religion or sex; and

2. Oregon Department of Education records showing that the district has
filed such assurances and reports as may have been prescribed by the
Superintendent of Public Instruction pursuant to provisions of OAR
21-040; and

3. District reports and/or on-site accreditation visits which show that
the district's program and facilities provide equal educational
opportunities and access to facilities as assured by the district's
plan.

r >'..17 ; I,

j,
).

!' 7:( Pt .0:: :E':;

D. Each school district shall complete and forward promptly all reports
required by the Department. [Compliance Date 9-1-75]

INDICATOR /OF COMPLIANCE (22-245 D. RECORDS)

Oregon Department of Education files which show that all reports due from
the District are current.
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E. Each school district shall cause all employees responsible
for custody of any funds, fees, or cash collections to be
covered under a board approved bond. [Compliance Date 9-1-75]

INDICATOR OF COMPLIANCE (22-245 E. BONDED EMPLOYEES)

District possession of an approved bond and its coverage.

II

F. Student activity funds and other fees or cash collection
funds shall be examined annually by a board-approved, inde-
pendent accountant. [Compliance Date-9-1-75]

f
INDICATOR OF COMPLIANCE'(22-245 F. ACCOUNTfiNG OF FUNDS)

tr

A copy in district files of the most recent audit report by a board-
approved accountant.

a

G. In evaluating the transcripts of students, the administrator
shall:

1. Accept satisfactory attendance and satisfactorily
completed units of credit and competencies from a
standard junior high school on the same basis as when
completed in-a four-year high school;

2: For out-of-state transfer students:

a. Accept the units of credit and attendance completed
in standard secondary schools on the same basis as
if the requirements had been completed in this
state; and

b. Determine which of the local school district's
minimum survival competencies the student must
demonstrate in order to meet its requirements for
graduation.

3. Accept the minimum survival cdmpetencies completed in a
standard secondary school in Oregon as if those competen-
cies had been earned in the administrator's own district;

4. For students from a private, alternative, or nonstandard
public secondary school:

a. Determine the value of credits;

b. Determine which of the local school district's
minimum survival competencies the student must
demonstrate in order to meet the requirements for
graduation; and

1-22
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c. Determine the number of years of school attendance

or equivalent.

5. Determine the grade placement of elementary students
enrolled in grades kindergarten through 8;

6. Determine the value of credits obtained through corres-
pondence courses as applicable to meeting state and local
requirements for graduation, providing the courses have
been taken from a member of the National University
Extension Association; and

7. Determine the value of credits obtained in an approved
community college program, as applicable toward meeting
state and local requirerAnts for graduation.

[Compliance Date 9-1-75]

1.

INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-245 G. EVALUATING STUDENT TRANSCRIPTS)

1. A written district policy which states the dual enrollment procedures
by which students may receive credit(s) applicable to high school
graduation/b-ased on points 1 through 7 of component G of the Standard;

and

2. Student records which show the policy has been implemented.

H. Each school district shall schedule and provide an annual
School year consisting of a minimum of 175 days of actual

classroom instruction.' [Compliance Date 9-1-75]

INDICATORS OF COMPLIAN-CNOt(22-245 H. REQUIRED DAYS OF INSTRUCTION)

1. The district's board- approved school calendar for the current year
which shows 175 or more scheduled days of classroom instruction; and

2. Records of student daily membership for the current year which show

that classroom instruction has been conducted in accordance with
the school calendar, subject to allowances fbr any emergency closures.

'DAY OF ACTUAL CLASSROOM ' NSTRUCTION the time during which students are
present for a major portion of a scheduled school day and are engaged in
learning experiences related to district goals and under the guidance of
teachers at their school or at off-campus learning stations. Up to five

days of temporary closure due to extraordinary conditions beyond the con-
trol of the district may be counted toward the 175 day minimum school term
required by OAR 22-245, subject to approval by the Superintendent of Public
Instruction.
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22-250 PUPIL PERSONNEL SERVICES

Pupil personnel services are instructional and support programs
which maximize opportunities for all students to understand
and develop positive self-concepts, move through individual levels
of development, cope with their environment, develop positive
life-career goals, and have access to adequate health services.

A. Each school district board shall adopt a policy, followed by
the development and implementation of a formal guidance and
counseling program which identifies the points listed below.

1. Outcomes that include, but are not limited t
assisting students in:

a. Developing decision-making sk'lls,
b. Obtaining information about self,

c. Understanding opportunities and alternatives available
in the educational program,

d. Setting career and ed9cational goals,
e. Accepting increasing responsibility for one's actions,
f. Developing skills in interpersonal relations, and
g. Utilizing school and community recnurrps;

2. Responsibilities delegated to each school;
3. How the program is coordinated in grades kindergarten

through 12;
4. Methods and procedures for evaluating the program.

[Compliance Date 9-1-76]

INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-250 A. DISTRICT POLICY)

1. A wriiten district policy which provides for the development and
implementation of a formal guidance and counseling program based
upon points 1 through 4 in component A of the standard; and

7. Observable guidance and counseling activities based nn district
policy; and

3. Written school district board policy which establishes the ratio
of counselors to students at elementary and secondary levels.

For indir!aor; ,--)f quality it air -Ttri.ct fnr pupil a?-1

J.4nkT,qir-ty, an,, Part II, ll.
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B. Each school's guidance and counseling program shall be based upon
a written plan that implements the district's program and which
includes the following components:

1. Goals, or outcomes;
2. A method. for assessing guidance art counseling needs of

students;
3. Major activities relating to:

(A) The school, and
(B) The student;

4 Guidance and counseling objectives relating to individual
student's needs;

5 Procedures which help individual students set personal
objectives; and

6 School counselor assignments made in accordance with
personnel qualifications as required by the state
certification rules.

[Compliance Date 9 -1 -76]

INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-250 B. DISTRICT PROGRAM)

I. A written plan in each school which implements the district policy
on pupil personnel services and meets the requirements expressed in
points 1 through 5 in component B of the standard; and

2. Records which verify that each counselor position is filled by a
certified counselor; and

3. Observable guidance and counseling activities based on the written
plan in each school; and

4. Availability of counselors at the ratio established by the school
district board.

1,7, indicators of quality in school guidance and counseling plans, so()
Part II, 11.

' C. Student Records

Each school district board shall establish a written policy which:

1. Contains guidelines in conformance with existing statutes for
access to and dissemination of information 'ontained in
student records;

1 -25
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2. Provides for the maintenance of permanent student records which,

include the following portions of the progress record:

a. The full name of the student,

b. The student's birthdate,
c. The parents'/guardians' names,
d. The date of entry into the school,

e. The name of the previous school attended,
f. The subjects taken,

. Marks received and/or credits earned,

h. Attendance record,

i. The date and reason for leaving school, and
j. Such additional information as prescribed by the district;

3. Provides for a copy of the permanent record to be retained in

the school, or the school district or intermediate education

district office;

4. Provides for the forwarding of student progress records upon

receipt of notice of enrollment from another educational -

institution; a

5. Provides for the forwarding of behavioral records upon request

of the student's parents; and

6. Provides for the keeping of permanent records in a safe,

vault, or file having a minimum one-hour fire-safe rating,

or for the keeping of duplicate permanent records in a safe

depository outside the building.
[Compliance Oat:9/9-1-75]

INDICATOR OF COMPLIANCE (22-250 C. STUDENT RECORDS)

A written district school board policy on student records which includes

points 1
through 6 in component C of the standard.

p 1-I ,
1

II

D. Each school district board shall:
.

1. Develop a plan identifying the health services provided
for the stuuents enrolled in its schools; and

2. When employing school nurses, aqsure that qualifications
include an Oregon nursing license to practice as a

registered nurse. [Compliance Date 9-1-76]
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INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-250 D. HEALTH SERVICES)

1. A district school board plan which describes health services provided
for students enrolled in each school in the district; and

2. A district office copy of the required license, a record of its having
been registered, or other documentation of possession by the school
nurse(s).

,27tiz l'zpt :T, 12.

22-255 SCHOOL STAFF

A. Each schlol district shall employ and assign properly certificated
personnel in accordance with the rules established by the Teacher
Standards and Practices Commission pursuant to Revised Statutes
342.120 through 342.200. [Compliance Date 9-1-75]

INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-255 A. CERTIFICATED PERSONNEL)

1. Personnel'assignments that conform to the certification rules as
shown by:

The intermediate education district or other county school office
record of certificates filed by the district's administrative
aft teaching personnel, in districts of 1,000 or less school
census children; or

A fie copy of the district's current year report to the IED or
othe 0. county school office of the certification standings and
assignments of the istrict's personnel, in districts of 1,000
or more school census children; and

2. A district document containing job d scriptions and assignments which
shows that the duties to be performed by all personnel for whom
certification is required are consistent with legal requirements; and

3. Observations of duties performed by district personnel that confirm
agreement of district practice with provisions of the certification
rules.

RELATED STATUTES AND OAR'S

ORS 342.505 to 342.553 Employment of Teachers
,ORS 342.601 Registration of Teaching Certificates and Contracts
ORS 342.604 Standard Form For Reporting Salaries and Other Benefits
OAR 32.010 to 32-044 Teaching Certificates
OAR 34-010 to 34-042 Administrative Certificates
OAR 35-005 to 35-007 Assignment of Staff

B. Employment of Teacher Aides: A school district which employs
teacher aides shall be subject to the rules of the Oregon
State Board of Education as set forth in Administrative Rules
37-005 through 37-035. [Compliance Date 9-1-75] J
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INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-255
/

B. TEACHER AIDES)

1. Written job descriptions showi_ng that duties performed and the nature
of supervision given to teacher aides are consistent with requirements
of OAR 37-010 and OAR 37-015; and

2. Observations of th6 work performed by the teacher aides that indicate,
compliance with the standard; and

3. Oregon Department of Education or county school office records that
show registry of the information required by OAR37-020; and

4. Agenda of in-service programs, or other evide9ce, showing that teacher
aides have received suitable training as required by OAR 37-025.

C. Daily Class Size/Assignment: Each school- district shall main-

tain class sizes at all grade and instructional levels that
are functional in view of the purposes of the class groupings.
Class size, staffing, and program arrangements in grades
kindergarten through three, esepiially, shall\be of such a

nature that all enrolled pupils will have acc'ss to

individualized instruction as,needed.
[Compliance Date 9-1-76]

INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-255 C. DAILY CLASS SIZE)

1. District board policies which state the lower and upper limits of
cl9ss section enrollments deemed functional in terms of efficient
stAff utilization,)need of access to individualized instruction
by the students, arid the purpose and nature of particular school
subjects or class groupings; and

2. Current reports or records of actual class section enrollments
which show that class sizes for various purposes fall within
ranges established by district policy; and

3. Recorded results of classroom observations which show that students
in need of individual assistance by a teacher or teacher's aid
receive attention as needed.
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RELATED STATUTE

ORS 342-608 working hours for certificated personnel; duty-free lunch
period; required; exception.

r t
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22-260 AUCATI6NAL MEDIA

Eachlschool district shall:

A. PrOvide in each school building a center offering organized
media services and materials consistent with the district's
program and course goals. This center shall be located
appropriately CO serve the needs of the instructional program.

[Compliance Date 9-1-76]

INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-260.A. SCHOOL MEDIA CENTERS)

1. The existence of a facility from which both library and audio-visuql
materials and services are available to teachers and students in
each school; and.

2. Job desc 'ptions, a staff assignment listing, or other written evidence
which shows staff management responsibilities for the school's total
educational media program; and

3. A system of cataloging of all print and nonorint materials and of
pcotedures which permit access to the materials by teachers and
students on a timely basis; and

4. School district board policies and procedures that require and
facilitate in each school buiTJing the selection of materials and

. the rendering of services on the basis of program goals and/or
course goals and instructional needs.

nd I t qua 1 t t.AL': 7 41-wa Z ('11,z I mc ?, ,
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B. Have adopted a procedure regarding the selection and purchase
of instructional materials! [Compliance Date 9-1-751
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INDICATORS Or COMPLIANCE -(22-260 B. MATERIALS SELECTION AND PURCHASE)

1. Written procedures adopted by'.the district schoo, board that:

Delineate responsibilities for reviewing, recommending, and
approving mateials for purchase; and

Set forth' criteria and means to ensure that selections are
directed toward meeting the district's instructional program
needs and'-goals and

include procedures for handling complaints concerning media
materials; both those in useand those in the process of being
considered for purchase.

I.

C. Have adopted a 'rocedure to coordinate the evaluation and
purchase of inst-uctional equipment to insure the quality and
compatibility of the equipment with the needs orteachers and
students. [Compliance Date 9-1-75]

INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-260 C. EQUIPMENT PURCHASE)

1. Written procedures, including criteria, adopted by the district
board to be used in selecting instructional equipment to insure
quality and compaL.bility with the needs of students and t-schers;
to include:

Assurance of teacher input regarding instructional needs;, and

Assurance of dependable technical ,peration with regard to the
electrical-, mechanical and related characteristics of the
equipment; and

Technical input to assure interchangeability of software such
as tapes and films, and the compatibility of parts or
a_Lessories used in conjunction with that piece of equipment.

C. ssiqn media staff in accordance with personnel qualifications
a-, required by the state certificflation rules.

[Compliance Date 9-1-76]
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INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-260 D. MEDIA STAFF)

1. The assignment of media center management responsibilities to

personnel holding teaching certificate as specified by the

state certification norms; and

2. The assignment of media center management responsibilities to

personnel holding at least a basic educational media certificate

as specified by the state certification norms.

RELATED STATUTES

ORS 32-000 Teaching Certificates

ORS 32-032 Subject Matter Endorsemdklts, Basic Educ-tional Media

Akt

22-265 SCHOOL FACILITIES

Each school district shall:

A. Provide structurally sound buildings adequate in size and

arrangement to accommodate the educational program offered

and to meet the physical needs of all students and staff.
[Compliance Date 9-1-751

7

INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-265 A. STRUCTURALLY SOUND BUILDINGS)

1. Ins,( t:on reports which show that the district is in compliance

with:

Mlo

Provisions of the State of Oregon Building Code pursuant to

ORS 456.750; ORS 456.755; ORS 447.230; and ORS 479.155; and

The State of Oregon laws requiring licensed professionals Lo

be responsible for building design pursuant to ORS 671.020

and ORS 671.030; and

The State of Oregon Elevator Standards, pursuant% to ORS 460.005;

and

The Statc of Oregon Regulations for Pressure Vessels, pursuant

to ORS 480.535; and

1-31
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The Health and Sanitation Standards established for schools by

the State of Oregon Department of Human Resources, Health
Division, pursuant to ORS 448.215 and ORS 454.605; and

The Superintendent of Public Instruction approval requirement
if conditionally standard and planning to contract a bonded
indebtedness, pursuant to ORS 328.205; and

2. Records to show that the district has asked the Commissioner of

Labor to inspect a school building where structural soundness has
been requested, pursuant to ORS 332.190; and

3. The existence, use, and convenient arrangement of all the
instructional spaces which are necessary and appropriate to the
learning process; and

4. The existence, use, and convenient arrangement ofall spaces and
facilities necessary for the administrative support of the

instructional program; aad

5. The existence of conditions that conform to "Space and Quality

Standards" of the Oregon Department of Education.

RELATED STATUTES:

ORS 447.020 Plumbing Code
ORS 479.730 Subsection (1) Plumbing Code
ORS 476.030 and ORS 479.170 Fire Marshall Maintenance Provisions

)! .(2 t, ,y-,,7 j 1,4c.17 t.4 ;i' ,tt r',47',17 '1.4)1.41 lc.11 LP'

B. Provide the instructional furniture, equipment, materials, and
supplies required at various grade levels and in various
subject and special areas.

[Compliance Date 9 -1 -75]
1

INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-265 B. FURNITURE, EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS)

1. The existe ce and use of those items of furniture, devices, equipment
and suppli s which are necessary and appropriate to the learning
process as defined in each instructional program; and

2. The existence and use of those tools, equipmert, and supplies required
to effectively perform the daily and seasonal cleaning and maintenance
of the buildings and grounds; and

3. The proper display of the United States flay and Oregon state flag
during good weather.
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RELATED STATUTE

ORS 336.630 Display of flag.

//'
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C. Obtain approval of all Liilding plans for new construction and

remodering from the Oregon Department of Education and other

required state and local agencies in terms of specific State

standards for school buildings. [Compliance Date 9-1-75]

INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-265 C. BUILDING PROGRAM AND PLANS)

1. Department of Education documented approval of the school site; and

2. Department of Education )cumented approval of, the written building

program, preliminary drawings, and outline specifications, including:

Information relative to: (a) planned and projected school

population, (b) grade levels served, (c) the nature of the

/Immediate surrounding neighborhood, (d) the character of

the greater community area served; also, a description of

the district's (a) educational philosokhy, (b) pblicy regard-

ing community involvement and use of school facilities,

(c) all activities which are to be accommodated by both build-

ing and site, (d) desirable relationships which should exist

between various activities, (e) the dtsired character of the

school; and

The preliminary drawings clearly drawn to scale and
accurately describe the proposed construction or remodeling work

by means of floor plans, elevation drawings, sectional drawings,

and site plans which describe the scope of the project, size

shape, configuration, fenestration, and general interrelation-

ships of the various building elements, and the relationship of

building mass to site and site development features; and

The outline specifications indicating the general scope and

types of structural systems, mechanical systems, lighting systems,

building materials, exterior and interior finishes, and site -

development particulars; and

3. Department of Education documented approval of the Working Drawings

and Specifications (architectural contract documents) 'which clearly

and accurately describe in complete detail all aspects affecting the

proper construction of the proposed building and/or remodeling and/or

additions and site work included within the scope of the project; and

4. Oregon Health Division approval of water supply and sewage disposal

systems; and

5. Oregon Department of'Comme,Le approval for building code compliance;

and

6. Local jurisdictional bodies approval for compliance with zoning

:regulations.
1-33
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22-270 SAFETY AND EMERGENCY PLANNING

Each school district shall:

A. Be responsible for the management of a current comprehensive
emergency plan and safety policy program for all schools,
school buses and other property under its jurisdiction. The

plan shall include assurance that the district complies with
all local, state, and federal laws relating to safety

standards. [Compliance Date 9.1-76]

INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-270 A. EMERGENCY PLANS AND PROGRAMS)

1. Written comprehensive procedures which are disseminated to all
employees and students to provide guidance at times of emergency,

such as fire, severe weather conditions, earthquake, tidal wave,
bomb threat, civil disturbance, nuclear threat, and transportation
emergencies; and

2. Emergency procedures for coordination between schools and local
emergency service agencies; and

3. Records of regularly conducted emergency drills for fire,
transportation accident, or other potential crisis; and

4. Written and adopted school board policies which provide for
compliance with all laws relating to safety in schools, and
which provide for a school safety organization with specific
safety responsibilities assigned to personnel; and

5. Posted emergency medical plan for obtaining first-aid,
ambulance, hospital and doctor's services.

RELATED STATUTES, OAR'S AND REGULATIONS

ORS 336.072 Fire drills, unlocked exits, instruction in fire dangers
ORS Chapter 654, The Oregon Safe Employment Act
ORS 336.460 Tfaffic patrols authorized
ORS 336.470 Regulation of traffic patrols
OAR 53-015 Rules pertaining to school bus drivers
OAR Chapter 3332Sec;ion 22-065 Revised May 1974
Occupational Health Regulations
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B. Conduct and document regularly scheduled safety inspections
of all schools and property under its jurisdiction.

[Compliance Date 9-1-75]

INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-270 B. SAFETY INSPECTION PRACTICES)

1. Written reports or completed check-lists reflecting the dates
and results of regularly scheduled safety inspections of all
buildings, grounds, equipment and supplies; and

2. Records of safety hazards reported and actions\staken for
elimination of hazards; and \

3. Interviews with school personnel that indicate staff
familiarity with the conduct of frequent and thorough safety
inspections.

4. A document, policy statement, or reasonable equivalent thereof,
which specifies a schedule for conducting periodic safety
inspections of district schools and property.

RELATED STATUTES, OAR'S AND REGULATIONS

ORS Chapter 654, The Oregon Safe Employment Act
OAR Chapter 333, Section 22-065 Revised
Occupational Health Regulations
OAR 53-015 Rules pertaining to school bus drivers

C. Conduct an accident prevention in-service program as a part
of a regular orientation program for all teachers and other
employees of the district. [Compliance Date 9-1-76]
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INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-270 C. ACCIDENT PREVENTION IN-SERVICE)

1. Agendas of regularly scheduled safety orientation sessions
fcr all teachers and other employees inclusive of transportation,
maintenance, custodial, food preparation, and clerical; and

2. Interviews with school personnel that indicate professional
and classified staff awareness of a district accident
prevention program.

RELATED STATUTES, OAR's AND REGULATIONS

ORS 336.072 Fire drills, unlocked exits, instruction :n fire dangers
OAR Chapter 333 Section 22-065 Revised May 1974
Occupational Health Regulations
OAR 53-015 Rules pertaining to school bus drivers

ii,AZt. >PC
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D. Conduct an accident reporting system for accidents which
happen on school property, or involve teachers, students
and other school personnel on school business regardless
of the nature or security of the program.

[Compliance Date 9-1-75]

INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-270 D. ACCIDENT REPORTING SYSTEMS)

1. Availability of accident report forms to all personnel and written
instructions for their use and disposition; and

2. Procedures included in staff handbooks or other documents in the
hands of all school personnel which describe procedures for accident
investigation, review, and preventative action.

RELATED STATUTE

ORS Chapter 654, The Oregon Safe Employment Act
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E. Cause all schools to provide the necessary safety devices,
'safety equipment, and safety instruction for students and
adults operating power tools, conducting laboratory
experiements, and participating in physical education
classes and intra- or inter-school activities.

[Compliance Date 9-1-75]

INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-270 E. SAFETY DEVICES, EQUIPMENT' AND
INSTRUCTION)

1. Observations which confirm that safety devices are provided and
in use for activities requiring safeguards; and

2. Handbooks, curriculum guides, course e-tscriptions or lesson plans
which describe safety instruction given to students involved
in activities where hazards may exist; and

3. In-service agenda or other evidence of safety instruction for
employees whose work may involve exposure to potential hazards; and

4. The existence of required first aid supplies and the availability
of qualified first aid personnel.

RELATED STATUTE, OAR, AND REGULATION

ORS Chapter 654, The Oregon Safe Employment Act
OAR Chapter 333, SectiOn 22-065 Revised May 1974
Occupational Health Regulations

For indicutoro (v'quality; in safctu ckvic<:i;, epipm('it, and intruction
occ Part
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22-275 AUXILIARY SERVICES

Auxiliary services are necessary to support the total educational program
provided by the local school district. These services shall be so
organized that they are recognized by the community 2s a part of the
total program and, as such, shall be integrated into the kindergarten 1

through 12 instructional program.

A. Transportation Services

1. Transportation provided at school district expense shall
comply with applicable state laws and administrative rules
adopted by the State Board of Education.

[Compliance Date 9-1-75]
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INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-275 A, 1. TRANSPORTATION SERVICES)

I. Observations of loading and unloading areas and practices which
indicate safe conditions as required by OAR 53-015 (16) (a); and

2. Interviews or observations which indicate that routes and bus
stops are planned for optimum safety of students. OAR 53-015 (12);

3. Interviews, observations, or records which indicate that routes are
planned to provide seating space for transported students in

compliance with OAR 53-015 (17) (B); and

4. Demonstration of bus emergency skills by a representative number of

student passengeri, file copies of driver safety instruction
reports or other hoof of compliance with emergency instruction

procedures'requirekby OAR 53-015 (11); and

5. District records whiCN,indicate that school bus accident reports

are filed with the Oreg D artment of Education and the Motor

Vehicle DivisiOn as requt d by ORS 485.050 and ORS 486.106; and

6. District accounting practices and entries which show that accurate
records of reimbursable and non-reimbursable mileage and expenses

are kept in accordance with OAR 23-040 requirements.

2. Buses shall be constructed, equipped, maintained, and

inspected in accordance with Oregon Motor Vehicle Law

and requirements adopted by the State Board of Education.
[Compliance Date 9-1-75]

INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-275A, 2. SCHOOL BUS INSPECTION AND
MAINTENANCE)

1. Oregon Department of Education and district office records which

show that all school -buses were inspected prior to September 1 of

the current year ;n compliance with OAR 53-005 (2); and

2. Observations, interviews, or inspection reports which show that
all buses are being maintained in safe operating condition as
required by ORS 483.050 and OAR 53-015, the section (10) which
follows section (17). '

3. Bus drivers shall possess a valid Oregon School Bus Driver's
License and shall comply with operating procedures adopted

by the State Board of Education.
[Compliance Date 9-1-751



INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-275,A, 3. SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS)

1. Oregon Department of Education records which verify that all
regular and substitute school bus drivers possess a valid
schoOl bus driver's license in accordance with OAR 53-005 (3)
and OAR 53-015 (22) (23); and

2. Observations which indicate that drivers have a satisfactory knowledge
of motor vehicle laws and regulations and can demonstrate proficiency
in operating a motor vehicle OAR 53-015 (20)` (21).

RELATED OAR'S

OAR 22-270 (A) Emergency and safety, policy anu plan required
OAR 22-270 (C) Accident prevention in-service program required
OAR 22-245 (B) (2) Job descriptions required
OAR 22--245 (C) Assurance of equal educational opportunity

::OP !nci:CatOrO Of qualit,:, in diotrict trvnontation ocr,icco, i)(11'` Ifs '4.

B. SCHOOL FOOD SERVICES

School districts operating student food service programs
shall comply with the rules and regulations established by
the State Board of Health and the State Board of Education.

[Compliance Date 9-1-75]

INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-275 B. SCHOOL FOLD SERVICES)

1. Records submitted to the Oregon Department of Education and of
records required to be kept on file in the district which show
that:

The program is administered in compliance with agreements
between the district and the Department of Education
pursuant to OAR 51-005 to 51-035;

The program protects the health and well-being of the
participants by furnishing nutritionally adequate meals;

Accountability records of program operations are kept as
prescribed by the Oregon Department of Education; and

1-39
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2. Annual district audit reports which disclose that financial aspects

of the program conform to requirements of applicable sections of

OAR 51-005 to 51-035 and standard accounting practices; and

3. Observations of food preparation and serving operations and areas
which show that meals are prepared under sanitary and safe

conditions; and

4. Observations of conditions under which meals are served and eaten

which show that the program assures every participant an
acceptable meal experience; and

5. An inspection report or certificate showing that sanitation
conditions meet standards of the State Board of Health as

specified by OAR 36-030 through 36-064.

.
Observations of facility utilization which reveal that the
facilities are adequate to accommodate all students.

RELATED STATUTE AND OAR'S

ORS Chapter 654, The Oregon Safe Employment Act

OAR 51-005 51-035 School Food and Nutrition Service (State Board

of Education)
OAR 36-030 - 36-064 Sanitary Operation of School Lunch Facilities

(State Board of Health)

qualit:i in ooho,.,1 fo,-)J P,zrt [I, :Y.

C. CUSTODIAL SERVICES

Buildings and grounds shall be maintained to provide
conditions conducive to the health and safety of all

persons. [Compliance Date 9-1-75]

INDICATORS OF COMPLIANCE (22-275 C. CUSTODIAL SERVICES)

1. Observations and interviews which indicate that there is daily
cleaning of restrooms, locker areas, gymnasiums, offices, and
other areas normally utilized each day by students or staff; and

2. Observations ,and interviews which indicate that there is
regularly scheduled cleaning of light fixtures, furniture,

other buildin fixtures, and equipment; and

3. Observations which indicate that buildings and equipment are
being maintained in a manner conducive to the health and safety
of all persons; and
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4. Observations which indicate that adequate supplies of lavatory
items are available for use, including: towels, soap, sanitary
napkins, and toilet tissue.

RELATED STATUTES AND OAR

ORS 336.072 Fire drills, unlocked exits, and instruction in fire dangers
ORS Chapter 654, The Oregon Safe Employment Act
uAR Chapter 333, Section 22-065 Revised May 1974 Occupational Health

Regulations

ORS 479.140 Fire drills, exits, and painting and finish applied to
interior combustible surfaces

ORS 479.170 Ordering repair of, or removal of materials from buildings
,
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PART II

INDICATORS OF QUALITY*

INTRODUCTION

The indicators of compliance given in Part I specify the kinds of evi-

dence that districts should provide as proof that their educational pro-
grams are being conducted in agreement with the minimum school standards.

While determination of compliance with the standards has been a neces-
sary legal function of the standardization program, the State Board of

Education encourages the use of the standards as an instrument for pro-
gram evaluation and improvement above the level of minimum compliance.

The purpose of Part II is to suggest criteria, or indicators of qtality,
that can be used to make judgments about how well school districts have
defined and implemented their educational program. The indicators of

quality are thus intended for district self- evaluation or for use by tote

Department of Education in conjunction with standardization visits when
a district is interested in an evaluation which goes beyond mere

compliance.

The particular standards or' major components of standards to which each
set of quality indicators relates afe at the beginning of each major

section, e.g., 22-230'A. GOALS.

ti

INDICATOR OF QUALITY - object, structure, process, event or other ob-
servable piece of evidence that can be used by itself or with other

information to judge adequacy, excellence or productivity.



22-230 INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING

22-230 A. GOALS

1. Each set of goals is expressed in a reasonable number of statements
(i.e., the number of statements is manageable in terms of the dis-
trict's need and capacity for collecting and recording on a timely

basis data related to goal attainment).

2. Each goal is significant to the public, professional educators, and

students.

3. Each goal is expressed as a student learning outcome.

4 Each goal is clear and concise.

5 An acceptable process was used to generate the goals (i.e., partic-

ipants and guidelines for accomplishing the task were consistent
with the principles of represerhation and recognize expressed de-
sires in whatever form).

6. The goal statements include references to functional (psychomotor)

skills and attitudes and values, in addition to knowledge oriented

outcomes.

District Goals:

Thefull set of district goals provides a comprehensive descfip-
tion of, all general learnings desirable.for students to attain
by completion of grade 12.

District goals and the State Board's Goals for Elementary and
Secondary Education are compatible (mutually comprehensive).

The district goals are a product of a representative sample of

citizens, staff and students.

Each district goal is clearly related to one or more progrlam

goals.

Program Goals:

Each set of program goals provides a comprehensive description
of all desirable learni4igs fo-r students to attain by program

Completion.

Each program
r.

910;a1 is clearly related to one or more district

goals and one otATore courceloals.
. !

Each program goat_can be translate into observable performance

,indicators, some of which may be r liably observed only over a
long term (e.g., post-schooling obs rvation of attitudes and

values).

11-2
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22-230 INSTRUCTIONAL PL4N-WG
(CONTINUED).

Course Goals:

Each set offtcourse goals provides a comprehensive descr'otion of
all desirable learnings for students to attain by completion of a
particular designated course or unit of study in grades 9-12.

Each course goal is clearly related to one or more program goal.

Each course goal can be related to specific curricular ar.d instruc-

tional options.

Each course goal can be translated into observable performance
indicates, some of which may be reliably observed only over a
long ti g., post-schooling observation of attitudes and
values) .

22-230 B. PROGRAM GOAL ASSESSMENT

I. Bata on student attainment of program goals is compiled at least every
two years.

2. The assessment data are valid and reliable.

3. The data represent an adequate sampling of the students (ideally, all
students when feasible) involved in each program.

4. The data represent an adequate sampling of the desired learning out-
comes identified for each program, including any intended affective
or value oriented outcomes.

5. The data have been analyzed, organized, and displayed in ways that
are meaningful to intended users.

6. The relationships between program and course goals arc explicit and
valid so that program goal assessment data can be referenced to appli-
cable course goals.

22-230 C. PROGRAM NEEDS

I. The judgments of program needs are logical, well-documented, based on
adequate data, and clearly described.

2. Implications of the identified program needs for improving that pro-
gram are highlighted.

3. The priorities placed on those program needs are logical, well-
docume 'ed, clearly described, and adequately justified.

I I -3



22-230 INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING
(CONTINUED)

4. Appropriate individuals--staff, parents, others--were involved in

identifying and setting priorities for program needs.

5. The program needs and their priority order are current.

6. The priorities address needs within and across programs.

22=230 D. PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT

I. The policies and procedures demonstrate a clear understanding of the

'relationship between (1) program needs (based upon program goal

assessment data) and (2) the specific strategies proposed for meeting

those needs.

2. The policies and procedures prescribe that all program needs identi-

fied by the program goal assessment shall be reviewed and a plan for

program improvement developed within a specified time.

3. The policies and procedures include a statement of the procedures to

be followed in reviewing, refining and implementing a plan for program

improvement, and cover such topics as:

Revision of goal statements.
Revision of assessment procedures.
Redesign/reorganization of instructional facilities.

Curriculum development.
Development of alternative learning activities.
Acquisition of relevant materials and equipment.

In-service needs.
Reallocation of resources.

4 The planned or implemented improvements seem justifiable in terms of

the data used to identify program needs.

5. The planned or implemented improvements adequately address the mrst

critical program,needs.
sm

b. The planned or implemented improvements have a reasonable probability

of success.

I i -4
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22-235 DIAGNOSIS AND PRESCRIPTI N

22-235 A. DIAGNOSTIC PROCEDURES

1. The professional staff is knowledgeable in:

Assessment - measuring student performance against criteria de-
scribing the desired performance level.

Diagnosis determining why a student has not attained a de-

sired performance level.

Prescription selecting and providing learning experiences
which will enable the student to achieve the
desired level.

2. Formal and informal diagnostic procedures are available and used

continually.

3. Diagnostic procedures are available for:

Perceptual-motor abilities.
Spelling difficulties.
Arithmetic difficulties.
Speech and language problems.
Reading problems.
Personal-social-emotional difficulties.

r-
,

4. The diagnostic data used is organized for analysis of learning tasks,
development of teaching strategies. establishment of terminal criteria.

22-235 B. PRESCRIPTIVE INSTRUCTION

1. The professional staff is knowledgeable in prescriptive instruction-
selection and provision of learning experiences which will enable the
student to achieve the desired level.

2. A wide variety of instructional approaches are available for prescrip-
tive teaching, including materials, teaching techniques, and evalua-

tion procedures.

3. Individual student folders are used daily in classes by students

themselves.

4. There is wide use of teacher aides working with individual students
and with small groups.

S 5. Students have knowledge of their individual problems and reasons for

the remediation being prescribed.

6. Students have some choice in the materials heing used and select
materials based on interest as well as need.

11-5



22-240 EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

22-240 A. INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS

1. Daily and weekly program schedules are flexible enough to meet the
varying needs and interests of the students and teaching styles of
the instructional staff, but sufficiently structured to ensure that
students receive a balanced fare of educational offerings. The fol-
lowing chart is recommended for use in evaluating a school's K-8
weekly time allotments among the instructional programs.

Early Years
(Grades K-3

Middle Years
(Grades 4-6)

Later Years
(Grades 7-8)

Communication Skills Communication Skills Communication Skills

40% of time
Listening
Speaking
Writing

Composition
Spelling
Handwriting

Reading

Social Studies,
Science

of time
Listening
Speaking
Writing

Composition
Spelling
Handwriting

Reading
Dramatics
Foreign Language

Social Studies,
Science

20% of time
Listening
Speaking
Writing

Composition
Spelling
Handwriting

Reading

Literature
Foreign Language

Social Studies

15 of time 20% of time 20% of time

Science

15% of time

Music, Visual and Music, Visual and Music, Visual and
Performing Arts Performing Arts Performing Arts

15'4 of time 15% of time 15% of time

Health Education, Health Education, Health Education,
Physical Education Physical Education Physical Education

154 of time 15-/, of time 15% of time

Mathematics Mathematics Mathematics

15:' of time 15% of time 15'%, of time

I I -6
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22-240 EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
(CONTINUED)

2. Courses of study, curriculum guides, and/or class schedules specify

regularly scheduled.instruction in:

Communication skills, mathematics, social science, and physical

education at each year of the K-8 education program.

Science, health education, music education, and the visual and

performing arts at each year of the K-8 education program.

Grades 7 and 8 instruction in science education, and health educa-

tion organized at least for a year's study at grade 7 or 8, or one

semester in grade 7 and one semester in grade 8.

Grades 7 and 8 organized instruction in the visual and performing

arts for at least one semester in either grade 7 or 8.

Grades 7 and 8 instruction in general music (including topical mini-

courses) organized for a minimum of one semester in either grade 7

or grade 8 for all 9-tudents not enrolled in instrumental or vocal

music.

3. The purposes, goals, curriculum experiences, and other characteristics

of the K-8 program conform generally to the substance of the applicable

instructional program descriptions outlined in Part III.

22-240 B. MINIMUM COMPETENCIES

1. The district has listed the minimum competencies required for gradua-

tion which can be addressed in the K-8 program.

2. The district has identified appropriate grade levels at which the

minimum competencies could be introduced and certified by the teacher

in the K-8 program.

3. The district has written plans for the proper sequence of minimum

competencies, grades K-12.

4. The district has written plans which contain procedures for verifying

competency attainment and re-verification (if this is a local district

decision), and which describe how performance indicators are measured

to determine competency attainment.

22-240 C. and D. GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS

1. State and local high school graduation requirements are clearly de-

scribed in student and parn-f-Fiandbooks, bulletins or other publica-

tion,, readily available to all publics.

11-7



22-240 EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

(CONTINUED)

2. The district or school has an organizational structure and procedures

for coordinating the various instructional programs.

3. Time allotments for the various curriculum subjects are based on an
analysis of relative needs for instructional time; daily or weekly
class schedules are sufficiently flexible to accommodate the identified

needs.

4. Program purposes, goals, curriculum organization and experiences are
compatible with the applicable instructional program descriptions in

Part III.

5. All program descriptions, planned course statements, and other units
of study are mentioned or displayed in a general description of the
12 years of schooling offered by the district.

6. Alternatives for completion of various requirements are offered by
the district (e.g., credit by examination, early and delayed gradua-

tion, and off-campus experiences).

I i -8
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22-245 ADMINISTRATION

22-245 A. DISTRICT RULES, POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

I. The district's policies, rules, and procedures are adopted by the
board on recommendation of its administrative officer.

2. The superintendent's recommendations to the board on policy, rule, and
procedure changes are made after conferring with professional or
classified staff members who are affected by the change.

3. The compilation of the district's --licies, rules and procedures is
coded, indexed, and arranged to facilitate their revision and use.

4. Portions of the district's policies, rules, and procedures that vitally
concern teachers and classified employes are published in staff
handbooks.

5. The total compilation of policies, rules and procedures is accessible
to staff in each school.

6. There is an established procedure for annual discussion and review of
the policies, rules and procedures.

22-245 B. PERSONNEL POLICIES

I. The district's personnel policies clearly state the duties and respon-
sibilities ..)F the various position classifications.

2. The policies clearly state any employment benefits to which employes
are entitled subject to district rules and procedures, including
benefits such as sick and maternity leaves, attendance at professional
meetings, in-service educational opportunities, and extended leaves
for continued education.

3. A personnel file is maintained for each employe of the district.

4. The personnel files of all personnel are safely stored to protect the
confidentiality of the contents.

5. All school district board meetings for the purpose of considering per-
sonnel actions are held in executive sessions.

6. Due process hearings are given to all employes at their request.

Suggested Resource:

State Board of Education series, "Suggested Personnel Policy Guidelines
for School Districts," Teacher Personnel Files, 1974, and-Discussina
Personnel Matters During Board Meetings, Model Policies, 1974.

I I -9
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22-245 ADMINISTRATION
(CONTINUED)

22-245 C. EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

1. Special programs or classes are provided for physically, mentally and

emotionally handicapped"students.

2. Special classes or programs are provided for able and gifted students.

3. Physical plant facilities are planned so handicapped persons can func-
tion safely and comfortably in them.

4. Within the school setting, recognition and consideration is given to

students' cultural differences.

5. Expression by students of their cultural differences is permitted and
encouraged when these expressions fall within the scope of the students'

educational program.

6. When necessary, the instructional program is presented in a student's
native language, until such time as the student is sufficiently able

to receive instruction in English.

7. The curricular offerings present fair, accurate and unbiased informa-

tion about the characteristics and accomplishments of racial and ethnic

minorities.

8. In the selection and interpretation of testing instruments administered

to students of varying ethnic and racial backgrounds, care is taken to

insure that the instruments are appropriate for their intended use.

9. For students who normally use another language, bilingual instruction
is available until they are able to use the English language in a man-
ner that allows participation in regular classroom instruction.

10. Access to course offerings and other apects_Qf an educational program
or activity is available without regard to sex.

11. The roles of women as well as men are an integral part of the school

curriculum. The cultural and historical achievements and contributions
of both women and men are recognized.

12. Students are n,t assigned by sex to classes or tasks within the school

program, except for those in such areas as locker rooms, shower rooms,

dressing rooms and lavatories which are used only by members of one

sex.

Sulgested Resource:

For a more complete listing of suggested criteria or indicators of quality

for equal educational opportunity, see A suggested policy guide for school

districts; equal educational opportunities, Oregon Department of Education,

1975.
11-10
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22-250 PUPIL PERSONNEL SERVICES

'Pupil personnel services are instructional and support programs which max-
imize opportunities for all students'to understand and develop positive
self-concepts, move through individual levels of development, cope with
their environment, develop positive life-career goals, and have access to

adequate services. A quality program meets all the compliance guidelines
and in addition meets one or more of the quality indicators in path area.

22-250 A. DISTRICT POLICY

1. The policy includes outcomes that nay be unique to the local district
in addition to the outcomes listed in OAR 22-250 A.

2. District policy provides for a minimum of two program evaluations per
year; the program is adjusted in line with the evaluation results.

22-250 B. DISTRICT PROGRAM

1. A district director of counseling and guidance is assigned to coordi-

nate the program.

2. Goals and appropriate measurable outcomes relating to each student

have been established.

3. A needs assessment which identifies the needs of each individual is

used.

4. A district and/or school guidance advisory committee composed of
students,teachers, parents, administrators, and community represent-
atives meets once a month to establish goals, set policy, review pro-
gram, and interact with the counseling staff.

5. A counseling and guidance stAttment is included in the student hand-

book. The statement de,s.olibes T5rmajor counseling and guidance
activities, the procedpre for the student participation, and encour-

ages individual involvement.

6. A student activities program exists which providq-s-and encourages
each student's involvement regardless of age, sex, race, or economic

status.

7. Each student is involved with a counselor at least four hours per

year.

8. Counselors use group counseling procedures in order to accomplish the

recommendation in 7. above.

9. All counselors meet competency based certification through periodic
formal or informal training.



22-250 PUPIL PERSONNEL SERVICES
(CONTINUED)

10. Counselors provide regular in-service training and consultation for
teachers.

11. Services directed to parents are evident (e.g., family consultation).

12. Extensive use of community resources is evident.

13. Counselors provide individual and group test interpretation.

14.,The maximum counselor-student ratio is established at 1 counselor per
400 students.

22-250 C. STUDENT RECORDS

All staff members are familiar with district policy on student records
and demonstrate an understanding of the responsibility for confidentiality
in all matters relating to students.

221-250 D. HEALTH SERVICES PLAN

1. An advisory committee functions regularly in relatPon to health
services.

2. Each school has the full-time services of a certified school nurse.



22-255 SCHOOL STAFF

The attainment of educational goals probably depends more upon the quali-
fications and performance of a district's personnel than upon any other

single factor. Therefore, procedures for the selection and assignment of
teachers and other staff, adequate support and reasonable working condi-
tions, and arrangement for professional growth opportunities are factors
of utmost importarke in evaluating a school or school district.

1. The district has a set of staff selection policies and procedures that

include provisions for:

Screening by school principals and department heads or supervisors.

Thorough consideration of each candidate's training and experience
by examination of college, transcripts and recommendations by previ-
ous employers and other qualified persons.

Personal interviews.

2. The district has a planned in-service program for all personnel by

which performance improvement needs are identified and appropriate
professional or occupational growth opportunities are provided.

3. Staff members are encouraged to upgrade their competencies by partic-
ipating in educational leave, refresher courses, workshops, or pro-

grams of relevant professional organizations for increasing their

proficiencies.

4. A record system is maintained that includes the types of certificates

employes hold, transcripts of preparation, records of performance
evaluations, and records of in-service activities and professional

growth accomplishments.

In the elementary school, average class loads for teachers do not

exceed:

25 students per teacher in grades 1-3 for single grade assignments.

30 stuaents per teacher in grades 4-8 for single grade assignments.

25 students per teacher for two-grade combination assignments.

20 students per teacher for three- or more grade combination

assignments.

6. Teaching assignments in secondary schools are limited to:

Six periods of instruction during a seven-period day, or five pe-

riods of a six-period day;



22-255 SCHOOL STAFF
(CONTINUED)

An average of 160 student hours of instruction per day except for
typing, music, and physical education classes for which approved
discounts may be applied. Duplicated classes may be discounted

10 percent in computing teacher load;

Three fields of teaching preparation for which teaching norms are

required.

7. A four-year high school is staffed with a minimum of five FIE* teachers;
a five- or six-year high school, with a minimum of seven FTE teachers.

I I 1 4



22-260 EDUCATIONAL MEDIA

Educational media combines library and audiovisual services to support the
instructional program. Instructional goals which focus on inquiry, self-
motivation, self-discipline and self-evaluation require skills in reading,
observatlon, listening and social interaction. They require unified
services to maximize the use of media resources and facilities.

In addition to a quality materials collection, an educational media program
provides:

Physical facilities which adequately and attractively house the
materials collections and furnish seating in a pleasant, relaxed
atmosphere.

Assistance to the student in developing needed skills to effectively
use a multi-media collection and to select the proper types of
material when seeking information.

Conditions conducive to the development of independent learning
skills.

Guidance in reading, viewing, and listening and thJevelopment of
aesthetic appreciation.

Opportunities to use media resources in a climate of informality
with consideration for the rights of others.

Opportunities to become familiar with libraries and other resources
in the community as a means for developing lifelong habits of seif-
learning.

22-260 A. SCHOOL .EDUCATION MEDIA CENTERS

1. Teachers report ready access to those s-pplementary resources which
are necessary to meet instructional needs reflected by program and
course goals.

2 Teachers report or it is observed that the size of the basic collec-
tion of the school's print and nonprint materials is consistent with
the district's program and the course goals and student enrollment of
the school. Nonprint items are to include an ample supply and variety
of audiovisual materials such as filmstrips, study print sets, art
prints, audio tapes and/or discs, maps, and globes. Films in sufficient
number to serve the needs of the instructional program are accessible
through the district center or IED. Although the number of items ee-
quired by a school will vary according to program need and other fac-
tors, the following chart may be used as a general guide for judging
the nuherical adequacy of the school's media collection.

11-15
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Level

.K-6

7-9

10-12

22-260 EDUCATIONAL MEDIA
(CONTINUED)

Enrollment

Up to 300
300 600
Over 600

Up to 300
300 600 -
Over 600

Up to 300

300 600
Over 600

Items

6,000 (Have access to)

6,000
15 per student

8,000 (Have access to)

8,000
15 per student

10,000 (Have access to)

10,000

20 per, student

Newspapers:
K-6 2 or more titles

7-12 4 or more titles

Periodicals:

K-6 20 to 40 individual titles
7-12 40 to 60 individual titles

Encyclopedias:
At least two (2) and preferably three (3) or more repre-
sentative varieties copyrighted within the last five years

are available in the media center.

Atlases:
At least two (2) atlases copyrighted within the last five
years are available in the media center.

Dictionaries:
At least two (2) varieties Of dictionaries suitable for
different reading levels and interests are available in

the media center. At least one (1) unabridged English

language dictionary is available.

3. Materials are catalogued and organized to ensure quick retrieval by

students and staff.

4. Media center facilities will have:

About 25 square feet floor space per student for group and individ-

ual study, and sufficient total space to accommodate 15% of the

student body at one time.

Acoustically treated floors and ceilings.
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22-260 EDUCATIONAL MEDIA
(CONTINUED)

Adjustable furniture and shelving for the sizes ana age levels of
the students, sufficient to house the entire media coltection.

Separate work area for processing and repairing materials. Stor-

age cabinets, shelving, work tabJes,and running water are available.

22-260 B. MATERIALS SELECTION AND FURCHASE

Teacher, report being involved in the materials selecti 1 process.

2. Each school has written procedures for handling student, teacher or
community complaints concerning materials in its collection.

3. Selection procedures include use of standard bibliographic tools (i.e.,
reviews, recommended lists and specjal releases) and, when pbssible,
examination of materials ior to purcnase.

22-260 D. MEDIA STAFF

.1. Thl media program of the school is staffed With sufficient qualified
media specialists and adult aides to effectively perform media center
functions in accordance with the following guidelines:

--"--0- -

Student Enrollment
0-150

151-500
501-800
801-1100
1101-1400
i401-1700
1701-2000

Certified Staff Adult Aide
1/2 full-time /

1 full-time ' 20 hours per/week

1 full-time 40 hours per week

1 full-time 60 hours per week

2 full-time 80 hours per week

2 full-time 100 hours per week

3 full-time 120 hours per week

In districts of less than 150 students, teachers report availability

of an TED or county office media consultant.

2. Each school media specialist will perform duties as specified by a
written job description indicating he or she is l.rimarily,responsible
for instructing students and teachers in skills necessary to make
effective use of the center and its materials. Responsibility will

include:

Planning and implementing the school media program.

The formation and use of media selection policies.

Assistance in the selection, organization and administration of

all instructional equipment and materials in the school.
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22-260 EDUCATIONAL MEDIA
(CONTINUED)

Supervision of medi,- center personnel.

1\sisting in curriculum development by serving as a consultant and
materials specialist to teachers and students and by inforNing
faculty members of new developments in curriculum acid media.

Helping faculty members ',elect, prochice and adapt media appropriate

for their instructional programs.

Serving as consultant to students, classified personnel and faculty
in the development of media presentations and in the production of
local materials.

Being responsible (consistent with district policy) for the develop-
ment, evaluation and management of the building media budget in
consultation with teachers and administration.

Assisting with the selection of other media personnel.

I - 1 8



22-265 (,,CHOOL FACILITICs

The minimum ,,tandards for choo! iiur 1,finys provide lot only the hd',ic

shelter and tool> of a proper learning environwent. Beyond these reduire-

,ents, ,C 11 should t .ia t

port and enrich each taeility's educational procirar,.

22-265 A. STRUCTURALLY SOUND BUILDINGS

I. The building appears solid and sits level on the ground. It is tree

trot', excessive deformation, vibrations, warping, sinking, cracking or

other evidence of structural detect under normal conditions of use.
The structure affords safe and appropriate sheltef trom normally
expected natural forces.

2. The heating/ventilation system provides an even and consistently com-
.fortable environment, is easily controlled, and is visually, audibly
and tactilely inconspicuous.

3. The school site is appropriately located to relate well to its com-

munity structure; remote from industrial areas or other undesirable
influences, and accessible for community use. Its configuration and
topography are appropriate, practical, anH pleasing. Development of
the site is complete, practical, clearly defined and artful in terms

of access and loading, parking, proper drainage, play yards and/or
ath!etic facilities, and creative landscaping.

4 The building or building complex fulfills the requirements and'inten-
Lions expressed in the building program and accommodates the physical,
human, cultural, educational, social, and institutional needs incu,,,-

b,ent upon it. The facility is not luxurious, but it is of good

quality. It is safe dnd free from common hazardous conditions such
as slippery floors or walks, doors nwinginq full into circulation
paces, and oindows projecting into play or circulation spaces, in

addition to the exiting, fire alarm, and other code required safety
regulations.

The arrangement of the various building elements and interior
spaces is logical, well defined, convenient, and pleasing. inter-

relationships between arious activity areas and support spaces
are meaningful, practical, logical, and ,,asily recognized. Traffic

patterns are well defined and do not disrupt instructional areas.
Tne arrangement allows for flexibility of use, expansion or variable
space, to accomndate changing n-edr, or circur:istanues.

The general appearance is pleasing. The facility is woruly of the

institutions which it represents and is a source of pride to Ihe
,tudents, s_aff, community, and the citizen, of Oregon. It's ai-

cniteccural ele, ews of balance, 0 ale, and proportion .art hat K'
niow,. It ,s .and vol 10 dr-, iaretui iy sited and hiiperIY

ientt t 11 f-Iid ; 1,11 0114'71 .



22-265 SCHOOL FACILITIES
(CONTINUED)

The quality of space is appropriate to the activities which it

serves. The size, shape, area, volume, colors, and textures create

environments which evoke a human response favorable to the housed

activity. Spaces and their fixtures are properly scaled to the size

of the students using them. Noise is controlled and isolated. Room

acoustics are controlled to suit the activities housed. Art work of

a high professional standard is present. Facility originated noise,

including the school signal system, is pleasing. Pleasant odors

prevail.

The building materials composing finished surfaces are durable, 4

praci-retki, appropriate, of good quality, and pleasing to the eye

in their selection and combination. The elements of color, texture,

and pattern are used creatively to form harmonious and pleasing en-

vironments of the desired character.

The lighting system provides adequate, comfortable, glare-free illumi-

nation. Fixture type and arrangement are appropriate to the areas

served, pleasing in appearance, quiet, durable, safe,-and easily con-

trolled to provide a variety of intensities_and/0-1: effects as appro-

priate. Both interior and exterio-r-li6hting is designed to enhance

the premises as well as to provide desirable illumination. Natural

light is controlled to produce a glare-free condition in all instruc-

tional spaces.

The condition of the facility is clean and orderly. There is no

evidence of vandalism. The building ages gracefully. All surfaces

and items of equipment are maintained in good condition.

The use of space is consistent with the purpose for which it was

designed.

22-265 B. FURNITURE, EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

1. The instructional furniture is properly scaled to the size of the stu-

dents, is of handsome design, durable, and of good quality. It is

safe, stable, and Free of sharp corners or other potential hazards.

It functions to assist the instructional program it serves and to en-

hance the space it occupies.

2 The instructional equipment is of good quality and design, durable,

and assists th# instructional program it serves.

3 The maintenance tools, equipment and supplies are neatly and safely

stored in areas specifically designated for that purpose, and not

available to the general public or student population. Each tool or

item of equipment is in good and useful condition. Sufficient and

proper tools, equipment and supplies are available and regularly used

to maintain the premise,, and grounds in first-class condition at all

times.

1 1 -20
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22-265 SCHOOL FACILITIES
(CONTINUED)

4. The flags are of the proper size reiative to the height of the flag
pole and are of'good quality, in good condition, and are properly dis-
played and properly folded and stored.' The flag is always treated

with respect.

22-265 C. BUILDING PROGRAM AND PLANS

1. The building program is produced by the school administrators, or by
a qualified educational consultant, or by the architect, or by others
such as a special citizens committee: The program describes and de-
fines the architectural design problem in terms of what should happen

in the building and i avoids descriptions of specific materials,
structural systems, equipment, rooms, and furnishings which are the

solution to the desiO problem. The program reflects the agreeable
needs and desires of the educators, the community, and students. It

describes each planred instructional program and indicates possible
future program changes. It describes the community uses to be served.

It states budget limitations and establishes priorities. It indicates

how various functions should relate to one another., It does not dic-
tate architectural style but describes the feeling, character, nature
and quality ofthe school and its philosophy and goals.

2. The preliminary drawings are artfully done to portray the feeling and
character of the building, grounds, and interior spaces.

3. The outline specifications are concise, well ordered, and complete.
They may indicate alternate systems or materials.

4. The contract documents (working drawings and specifications) are pre-

pared by a licensed professional architect.



22-270 SA1-ETY AND EMERGENCY PLANNING

The components of this standard guarantee that all schools achieve and
maintain a safe environment for pupils, employes and visiting public, and
t- tjr-p t all el ,nall ',pie the advantage of training

and guidance to re,pend intellHently and constructively in time of
emergeacy.

22-270 A. EMERGENCY PLANS AND PROGRAMS

1. Instruction and drills prepare eoployes and students toecope witn
flareats to life and lip,b in addition to that of fire.

2. Safety policies, systems and program. promote favorable safety atti-
tudes on the part of employes and students.

3. School and district-wide safety committees, representative of the
.eeral instruction and ,:orse areas, assist in safety planning and
evaluation of safety program effectiveness.

4. The school di,trict uses community resource, for its comprehensive
,afety program by establi,,hing a scnool-community safety advisory com-
ittee, or by seeking the help or safety personnel from industry and
goYern lent uqtncies.

22 IfC,PECTION PtIACTICE',

1. Tnolough for IaI inpections et Holding grounds and equipment are
ce.,pleted at least once a ,'onth. Pupil transportation Aquipment
ins[,L,=ted daily by drivers.

2. Erileies and ,tudents are encouraged to report safety hazards whAnever
observed.

2
. AdHini,traters and e,ployes as,igned safety rosponsibility act imme-)

diately to eliminate safety hazards.

4: Co plete and accurate record, of safety inspections are maintained.

). Distrirf.t safety per,onnel perldically review safety inspection and
hazard reports to assure that all hazard, are eliminated.

22-270 C. A'CIDENT PREVENTION 1N- SERVICE

1. ,-,afAty instruction is given to mall person- worl,ing or studying where
halar, ,ly exist, with special attention to new erOoyes and to 4'rans-
rer ,lid, at and (nv ring tonics such a,

ii,1 -,1 ,w1
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22-27- SAFETY AND EMERGENCY PLANNING
(CONTINUED)

Safety measures to counteract hazards including use of safety
dericcs.

2. Effective use is made of ',Alety posters, .yarning signs_ or other ,afety
displays.

3. Safety consultant services are used for in-service training.

22-270 D. ACCIDENT REPORTING SYSTEMS

1. Periodic communications remind employes of the need to report accidents
promptly.

2. The administrator and/or appointed safety officer investigates all re-

ported accidents.

3. The safety committee, or other designated employes, periodically review
accident reports to seek ways to improve safety.

4. Safety goals are established and all school personnel work to achieve
an accident-free school environment.

22-270 E. SAFETY DEVICES, EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUCTION

1. Approved safety devices and equipment are installed or are readily
available, and are used for work or activities for which they are rec-
ommended or required.

2. Employes and students receive training in the use of protective de-
vices and equipment prior to engaging in activities for which safe-
guards are recommended or required.

3. Warning notices are posted to alert all persons of potential hazards
and of protective measures to be employed.

4. E ,ergency mlasures to be employed in the event of accidents are well

defined and/posted.

5. Instructors and work supervisors are diligent in requiring students
and employes to adopt safe activity and work practices.

6. All employes and student<, .Jorking in hazardous area, are trained to
act immediately in accord with weil-defined emergen:y procedures in
the event of accident or malfunction of power equipment.
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22-275 AUXILIARY SERVICES

Though school auxiliary services are not normally considered a part of the

formal instructional program, they can make important contributions to the

achievervnt of a school's educational goals. If conducted with learning

goals in mind, school transportation services can provide vivid lessons in

traffic safety and courtesy; school food services can be a laboratory for

developing good nutritional habits and mannerly conduct; and the school

plant can be a learning environment which teaches cleanliness, orderliness,

and aesthetic appreciation by example. Therefore, in addition to perform-

ing their primary functions of providing safe acl efficient transportation,

and clean, hedlthful and safe buildings and grounds, these services are

important components of the total educational program of the school.

22-275 A. TRANSPORTATION SERVICES

1. The district has a current written set of transportation policies which

includes such items as:

Transportation plans in case of emergency or disaster.

Provisions to cancel or alter transportation because of adverse

weather conditions.

Instruction or students in school bus safety and emergency

evacuation.

Procedures for determining bus routes and bus stops.

Provision for establishing maximum w ,King distances and exceptions

because of extreme hazards to studefLs

Procedures for letting a student off at a place other than his or

her usual stop.

Provisions for special transportation for handicapped students.

.Provision for supervision of school loadirig areas.

A method of determining which roads are safe for a school bus.

Criteria to determine eligibility to ride the bus.

Uniform procedures for handling school bus discipline problems.

Scheduling school opening and dismissals to permit maximum use of

equipment.

Permission for operating buses on private property.

Contract payments to persons for transporting students to school

r hii, to if nece,,sary.

II-24
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22-275 AUXILIARY SERVICES
(CONTINUED)

2. The district has made provisions for:

Driver pre-trip inspections.
Driver reporting of defects.
Correction of equipment defects.
Reporting correction of defects to driver.
A thorough inspection each time bus is serviced.

3. Buses are maintained in safe operating condition at all times by com-
bining items in 2. with a sound preventive maintenance program.

4. All experienced drivers receive a minimum of 8 hours of in-service
training annually and new drivers are provided pre-service training.
This training equals or exceeds that suggested by the Department of

Education.

5. There i, an established accident review board which studies accidents
in the fleet and recommends actions to avoid repetition of similar

accidents.

6. The student instruction program includes:

Emergency evacuation l drills in compliance with district policy.

Instructions to several passengers in each load on how to control

the bus in the event of driver disablement.

Safe bus riding practic,c,, p,_;!.,,p by adopting the traffic safety
education curriculum develOped by the Department of Education.

Informing students and parents about discipline procedures.

7. The duties and responsibilities of all persons involved in pupil trans-
portation are stated clearly in writing. Such persons include bus

drivers, mechanics, transportation supervisors, teachers, coaches,
chaperones, administrators, and the school board.

8. Special qualifications including training requirements, personal con-
duct, personal appearance and assiynment to special trips have been

established for drivers.

9. Provision is made for periodic review and assessment of school bus
routes and stops with respect to safety hazards and changing student

population.

10. Provision is made fdr periodic review and assessment of school load-

ing zones for safety and supervision of students.

11. Preventative measures to avoid bus overloads include regular load
counts, reporting and correcting overload colditions, and limiting

passengers on activity trips to vehicle carrying capacity.
!1-25



22-275 AUXILIARY SERVICES
(CONTINUED)

12. Special transportation arrangements are made for students with physi-
Lal or mental handicaps as needed.

13. Records, including the following, are maintained for management
purposes:

Individual vehicle operating costs (gas, oil, partOand supplies,
maintenance labor, and reasons for repair).

Reimbursable and nonreimbursable mileage for each bus.

Other records including students transported, student conduct, out-
of-service time of each bus for repairs, and service to stalled
vehicles.

14. Adequate provision is made for maintenance and storage including garage
facilities and equipment, washing facilities, and storage areas pro-
tected from vandalism, theft, weather and,mud.

15. A current parts inventory is maintained.

16. There is provision for an adequate number of trained, experienced me-
chanics with adequate supervision.

.22-275 B. SCHOOL FOOD SERVICES

I. The program is conducted in accordance with policies and principles
which are conducive to the maintenance of a warm and aesthetic learn-
ing climate as well as to the provision of nutritional meals to satisfy
physical hunger.

2. An atmosphere of dignity and hospitality is .--1 evidence in all phases

of the meal program.

3. Menus are planned to achieve the maximum aesthetic appearance.

4. Food is prepared and served to insure consistent high quality at the
time of eating.

5. Delivery systems are so planned and conducted as to accomplish the
shortest pcy,sible serving time (without participant harrassment) and
to eliminate long, slow restlessness-promoting lines.

6. Personal appearance of program personnel evinces pride in themselves
and in Cleir program activitie-,.

7. A cal,i, orderly, and reasonably quiet dining area indicates that the
ahoy, 2 nrincipl. , ,1rt being followed.
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22-275 AUXILIARY SERVICES
(CONTINUED)

4

22-275 C. CUSTODIAL SERVICES

1. The district has written guidelines for custodial and maintenance
personnel that facilitate uniformity of performance in each building

and its surrounding areas.

2. Schedules are available, and followed, that indicate:

Areas to be cleaned at least daily.

Areas or equipment to be checked by maintenance personnel at least

daily.

Cleaning and maintenance processes for other than daily

responsibility.

Safety inspections to be made of school plant areas and items of
equipment for which the maintenance staff is responsible.

3. Plans for a comprehensive preventive maintenance program are available

and followed.

4. An up-to-date inventory indicates that:

SuMcient lavatory supplies are available.

Suffic'ent cleaning agents are available.

5. The district has written duties and responsibilities for all custodial

and maintenance personnel including custodial and maintenance workers,

and custodial and maintenance supervisors.

6. In-service programs are provided to:

Keep personnel up-to-date in their individual job areas.

Keep personnel abreast of related statutes and OAR regulations that

pertain to their responsibilities.

7. Provisions are made to include custodial and maintenance personnel in

the school safety program(s).
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PART III

CHARACTERISTICS OF INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS

INTRODUCTION

Part III presents descriptions of each of the required, and most of the op-
tional, instructional programs offered by Oregon schools. Each description
consists of a statement of purpose, goals, curriculum content and organiza-
tion, and indicators of a quality program. These descriptions are not in-
tended to be prescriptive; rather, they are suggestions only, and are offered
as guidelines for local district program development and evaluation.

The STATEMENT OF PURPOSE describes the general content and/or rationale for
each instructional program. It sets the framework for district goals that
are to be the program's responsibility.

The PROGRAM GOALS suggest the general educational outcomes for each instruc-
tional program and should reflect district and state goals. They are adapted,
by permission, from goals developed by the Tri-County Goal Development Project.

1

The relationships of these program goals to the Statewide Goals for Schooling
are indicated by notations in parentheses following each goal statement. The

notations are keyed to the goals as they appear on page 111-4b. While most
goals could conceivably be related to state-level goals, references are made
to those only most directly related.

Under the heading, CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION, the information:

Provides the bases for adopting state textbooks, defining teaching
norm requirements in teacher certification, and program reporting and
budgeting; and

Suggests modelS from which district program descriptions might be
adapted and expended to meet local needs.

Clearly, local program goals and content should reflect the district's own in-
structional planning activities, including defining and assessing goals,

identifying program needs, and setting prioritie's. (See OAR 22-230)

Criterion statements, listed as INDICATORS OF A QUALITY PROGRAM, can be used

to evaluate each program. Though not exhaustive, they highlight a few signif-

icant characteristics for each program.

In addition to the indicators of quality, the following criteria may be used
to evaluate instructional programs:

1. Program content is compatible with program and district goals.

1

Program Goals and Subject Matter Taxonomies for Course Goals, K-12, Produced

by the Tri-County Goals Development Project, Multnomah County Intermediate
Education District, PO Box 16657, Portland, OR 97216.



2. All program goals can be related to district and course goals.

3. A written description of the course of study shows how learning experi-
ences are sequenced within the K-12 program, or portion thereof.

4. Provisions are made for varied rates of learning and interests of

students,

5. Curriculum ccntent is coordinated, within the program and with kindred

programs.

6. Students are encouraged to experience a variety of instructional media

and learning activities.

7. The manner of instruction helps each student to develop a positive self-

concept.

8. Instructional staff have the equipment and supplie-s needed for effectije-s".

instruction.

9. All teachers involved in the program hold valid teaching certificates and
their assignments conform to teaching norm requirements.

10. State-adopted textbooks and other/state-adopted materials are used.

The Department of Education intends to expand upon these suggestions t,irour.'1

the publication of handbooks2 for the various programrareas as time anc' r ^-

sources permit.

GOAL-SETTING

The standards require districts to develop interrelated sets of goals. The

following diagrams illustrate the relationships among these goals and will

help the district:

Analyze its own sets of goals to assure that they are as comprehensive

as possible.

Analyze its own sets of goals to assure that they are compatible with

state goals and the minimum standards.

Show the intended relationships among the goals to assure a student's
completion of the minimum requirements for graduation and for record
keeping purposes.

2
See Glo,,,,dry for definition of HANDBOOK.



J
Figure 1 shows the hierarchy of goals and illustrates the sequence of develop-
ment beginning with the state goals. A district could also begin with existing
course goals and then develop program and district goals. It also is possible
to begin the process by setting program goals or district goals based on state
goals.

State Goal: "LEARNER To develop the basic skills of read-
ing, writing, computation, spelling, speaking, listening and
problem-solving; acid to develop a positive attitude toward
learning as a lifelong endeavor."

District Goal: "Each learner shall

develop skills in reading for com-
prehension and enjoyment."

Progam Goal (Language Arts):
"S%pdents will comprehend the
printed material to succeed in
their educational vocational,
and social interests and
inquiries."

Course Goal "The student
knows that language is a

collection of arbitrary sym-
sbols and conventions (agreed-
upon rules) for using these
symbols."

Fig.

Program Goal (Language Arts).
"Students will respond to
literature in subjective,
analytic and evaluative ways."

Course Goal: "The student
knows that some works of
literature have no easily de-
fined meaning, that they exist
as stories to enjoy or as ex-
periments in language (e.g.,
modern poetry)."

Relationships of Sets of Goals as Hierarchy

111-3



Figure 2 depicts the possible relationships among state, district and program

goals; for example, a program goal may serge more than one district goal, and

two district goals may serve a common state goal.
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Fig. 2 Relationships Among S1. e, District and Program Goals

By developing a schematic such as the one illustrated in Figure 2, the Dis-

trict can:

I. Verify th' comprehensiveness of program goals;

2. Identify any overlooked district or state goals:

3. Pinpoint redundancies in goals across programs.

r
.



STATEWIDE GOALS FOR SCHOOLING

IIIEach individua, will have the opportunity to develop to the best of 'is or her
ability theoknowledge, skills, and attitudes-to function as a (an):

A. INDIVIDUAL

1. To develop the skills necessary for achieving fulfillment as a
self-directed person;

2. To acquire the knowledge necessary for achieving and maintain-
ing physical a^d mental health;

3. To develop the capacity for coping with change through an
understanding of the arts, humanities, scientific processes,
and the principles involved in making moral and ethical
choices.

B. LEARNER

1. To develop the basic skills of:

a. Reading

b. Writing

C. PRODUCER

c. Computation
d. Spelling

e. Speaking
f. Listening
g. Problem-solving

1. To learn of the variety of occupations;
2. To learn to appreciate the dignity and value of work and the

mutual responsibilities of employes and employers;
3. To learn to identify personal talents and interests, to make

appropriate career choices, and to develop career skills.

D. CITIZEN

1. To learn to act in a responsible manner;
2. To learn of the rights and responsibilities of citizens of

the community, state, nation, and world;
3. To learn to understand, respect and interact with people of

different cultures, generations, and races.

E. CONSUMER

I. To acquire knowledge and to develop skills in the management
of personal resources necessary for meeting obligations to
self, family, and society.

F. FAMILY MEMBER

1. To learn of the rights and responsibilities of family members
and to acquire the skills and knowledge to strengthen and en-
joy family life.

III-4b



BASIC EDUCATION

Basic education progrwls help students develop skills, knowledge and attitudes
in the basic subjects of reading, writing, computing, music, science, language,
physical education, mathematics, health and traffic safety. These programs lay

the founaation for successful schooling by helping students develop their abil7

ities to communicate, compute and solve problems effectively. In addition,

basic education programs -ovide opportunities for students to learn to apply

their skills and knowled in the various life roles.

The following pages describe the basic education programs, outlining their pur-
poses, goals, curriculum content and organization, and indicators of quality.

ART EDUCATION

PURPOSE

Art education provides opportunities for students to experience creativity, to
enrich aesthetically their daily living, and to appreciate beauty. It is the

experience itself, rather than the finished art product, that contributes to

the students' personal development. Art must be a vital part of the instruc-
tional program, providing well-planned continuity in the students' art experi-

ences. Students should enter into a variety of activities, such as observing,
experimenting, selecting, organizing, constructing, designing, creating, cor-
relating, evaluating and sharing.

GOALS
1

Students will:

I. Be able to interpret the natural and man-made environment with perception

and discrimination. (A-1, A-3)

2. Know/be able:

To select and use art materials that are specifically suited to re-
quirements for art expression. (A -I, A-3, C-3)

Through art, to interpret the life and values of their culture and that

cf others. (A-1, A-3, D-3)

To value the ideas that iispire their own art expression and that of

others. (A-1, A-3, D-3)

3. Understand the art of their own heritage, historical and cultural art
forms, and the interaction of art and society. (A -I, A-3, D-3)

Know the language of art and he able to use that language to express them-

selves and to communicate. (A-I, A-3, B-1g)

Adapted from TrI-County Goal Development Prciect.
III-5



5. Know the major principles of composition and be able to apply this knowl-

edge to their work. (A-1, A-3, C-3)

6. Have the knowledge and skills needed to adapt to their visual environ-

ment. (A-1, A-3)

7. Be able to apply the language, disciplines, and processes of art to im-

prove the quality of their personal lives and that of society. (A-1,

A-3, C-3, D-3)

CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION

Grades KindergarteR Through Three:

Children in the primary grades tend to enjoy expressing their thoughts in art

form. They should not be expected to develop artistically finished products;

their artistic expressions should be accepted with understanding and apprecia-

tion. Children think differently than adults, and their artistic expressions

will reflect their own thoughts.

Primary children can learn to: paint (tempera, finger paint); draw (chalk,

wet and dry paper); model (dough and oil clay); cut, tear, and paste (paper,

cloth); paint (wood blocks, spools, corks, s'ponges); string (beads, seeds,

macaroni); construct (blocks, boxes); weave; shape paper; stitch on burlap;

letter; arrange (realia, flowers); create mobiles, hand puppets; enjoy art ex-

hibits and museums.

Grades Four Through Six:

This developmental stage markedly affects boys' and girls' efforts to use art

as a form of communication. They are concerned about realism and often wish

to express their ideas beyond their ability to do so. The teacher must be

skillful in keeping imagination alive while at the same time providing for

skill development. Provisions for choice of media and longer periods of time

for special projects is important in preventing their loss of self-confidence.

Among the many possible activities are: wide use of crayons and colored chalk

(drawing, blending colors); work with clay; paper cutting, tearing, rolling,

scoring, pleating; use of charcoal; paper modeling; use of tempera; weaving;

stitchinc,; booklet making; lettering; construction (wood, wire, string, card-

board boxes, discard materials); use of water colors; visits to art museums

and exhibits.

Grades Seven and Eight:

Opportunities should be provided for students to extend those skills intro-

duced in preceding grades. Attention should be given to special interests of

hoys and girls as they continue to grow toward the critical awareness of

adulthood. Emphasis at this time begins to shift from the working procey, to

that of the final pr)&ict.

I I I -6
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Of particular interest to these students are: sketching (charcoal, pencil,

chalk, water color, mixed media); stenciling (silk screen); construction and

models; printing, sculpturing (soap, sandstone, plaster forms, soft wood,
salt blocks); poster making; using complementary color schemes, color value,

analogous and monochromatic colors, grayed colors; design; crafts (wood

carving, jewelry making, basketry, weaving, stitchery, mosaics, masks, ce-
ramics, leather, metal tooling, collage).

Grades Nine Through Twelve:

These students should be offered a breadth of courses, such as: basic explo-

ration in fundamentals; appreciation for the contributions of art to every-

day living; study of the history of art; principles of design; exploration
of photography; creation of cartoons as a form of communication in such fields

as politics, sports, editorials, advertising, comic strips; three dimensional

ceramics; experiences in clothing design, costuming, fashion illustration;
design craft; interior design; surveys of theater and stage design.

INDICATORS OF A QUALITY PROGRAM

1. Instruction is based on a developmental program which has defined goals

of-instruction.

2. Teachers provide for stimulation of creative thought and activity.

3. Art experiences are planned which are appropriate to the interests of

students and can be applied to all areas of the curriculum.

4. Provision is made for students to evaluate their own work and the work

of others in positive, constructive ways.

5. Continued improvement of the art education program is maintained through

specialized teachers, supervision, and/or in-service activities.

6. Students have an opportunity to become familiar with the potential for

careers in art and allied fields.

41so, Sir indicators of quality applicable to all instructional programs listed

on pages 1-2.

1 I 1-7
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BUSINESS EDUCATION

ORT7OSE

The business curriculum offers instruction in the general and vocational areas.

Courses of study include general business, business law, business economics,

business mathematics, business communications, bookkeeping, typewriting, short-

hand and other office training in addition to those subjects dealing with con-

sumer education.

Vocational courses and programs in business and office education are designed

to prepare students for entry-level positions in business while at the same

time affording them adequate academic preparation for further education.

GOALS
1

Students will:

1. Learn about the American economic system. (D-1)

2. Learn about business structure and organiLation. (4-3, C)

3.
Develop communication skills needed for business. (C-3)

4. Develop skills of typewriting and other office machines. (C-3)

5. Develop skills needed for entry level clerical and secretarial jobs.

(C-3)

6. Explore the man/ areas of business and office aLtivities. (C-1)

7. Develop wholesome attitudes toward consumer affairs. (E)

8. Acquire leadership skills through participation in Future Business Leaders

of America. (A-1)

CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION

Grades Kindergarten Through Six.

In these grades, students become aware of adult life roles. Career awareness

should be integrated into their learning experiences, providing them with

specific information regarding business occupations.

Grades Seven Through ;line:

At this level students should have the opportunity to explore business and of-

fice occupations. Typewriting and general business instruction are frequently

Adapt ed f roo, Tr -Cmiri / r.(),-1 ncvrlr,lr f nt jert.
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offered to these students. More recently, occupational courses in business

have been included to introduce students to occupations in the business field.

Grades Ten Through Twelve:

Career preparation is emphasized in these grades, as well as the general

areas of business and consumer education. Many of the traditional courses

offer skills and knowledge needed for personal and consumer life roles.

Occupational and career learning experiences are further described in the

section entitled, "Vocational Education."

INDICATORS OF A QUALITY PROGRAM

I. Instruction is reflected through a written goal-based K-12 program.

2. Current written records are available of student progress related to

curriculum objectives.

3 The curriculum is based on current practices in husiness.

4 An appropriate advisory committee is being utilized to evaluate and up-

date curriculum.

5 Teachers have practical experience in the field of business and office

occupations.

6 Students arc encouraged to participate in Future Business Leaders of

America.

7 Coorerative work experience is available to students who can benefit

from it.

8. Students are encouraged to apply the basic skills of listening, speaking,

reading and writing as applicable to the program subject matter.

Note: For further irdicators of quality programs, see the "Vocational Educa-

tion" section. Also, see indicators of quality applicable to all instruc-

tional programs, listed on pages 1-2.



CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION

PURPOSE

For our nation to flourish and remain strong, we must have a citizenry which is
actively involved in its affairs, in a constructive and informed manner. A

carefully planned program in citizenship education should develop in students
knowledge of, and concern about, the affairs of the community, state, nation
and world. Students should understand the functions of the various levels of
government, and learn to work harmoniously with others.

GOALS

Students will

I. Understand the structure, functions and relationships of the various
levels of government and related community functions. (D-2)

2. Understand the need for sound international relations. (D -2)

3. Be able to relite the political system to functions of government, (D-2)

4. Understand individual rights and the American legal system. (D-l)

5. Know how various levels of government obtain and expend funds. (0-2)

6. Understand the relationship of,values, fo behavior. (A-I)

7. Understand the citizen's responsibilities to governmental and nongovern-
mental community affairs. (D -2)

8. Understand the need for positive relationships with other members of
society including minority members and other family members. (D-3j, F)

CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION

A well-planned program in citizenship education should be incorporated through-
out the elementary and secondary grades. Instruction should focus on two

majo.- areas: government and human relations.

Government:

I. Basic government, including the purpose of government, broad .services of
government, and citizenship participation.

2. Local government, including local government services, the organization
and function of cities, counties and local service districts.

3. State government, including the function and services of state govern-
ment, the relationships of state government to federal and local govern-
ments, the organization of t'he legislature and the legislative process,
and the state government agencies and their functions.

4. National government, including the organization and function of the ex-
-cutive, judicial and congressional branches, the federal government
bureaus and their functions, and the basic constitutional guarantees.

rte'?



5. Politics, with emphasis of the American political system and citizen par-

ticipation in the political system.

'6. International government and international relations.

7. The legal system and civil rights, including basic individual riyhts, the

need for rules and laws, how laws are prepared, adopted and changed at

various governmental levels, the courts and law enforcement, and classifi-

cations of laws.

8. Government finance and taxation, including the various means of acquiring

funds and the uses of funds.

9. Civic affairs, including the functions and relationships of nongovern-

mental public service agencies.

Human Relations:

1. Value and character development.

2. Interpersonal relations with other people generally.

3. Interpersonal relations specifically relating to family members.

4. Interpersonal relations specifically relating to minorities.

INDICATORS OF A QUALITY PROGRAM

1. A comprehensive plan of classroom activities at all grade levels which

proposes to accomplish the adopted goals.

2. Classrooms which are organ'zed to be "laboratories of democracy."

3. Opportunities for students to ,:xercise responsibilities ;,oth in the class-

room setting and in the total school set,ing.
/

4. Simulated opportunities for democratic participation.

5. Utilization of governmental and nongovernmental community service agencies

and personnel in helping 42tudents learn and develop responsibilities.

6. An emphasis on learning of tile citizen's relationship to both his/her

immediate

society.

(local and state) ,ociety and more distant (nation and world)

4.

7. Opportunities ror students /o learn governmental and nonnovernmer.tal com-

munity service aqency functions through internships with those agencies.

8. Provision for continuous assessment of the degree to which goals arc

achieved.

Also, fe indicators of quality programs applicable to all instructional pro-

qt Jr),, I i',ted page', 1 -2 .
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CONSUMER AND HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION

PURPOSE

A comprehensive program in consumer and home economics education provides or-
ganized educational experiences at all grade levels. The program strives to
improve individual and family living, taking into consideration societal and
environmental concerns, consumer skills and career preparation for homemaking
and wage earning.

GOALS

Students will:

1. Know the concepts of hutnan,development and family living, and will be able
to use them in their physical, mental, social and-emotional development.
(A, F)

2. Be able to make personally satisfying family finance and consumer deci-
sions based on individual and family values. (E)

3. Be able to make effective decisions reflecting social concerns in the
selection and management of the home, its furnishings and the environment.
(C, D)

4 Know and value principles of nutrition, food selection and preparation to
meet individual, family and societal needs. (A-2)

5. Be able to make textile and clothing decisions with emphasis on selection,
construction and maintenance, while developing creativity in related arts
to meet individual and family needs. (A, F)

6. Know and posses, skills needed for entry-level employment or further edu-
cation in home economics related careers. (C)

CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION

Grades Kindergarten Through Six:

All students in grades K-6 are exposed to concepts relating to home and family
living skills including, but not limited to, basic nutrition, consumer educa-
tion and personal and family relationships.

Grades Seven and Eight:

Junior high school programs provide exploratory experiences in all areas of
specialization, allowing students to explore uses of materials and equipment
and to observe job related areas.



Grades Nine Through Twelve:

A minimum two-year curriculum includes in-depth experiences in human develop-

ment and family relationships, family finance and consumer decisions, housing

and environmental concerns, nutrition and foods, and textile and clothing

decisions.

INDICATORS OF A QUALITY PROGRAM

1. Course offerings (grades 9-12) are such that students have an opportunity

to study all of the following areas of home economics within a two-year

program:

Human development and the family.
Family finance and consumer decisions.
Housing and the environment.
Nutrition and foods.
Textiles and clothing.

2. A current, written, yearly curriculum plan incorporates the most up-to-

date state-approved curriculum design and coordinates the junior high and

senior high school programs.

3. In areas of the minimum graduation requirements (e.g., health education,

personal finance, career education), the home economics teacher makes a

specific contribution through advising, consulting and cooperative plan-

ning and/or teaching.

4. The.home economics program helps students apply and build on competencies

developed in other classes (e.g., reading, computing, decision making).

5. Extended learnings (i.e., the extension of planned classroom learnings

from school into home and community) are an integral part of the

curriculum.

6. Provision is made for youth leadership development as an integral part

of the home economics program (e.g., FHA-HERO).

7 Consideration is given to males and females in the multiple roles of

consumer, homemaker, family member and producer.

8. A yearly plan and budget exists to maintain and improve the department

and program (i.e., exhaustible supplie,s, capital outlay).

9. There is an active consumer homemaking advisory committee.

10. Career awareness and exploration are incluaed in each unit of study or

level of instruction.

11. Students are encouraged to apply the basic skills of listening, speaking,

reading and writing as applicable to the program subject matter.

Also, see indicators of quality applicable to all instructional programs

listed on pages 1-2.
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE EDUCATION

PURPOSE

The primary concern of foreign language education is to help students develop
facility in understanding, speaking, reading and writing in a second language.
The added benefits for students are many: students' basic communication skills
are reinforced, and students acquire a basis for analyzing (through comparison
and contrast) their own culture, value system, and personal development. Stu-

dents develop new insights and awareness of the points of view and sensitiv-
ities of others.

GOALS
1

Students will:

1. Know the nature and functions of language.

2. Be able to reproduce the sounds and patterns of a second language. (B-1,e)

3. Be able to read the second language with ease, enjoyment and appreciation.
(B-1,a)

4. Be able to write the second language appropriately, with fluency. (B-1,b)

5. Know possible uses of the second language. (D-3)

6. Be able to apply and extend basic educational skills of communication,
computation and decision-making through the second language. (B)

7 Be able to employ the second language as a means of self-expression and
communication with others. (B-1)

8. Be able to understand and converse with people who speak the second
language as their native language. (B-1)

9 Know and appreciate the formal and informal aspects of the culture of the
people who speak the second language as their native language. (D-3)

CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION

Level I:

At this level, instruction focuses on helping students acquire basic skills in
understanding -nd speaking a second language; skills include pronunciation,
vocabulary, spilling, word formation, sentence patterns. Students are intro-
duced to a comparison of American and second-language cultures.

1

Adapted from Tri-County Goal Development Project.
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Level II:

Continual emphasis should be given to the listening, comprehension and speak-

ing aspects of the language. Reading and writing skills should be carefully

developed in relation to the capacity of the student. Culture as an integral

part and reflection of the language is interwoven throughout the entire lan-

guage experience at this level.

Levels III and IV:

Emphasis on the basic communication skills is continued. Free oral expression

and the writing of paragraphs and short themes are recommended for this level.

Current materials of topical interest are appropriate instructional resources.

INDICATORS OF A QUALITY PROGRAM

1. Instruction is presented through a written goal-based system of language

arts that incorporates a four-level approach.

2. Current written records are available of student progress related to

curriculum objectives.

3 The instructor makes maximum use of personality and background to moti-

. vate students.

4. Second language content is taught in a context that is meaningful and

enjoyable to the student.

5. Comprehension, speaking, reading and writing instruction help student*

improve basic language skills.

6. Allowances are made for students needing special attention.

7. The program is interdisciplinary, offering college and/or career-

oriented courses.

0.-

8. The program encourages students to participate in activities such as:

school plays, community plays, speaking activities, mass media activi-

ties and community services.

9. Students use second language communication skills effectively when study-

ing environmental, historical, cultural and other issue-oriented projects.

10. Students have an opportunity to become familiar with the potential for
careers u-,ing foreign language abilities.

Also, see indicators of quality applicable to all instructional progras

listed on pages 1-2.
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HEALTH EDUCATION

PURPOSE

Significant health problems, such as cancer, heart disease, mental illness,

venereal disease, drug abuse, malnutrition, environmental pollution and emphy-
sema, are real causes for concern nationwide. Given the appropriate skills
and knowledge, our citizenry can cope with these problems. Health education
helps students learn to recognize and accept major responsibility for their
own health, and partial responsibility for the health of others. Students
come to understand their own behavior through the development and use of a
valuing system; they acquire the tools needed for adapting to and coping with
their environment.

GOALS

Students will:

1. Have positive self-concepts. (A -1, A-3)

2. Be able to deal positively with feelings about others. (D-2, D-3, F-1)

3. Have the knowledge and skills necessary to make decisions which will en-
hance the physical and mental health of community members. (A-2, B-1,g,
D 3, E-1)

4. Have the basic knowledge of human growth and development. (A-2)

5. Have the knowledge and skills necessary to live safely, prevent accidents,
and provide emergency care. (D-1)

6. Understand the purposes served by the family in providing psychological
and physiological security to its members. (F-1)

7. Understand the current local, natiotal and global health problems and
some of the ways in which they might be solved. (D-2)

8. Be familiar with, evaluate and use materials and services provided by
individuals and/or organizations dedicated to solving health problems.
(B-1, D-I, E-1, F-1)

9 Be familiar with career opportunities in health and allied fields.
(C-1, C-3, E-1)

CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION

In health education programs, planned learning experiences help students de-
velop positive attitudes and practices related to critical health issues. The

health curriculum is concerned with, but not limited to, emotional health and
positive self-image; appreciation and respect for the human body; personal

1

Adapted from Tri-County Goal Development Project.
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fitness; health issues of alcohol, tobacco and drug use and abuse; health mis-

conceptions and quackery; effects of exercise on the body systems and on

gereral well-being; nutrition and weight control; male-female relationships

and wholesome preparation for marriage; gerontology,
community and ecological

health; communicable and degenerative diseases including venereal diseases;

disaster preparedness; general safety education; awareness of health careers;

choosing professional medical health services and health insurance programs.

The interrelationships of the-aboVe topics with one another and with others

make it essential that they be taught and administered 'as one broad, compre-

hensive curriculum. Special health problems are dealt with in this context,

and not in piece-meal fashion.

INDICATORS OF A QUALITY PROGRAM

I

1. The. program is based on a philosophy, program goals and sequenced compe-

tencies with appropriate performance indicators which have been developed

and/or adapted to meet local needs and professional standards.

2. The curriculum is related to the needs, problems and interests appropriate

to the growth, development and maturity,levels of each student involved..

3. Curriculum plans and instructional materials are reviewed and revised

yearly to incorporate rapidly accumulating new knowledge and techniques

concerning health instruction and desirable health practices.

Elementary programs emphasize the affective approach, supported by cog-

nitive information, to help each student develop and analyze attitudes.

dec;sion-making
processes,'and value systems.

,Junior high and high school programs use rekources outside the classroom

to provide experiences that encourage the d4velopment of attitudes,

-skills and behavior necessary to responSibly solve individual and/or

community health problems.

6. The health education needs of all students are met by offering additional;

elective courses aF may be required. A course such as driver education

is not included in health education.

7. School personnel and health professionals such as physicians, school

nurses and dentists make significant
contributions to health instruction

either as resource persons in the classroom or directly through their -

roles in school health services.

8. Appropriate time is given to the school health coordinator in order to

perform the duties of the position as identified in the publication

School Health Services for the School Age Child, page 33 (en Oregon

Department of Education publication

9. Students have an opportunity to become familiar with the potential for

careers in health and allied fields.

Also, see indicators of auality applicable to all instructional programs

listed on pages 1-2.
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INDUSTRIAL ARTS

PPRPOSE

Industrial arts provides opportunities for all students to develop an under-

standing of many aspects of industry and technology: the consumer, technical,

occupational, managerial, social, historical, and cultural. Furthermore, it

helps students acquire industrial -rand technic0,knowledge and competencies

through creative and problem-solving learning experiences. These experiences

include exper'imenting, planning, designing, constructipg, evaluating, and

using tools, machines, materials and processes.

GOALS
1

Students will:

1. Be aware of industry and its place in our culture. (C -1, 2)

2. 8e able to use tools and machines safely and properly. (C-3)

3. Know and be able to apply skills that contribute to safe living and work-

ing conditions. (A-2)

4. Be able to apply and extend basic educational skills of communication,

computation, and decigion-making in solving problems of. industry. (B -1,g)

5. Value and be able to plan avocational activities to balance and enrich

vocational pursuits. (C -1, 3)

6. Know the economic structure of our industrial society. (A-3, C)

7. Know and apply their individual 'talents, attitudes, interests and indi-

vidual potential related to the industrial and technical areas. (C-3)

CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION

Grades Kindergarten Through Six:

The K-6 program familiarizes students with the kinds of work people do and the

relationship between work and the production and use of goods and services.

Industrial arts experiences integrated into the elementary school program can

develop skills in using tools and materials, positive attitudes toward work,

and an understanding of personal abilities.

Grades Seven and Eight:

The program in grades 7-8 consists of lahor,ptory experiences which (1) give

hands-on activities representing a broad range of industrial occupations;

(2) provide information on making meaningful occupational choices;

1 Adapted from Tri-County Goal Development Project goals.



(3) acquaint students with the significance of changing technologies;

(4) instill an understanding and appreciation of work; and (5) develop the

skills to pursue a meaningful role as an individual.

Grades Nine Through Twelve:

The program in grades 9-12 offers laboratory experiendc.s for students to ex-

perience safe, hands-on,.activities in materials and processes, graphic com-

munications, power, and electricity.

INDICATORS OF A QUA( TY PROGRAM

1. The program is based on a written philosophy of industrial arts consist-

ent with the district career eddcation pP3n.

2. Each instructor has an ongoing safety program which is based on a written

plan and which is included as a part of the instructional program.

3. Each instructor has a college major in industrial arts.

4. Each instructor has evidence of recent industrial or professional

education.

5. There is written evidence of a student evaluation process which allows

an individual to choose the best method of learn' q; a written record is

kept Of progress.

6. Each instructor has a written plan for career education instruction which

shows how it is integrated with each course.

7. Each instructor has an inventory system for materials, supplies, tools,

and equipment.

Each instructor has implemented a student organization that teaches

industrial practices.

9.
Regular department meetings are held and documented.

10. Each instructor has written evidence of interdisciplinary activities and

how they relate to other disciplines.

11. Each instructor has a list of competencies developed and used by the dis-

trict; the list is revised as needed.

12. Each instructor has evidence that students have alternative methOds for

meeting course goals and competencies.

13. Each instructor has a written plan adopted by the administration for

machine and tool replacement.

14. Each instructor has a written plan to keep other teachers and counselors

informed of the industrial arts program and its objectives.

15. Students have an opportunity to become familiar with the potential for

careers in industrial arts and allied field,.
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LANGUAGE ARTS

PURPOSE

Language arts plays a major role in helping students think and express them-

selves clearly. To be able to think clearly, students need communication

tools that permit them to understand, reflect, make decisions, and move from

the concrete to the abstract. Their degree of success in these mental proc-

esses is proportionate to the degree of proficiency they achieve in specific

communication skills. As a minimum, students need basic competency in read-

ing, listening, speaking and writing; all districts should develop a minimum

skills basic program for this purpos. At the same time, district level cur-

riculums should contain goals and objectives that go beyond the basic level

skill program. These programs, therefore, should offer each student oppor-

tunities to become proficient in the survival skills of communication as well

as opportunities to move from the survival level to a self-actualization level.

GOALS
1

Students will:

1. Comprehend the printed material needed to succeed in educational, voca-

tional, and social' interests and activities. (All state goals)

2. Respond to literature in subjective, analytic, and evaluative ways.

III
(B -1)

3. Interpret literature and the humanities as a reflection of the life,

values, and ideas of this and other cultures& (B -1, a to g)

4. Effectively use language in interaction with others, gaining and improv-

ing group communication skills. (B -1, a to g)

5. Recognize that ideas are expressed in many ways: dialects, verbal modes,

styles and usage levels, associations and po its of view.. (D -1, 2, 3)

6. Write honestly, creatively, and clearly. (B-I, a to g)

7. Adapt speech and writing to different purposes, audiences, and communica-

tion forms, using appropriately the mechanics and conventions of writing

and speech to assure accuracy and clarity. (D-1, 2, 3)

8. Acquire, interpret and evaluate information through purposeful and criti-

cal observation and listening. (0, E, F)

9. Know that language adapts to the needs of people through time. (D-3)

I Adapted from Tri-County Goal Development Project.



10. Effectively express and interpret ideas, attitudes, and feelings in non-

verbal ways. (A-1)

11. Know that experience in the world is given meaning and shape by language.

(All state goals)

CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION

Grades Kindergarten Through Three:?

In grades K-3 students acquire basic skills in listening, speaking, reading,

and writing. These skills must be taught in a manner that fosters a positive

attitude toward communication skills.

Grades Four Through Six:

In grades 4-6 students increase their proficiency in communication skills.

Specific instruction should be provided on using basic communication skills

to reach other goals of study. Students should be able to read and compre-

hend meanings of words, sentences, paragraphs and stories, and glossaries,

and use bibliographies to acquire 'nformation and ideas. They should achieve

moderate accuracy in spelling, punctuating, speaking, listening an0 organiz-

ing ideas. They should write legibly and speak clearly with a personal style

that communicates effectively.

Grades Seven Through Twelve:

In grades 7-12 students have opportunities to become efficient in:

Demonstrating critical thinking skills by analyzing. propaganda, in-

nuendo, implication, logic and evidence, as well as common logic

fallacies.

Using various modes of writing and speak4 -ng, including description,

explanation, argument, or persuasion as appropriate to a given

situation.

Identifying with verbal or written logical evidence, from what is

read, the author's purpose and the reader's reaction.

Demonstrating understanding of significant literature, drama, and

prose.

Using knowledge of literature and drama as a chief resource when

studying environmental, historical, economic and political issues.

INDICATORS or A QUALITY PROGRAM

Instruction reflects a written goal-based sequential program for grades

K-12.
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2. Current written records of student progress on curriculum objectives are

available.

3. The curriculum is balanced (i.e., includes skills in listening, reading,

writing, and speaking) and provides opportunities to improve basic lan-

guage arts skills (K-12) in a progressive way.

4. Curriculum programs are available for students who need special attention.

5. Language arts is taught in a context that is meaningful and enjoyable to

the student.

6. Other content area teachers provide instruction in communication-skills

related to their area.

7 The language arts program motivates students to participate in communica-

tion activities (e.g., school plays, community plays, speaking activities,

mass media activities).

8. Students effer.tively use communication skills when studying environmental,

historical, cultural and other issue-oriented subjects.

9. Students have an opportunity to become familiar with potential careers

using language arts abilities.

Also, see indicators of quality applicable to all instructional programs

listed on pages 1-2.

;
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MATHEMATICS

PURPOSE c

The mathematics program develops the student's problem-solving abilities, in-

cluding recognizing and defining problems; estimating and predicting; measur-

ing, collect; ,
organizing, and presentir)g data; devising problem- solving

strategies; a d computing and validating results. Problem-olving separately

or concurrent1 uses most (DI all of these skills; hence, a complete mathe-

matics program helps the student develop all of them.

GOALS

Students wiP(:

1. Wave the skills necessary for quantitative problem-solving. (A-1, 3,

B-1, C, C-3, G, E)

2. Be able to use problem-solving skills and principles, and mathematical

concepts in the areas of applied mathematics. (A-1, 3, 8-1g, C-3, E)

3. Be able to discover and recognize patterns and relationships in mathe-

matics, in nature, and in the application of mathematics. (A-1, 2, 3)

4. Recognize the influence mathematics has had on our culture, its signifi-

Cance to other fields, the logic of mathematical systems, and the impact,

uses and limitations of computers and calculators. (Al, 3, 8-1g, D-3, E)

5. Have the knowledge, understandings and skills necessary for the develop-

ment of a lifelong interest in mathematical processes and reasoning.

(A-1, 3, B-lc, B-1g, C-3)

CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION

Basic content of the program, kindergarten through pre-algebra, concentrates

on developing skill's and concepts in ten major areas:

Number, numeration, use of numbers.

Number sense, "friendliness" for numbers, "feeling" for numbers,

elementary number theory.

Use of variables as symbols, and other symbols in communicating ideas

and stating relationships.

Problem solving (development of problem-solving skills).

Computation (efficient use of algorithms and use of mechanical and/or

electronic aids).
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Applications (including, but not limited to, vocational survey courses

and career cluster support).

* Geometry (relationships in plane and space as opposed to "formal"

geometry dealing with proofs).

Measurement (metric, SI, primarily).

Estimation and approximation (awareness of "reasonablp.

Graphs, statistics, probability, prediction.

In the development of mathematical concepts two characteristics are common:

Development begins at the concrete level (using manipulatives when-

ever possible) and moves gradually through a representative level to

the abstract level.

The problem-sOlving approach, sometimes utilizing guided discovery,

is used extensively in the development of concepts and skills.

Organizational plans are geared to meeting learner needs, which tend to become

more varied as the learners progress. Three groups with different needs are:

Students who need additional work designed to further develop profi-

ciency in the basic mathematical content.

Students who are capable and also mathematically oriented, who need

courses (beginning with algebra) which constitute the so-called

"formal" mathematics sequence.

Students who are capable but not mathematically inclined by interest

or career. They need a wide range of mathematics courses which in-

clude basic mathematics, applications, mathematics related to career

clusters, and specialized uses of mathematics (e.g., computer science).

These are often needs of all students; hence, a quality program

offers a variety of learning opportunities and provides for flexi-

bility in meeting varied and changing student interests and needs.

INDICATORS OF A QUALITY PROGRAM

I
Teachers use a problem-solving approach in instruction.

2. Current written records about student progress in meeting program goals

are available and should include a record of progress from one school

level to the next (i.e., elementary to junior high, and junior high to

senior high) .

3. The program meets individual differences by:

Accommodating individual learning styles, levels, interests, needs,

and pace within classes.
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Providing curriculum programs and appropriate materials for students

whu.need special attention.

Conducting appropriate programs for students who have (a) mathematical /

ability, (b) mathematical interest, and (c) future plans requiring

extensive mathematics background.

Providing appropriate programs for the capable but non-mathematically

oriented students whose mathematical needs may require content, learn-

ing activities, and materials substantially different from a slower

paced, formal mathematics sequence.

4 The subject is taught in a relevant context, including problems related

to the ""student world."

5.
Instructional practices reflect the findings of nationally recognized

authorities or groups in mathematics, and are consistent with learning

theory.

6 The formal assessment program tests goals and objectives which are con-

sistent with the district's mathematics program goals.

7. Students have the opportunity to experiment, observe, investigate, and

generalize through a variety of activities.

8. Teaching strategies use an inductive approach and promote guided dis-

covery. Many concepts are developed through activities by which a stu-

dent may independently recognize, the desired knowledge, rather than

listing concept6 and attempting to rationalize them through example.

S.

9 Teaching strategies use aAeductive process for the testing hypotheses

and the analysis of structure.

10 Students are able to acquire calculator and computer literacy (i.e.,

working knowledge of at least one and understanding of the roles and

limitations of both).

11 Assistance -to students is available to maintain (or improve) minimum

skills once they are learned.

12. Students have an opportunity to become familiar with the potential for

careers in mathematics and allied fields.

Also, see indicators of quality applicable to all instructional programs

listed on pages 1-2.
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MUSIC EDUCATION

PURPOSE

Music education provides experiences through which students,can fulfill a vari-

ety of personal and social needs. Students need to:

Satisfy the fundamental need to create.

Understand and communicate feelings and emotions that lAurds,iione

cannot convey.

Recognize and become sensitive to beauty.

Develop cultural and aesthetic values, realizing the enduring quali-

ties of music and its place in the world today.

Maintain individual identity and a sense of personal worth.

Also, music enriches a student's life in leisure activities and social rela-

tionships, and provides the means to develop skill in performance.

GOALS

Students will:

1. Know the basic elements and structure of music. (A-13)

2. Be able to use notational systems. (A-3)

3. Be able to improvise and create music. (B-1)

4. Have skill in performing music. (C-3)

5 Know the implications of music in qur society, with respect to music

careers, its avocational and leisure uses and, as consumers, know about

musical products. (C-3, E, A-2)

6. Demonstrate an interest in and sensitivity to ethnic music and the

American musical heritage. (D-3)

7. Be aware of music as an avenue of communication for the exchange of feel-

ings and emotions. (A-2)

8. Be more humane and sensitive toward people and the environment and have

a more complete personality through emotional, intuitive and subjective

responses to .1usic. (A-2)

9. Have auditory-sensory perception and aesthetic responsiveness through

guided listening and performing experiences. (A-3)
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CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION

A complete music program includes performing, listening to, creating, and

studying about music at all grade levels.

Lasting understandings and attitudes are acquired sequentially as a result of

many related experiences and encounters with the same core concept. At first

the student has only a very hazy awareness of concepts involving rhythm or

melody. Next come perceptions, then reinforcing experiences to test these

early perceptions, and finally, growth and understanding until the student

has developed mature concepts.

The basic activity in music education at all levels is listening. Every learn-

ing situation in music'involves listening: matching a single pitch; discrim-

inating between pitches; creating and improvising rhythms, melodies, harmonies,

and movement to music; analyzing design or historical significance; improving

performance skills. Al) music experiences contribute to the development of

the student's listening skills.

Primary and Intermediate Grades:

Rhythm and melody are stressed in grades K-3. Major focus at the intermediate

level is on rhythm, meolody, and harmony. Form, timbre, expressive qualities,

and notational skills are also stressed. Musical development maybe measured

in part by the ability to perform certain musical tasks. Self-evaluation
1

forms to measure musical tasks are available from the Department of Mucation.

Junior High Scheib,:

Rhythm, melody, and harmony are also stressed in junior high music. Form,

timbre, expressive qualities and no'tational skills, styles, history and lit-

erature, performance skills, and tHeory are also important. Many junior high

students become keenly aware of certain styles or types of popular music,

jazz, folk music, movie sound tracks, and stage music. Care must be exercised

to maintain a balanced exposure to all styles and literature representative

of previous historical
periods, as well as those of the 20th century.

Balanced exposure is achieved through a strong, well-developed general music

program, required of all 7th and/or 8th graders. This should encourage vocal

and instrumental performance skills as well

k Not all high school performance skills are appropriate at the junior high

level. Stage or dramatic prOductions, marching, and drilling groups, which

tend to overtax immature voices and embouchures, are discouraged.

Five types of instruction are necessary for vocal and instrumental peiforming

groups to encourage growth in musical knowledge and skill. These are large

group, technique, sectional, solo. and ensemble instruction. Through this

instruction students' attention is drawn toward production of tone, true in-

tonation, diction, technical facility, balance and blend, and interpretation.

I "Self-Evaluation Checklists for School Music Programs," Kinder,Aarren, Primary

(1-3), Intermediate (4-6), and Elementary Administrator, and Choral (7-12)

may be requested from the Music Specialist, OreglDepartment of Education.
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High School:

Large group instruction and music education are not synonymous, although per-

forming groups are an integral part of any high school music program. Gener-

ally, curriculum and facilities should be built, and staff should be hired,

with the idea that students need individual, small-group, and large-group

instruction at the high school level.

The secondary school music program includes three types of instruction:,

instruction for students beginning and improving performance shills

in vocal and instrumental music.

Instruction for students who are not skilled performers but who wish

to study popular music, guitar, or other instruments for their own

pleasure.

Instruction for those (not necessarily performers in school organiza-

tions) who wish in-depth study of music structure, literature, and

history.

A balanced program to meet these student needs should be maintained, regard-

less of school size. Mini-courses, cooperative and team teaching, the use 91

professional performers and composers, and aides are useful means for achiev-

ing program balance. Opportunity classes such as guitar, voice, keyboard,

and laboratory classes in composing, arranging, improvising, conducting and

electronic music, are exalting experiences for students.

INDICATORS OF QUALITY PROGRAMS

1. One full-time music specialist is provided for each three to four.hundred

elementary children in the general music program.
._...-

2. Each elementary child grades K-8 receives )0 to 100 minutes music in-

struction per week.

3. ','One full-time music teacher is provided for every 150 to 200 pupils en-

rolled in elective music courses, elementary and secondary. In addition,

a second teacher or an aide is recommended for each class of 50 or more

pupils.

4. All music teachers actively foster aesthetic sensitivity.

5. Instruction is provided for orchestral instruments in grades 4-12; band

and vocal instruction is provided for students in grades 5 or 6 through

12. I

. 6. All students in grades 9-21 are required to elect a minimum of one

course in music or one of the other fine arts (i.e., visual arts, drama,

or dance) .
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7. In grades 7 and 8 students take a minimum o1` 18 wee
30,ly instruc-

tion in music. They may elect a full -year of chorus, band, or orchestra,

or 'topical mini-courses such as guitar, keyboard, or electronic music.

8. Most students wishing to schedule elective music classes are able to do

so.

9. Students have an opportunity to perform in small ensembles in junior and

senior high school.

10. The instrumental instruction facility is 40 by 50 feet, with a ceiling

height of 14 to 18 feet, and has nonparallel surfaces. This will accom-

modate an 80-piece band or a 60-piece , .chestra. Even with fewer per-

formers, the dimensions cannot vary
appreciably or acoustical problems

are compourtded.2

11. A music coordinator is appointed and allowed time from instructional

duties to oversee the music program, K-12.

12. Students have an opportunity to become familiar with the potential for

careers in music and allied fields.

Also, see indicators of quality applicable to all instructional programs

listed on pages 1-2.

2 "Sound Planning for r.usic Facilities," a
paMphiet for use in planning music

facilities, may be requested from the Music Specialist, Oregon Department of

Education.
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PERSONAL FINANCE

PURPOSE

Personal finance provides "planned instruction aimed at helping students de-
velop the competencies needed to cope with financial concerns related to their
life roles as conumer" (OAR 22-240 ), 7, d and OAR 22-D, 1, 6). Personal

finance may be included in an educational program either as a special instruc-
tional program or as a planned component of two or More regular programs. The

inter-program approach in planning, drawlng upon the knowledge and expertise
of more than one academic discipline, can provide a broader experience in
cognitive, psychomotor and affective learning experiences

The basic purpose of personal finance instruction is to develop each student's
minimum competencies as a " consumer of goods and services" (OAR 22-240). Dis-

trict level curriculum goals and objectives, however, should exceed basic ex-
pectations and provide opportunities for each student td move beyond the
survival level according to need and potential for achievement.

GOALS

Students will:

1. Have the knowledge, understanding and skills necessary to function respOn-

sibly in the interrelated roles of wage-earner and wage-spender. (C)

2. Possess the basic tools for reaching financial decisions which contribute

tq family stability and personal satisfaction. (E)

3% Possess the basic skills and knowledge necessary to plan the use of

credit in terms of present and future needs and income. (E)

4. Be able to ! Ke wise decisions when purchasing goods and services. (E)

5. Be able to'function as a responsible consumer in the marketplace. (E)

CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION

Grades Kindergarten Through Eight:

'Program planning for grades K -8 Should provide for consumer education within

the existing curriculum structure, incorporating activities which develop

awareness and basic knowledge of consumer education.

In grades K-3, the program uses the basiL skills of reading, writing, listen-
ing, computing and problem solving as a basis for introdgsing appropriate

Lonyumer education concepts. Emphasis is on money management, purchaw of
goods, including adv,2rti5ing, and c:Insumer responsibility as related to
students' immediate consumer needs and de, isions.
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Programs at grades 4-6 expand on consumer concepts emphasizing practical ap-

plication to students' everyday consumer concerns. Further emphasis on com-

putation and reading skills, with more incorporation of economic principles,

is an integral part of classroom experiences.

At grades seven and eight, additional consumer concepts are introduced related

to financial
responsibility and money management. Instructional content,be-

gins to expand beyond the students' personal world. Identificatiqp of indi-

vijlual student
achievement in consumer education and coordination with other

programs assists in providing a continuum of learning between elementary pro-

grams and required courses at the secondary level.

Grades Nine Through Twelve:

Personal finance programs build on earlier instruction, giving students ade-

quate preparation for their life roles as consumers of goods and services.

All disciplines
within the school are

coordinated so as to include the essen-

tial !earnings within require
courses and to allow for planned repetition or

expansion within other courses'.

.,

INDICATORS OF A QUALITY PROGRAM

1. Resources:

Reflect up-to-date,
factual and relevant information.

Provide a variety of instructional resources:

Encourage incorporation of varied philosophies and points of view.'

2. Learning experiences,
resources, and activities promote accomplishment

of district and program level instructional goals.

3. All disciplines in the
instructional program are involved in planning in

order to eliminate omissions or unplanned repetition of instruction.

4. Out-of-school
experiences are an integral, correlated

part of the in-

structional lrocess.

5. Assessment of students' needs is reelected in program development and/or

revision.

6. Evaluation is correlated to program goals and provides for diagnosis of

individual student weaknesses and strengths, thereby
providing for in-

dividual differences.

Also, see indicators of quality
applicable to all instructional programs

listed on pages 1-2.
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PHYSICAL, EDUCATION

PURPOSE

Physical education helps each student become a harmoniously integrated indi-

vidual--mentally, physically, socially, and emotionally. It enables the

individual to build and maintain physical powers, skills, and understandings

necessary for optimum neuromuscular development..

As a carefully planned sequence of learning experiences, it fulfills the

growth, development, and behavior needs of each student.

GOALS

Students will:

1. Understand that personal physical development in organic vigor, normal

symmetridkj growth, posture,. strength, endurance, power, speed, agility,

balance, exibility, and relaxation is necessary for the body to func-

tion at an efficient level. (A-1, 8-1, E-1)

2., Understand the relationship between proficiency in movement skills in-

cluding basic body movement, economic use of motion, specialized activ-

ity skills, safety skills, and recreational skills; and have the

ability to effectively coordinate the body. (A -1, C-3, E-1)

3. Understand, interpret and apply essential information for the performance

of movement skills that include, scientific and mechanical principles;

rules and strategies; spectator conduct; consumer and economic principles;

and safety factors. (A-2, B-1, E-1)

4. Have an understanding, appreciation and a cultural awareness of the

mores, aesthetics, natural environment and historical significance, of

physical activity. (A-3, C-1, C-3, D-3, E-1)

5. Know how to effectively use leisure time to maintain physical and mental

health; have positive habits and attitudes; know how to properly use

facilities. (A-I, A-2, A-3, C-1, C-3, D-I, D-2, E-I, F-I)

6. Understand appropriate individual behavior is a contributing factor to

harmonious group interaction. (A -1, A-2, A-3, B-1, C-2, D-1, D-2, D-3,

E-1, F-1)



CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION
1

Grades Kindergarten Through Six:

The K-6 program emphasizes basic skills of movement, physical fitness, and

the fundamental physical competencies needed to meet the individual learner

needs.

Grades Seven Through Nine:

The instructional program in grade', 7-9 reviews fundamental movement, skills,

physical fitness, and concentrates on group and team activities.

Grades Ten Throulh Twelve:

The curricular experiences in physical education culminate in the grades

10 4. Most young people complete their formal education at this time.

Therefore, it is imperative to emphasize individual skills and lifetime

recreational sports activity. These experiences reinforce the development

of behaviors, attitudes,
appreciations,-and understandings required for

effective human relationships. There is opportunity for elective learning

experiences within the required program. Satisfying and successful experi-

ences in physical education develop in the individual a desire to participate

regularly in activity throughout life.

INDICATORS OF A QUALITY PROGRAM

I. Instruction reflects a written K-12 planned course of study including a

statement of philosophy, program goals, and sequenced competencies with

appropriate performance
indicators developed to meet student needs.'

2. Current written records of student progress in meeting program goals

are available.

3. Curriculum provides balanced learning activities andic4portuni-ties to

improve sequentially basic physical skills (K-14).

4 special instruction is provided for students who need individual atten-

tion (i.e., adaptive programs).

5. School and community resources are coordinated and planned to serve

better the needs of students and adults #n the community.

6. Elective program offerings are provided outside the required curriculum.

See Oregon Department of Education Handbook, Physical Education In Oregon

Public Schools, K-14, 1975; Oregon Association for Health, Physical Edu-

cation and Recreation Guide); s, Physical Education, 1974; the Tri-County

Course Goals Project--Physical
Education, K-12, 1974; and the Oregon De-

partment of Education Oregon Graduation Requirements, 1974.
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7. Intramurals and, - recreational activities are provided to encourage stu-

dent participation in separate and coeducational sports and games.

8. Athletic programs provide contests for teams or individuals who are

trained and coached to participate in events with similar teams or in-

dividuals from other schools within an identified geographical area.

9. Sudents have an opportunity to become familiar with the potential for

careers in physical education and allied fields.

Also, see indicators of quality applicable to all instructional programs

listed on pages 1-2.
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SCIENCE

PURPOSE

Science education is those related activities that help students understand

the colceptua' structure and processes of science and thus be able to inter-

pret scientil.: information and understand the role of science and its appli-

cations and limitations within society.

GOALS'

Students will:

1. Value science as a way of learning and communicating about self, others,

and the environment.

2. Use scientific problem-solving and inquiry processes.

3. Use the conventional language, instruments, and operations of science.

4. Know significant scientific assumptions, theories, principles, laws,

facts, and their cultural and historical contexts.

5. Use scientific knowledge, processes, and conventions to clarify values,

examine issues, solve personal and social problems, and satisfy personal

curiosity.

6. Relate science learnings to the planning and fulfilling of personal,

social, and career life roles.

7. Value science for its aesthetic contributions to the individual's con-

tinuing personal experience.

8. Initiate personally novel ideas related to science.

9. Be confident of their right to develop, hold, or express conventional or

unusual ideas related to science.

CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION

Processes:

The objectives for measuring progress and the level of student achieveme,nt

should be based on one or more of the following processes:

a. Observing
g. Interpreting Data

b. Classifying h. Making Operational Definition

c. Inferring i. Formulating Questions and Hypothesis

d. Predicting j. Experimenting

e.

f.

Measuring
Communicating

k. Formulating Models

r
1 Adapted from the goals of the Tri-County Goal Development Project.
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These processes include the majority of student activities that are appropriate

for K-12 school experiences.

For each process there are different levels of difficulty based on the age and

ability of each student.

Concepts:

In addition each process can be developed under the five major concepts iden-

tified for the K-12 natural science curriculum:

a. Diversity

The vast number of observable natural phenomena display a wide variety

of similarities and differences.

b. Change

Our environment, living and nonliving, microscopic and macroscopic,

is constantly undergoing change.

c. Interaction

The interaction of living and nonliving matter in an environment, and

the resulting energy change, determine the nature of the environment.

d. Organization

Systematic relationships exist in natural phenomena. Systems within

systems comprise the universe.

e Limitation

Natural phenomena are limited by the fundamental nature of matter-and

energy. There is an overall tendency _oward equilibrium in an

environment.

The appropriate concept and process groupings for each of the major disciplines

of scii-nce (biological, physical, and earth science) for a K-I2 program are:

Biological Sciences: K-1 2-4 5-8 9-12

Concepts a, b, d, e a-e a-e a-e

Processes a-f a-k a-k a-k

Physical Sciences:

Concepts a, c, e a-c a-e a-e

Processes a-f a-k a-k a-k

Earth Sciences:

Concepts a, b, d, e a-e a-e a-e

Processes a-f a-k a-k a-k
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Recommended Time Allotments for Science K-12:

Kindergarten: a minimum of 20 minutes three days a week.

Grade One: a minimum of 20 minutes, five days a week.

Grades Two Through Four: a minimum of 30 minutes, five days a week.

Grades Five Through Eight: a minimum of 40 minutes, five days a week.

Grades Nine Through Twelve: a minimum of 55 minutes, five days a week

for one academic year (or its equivalent) in the form of mini-course

offerings or other science program studies design. In any event, the

minimum learner requirement must be compatible with the Oregon Minimum

Graduation Requirements.

INDICATORS OF A QUALITY PROGRAM

1. Each student has an opportunity for many science experiences every year.

2. Science is taught as a unified discipline, integrated and/or coordinated

with other disciplines, such as mathematics, social science, economics,

political science, and others.

3 The program includes environmental education that interrelates natural

phenomena, environmental influences, economic considerations, and. science

and technology and their social implications.

4. Emphasis is placed on science processes, conceptual schemes, values, and

sensitivity by examining real life problems.

5.
Instructional materials are used to facilitate inquiry, rather than to

replace laboratory experiences. The uses of recorded material (other

media as well as printed material) should be integral parts of, and de-

pendent upon, laboratory experiences.

6. The K-12 science curriculum is organized in a context of human values

and social dilemmas so that it will be responsive to the well being of

the learners.

7. Students have an opportunity for investigative activities involving open

inquiry and first-hand experience with physical and living things in a

variety of settings (e.g., laboratory, field work, library).

8. The program fosters a liking for science in general and for independent

investigation in particular.

9. The K-12 science program is student-centered, sequential, and structured

to enable students to pursue topics of their choice in depth.

10. There is a sound rationale for the organization of content and learning

experiences; the organization provides ror flexibility consistent with

the structure of science and with the natu:e of the students for whom it

is intended.

11. The program does not overwhelm the student with masses of knowledge.

1 1 1 4 1
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12. The program provides opportunities for students to work individually and

as members of various-size groups.

13. Students haq,e an opportunity to become faniliar with the potential for

careers in science and allied fields.

Also, see indicators of quality applicable to all instructional programs

listed on pages 1-2.
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SOCIAL STUDIES

PURPOSE

Social studies education is concerned with enhancement of human dignity through

learning and commitment to ,rational processes as principal means of attaining

that end. Although this dual purpose is shared with other curricular areas, it

clearly directs the particular purposes and the guidelines for social studies

education.

Human dignity means equal access to the rights and responsibilities associated

with membership in a culture. In Amer;can culture human dignity has long in-

cluded ideas such as due process of law, social and economic justice, democratic

decision making, free speech, and religious freedom. Current use of the term

has(expanded beyond its political and economic connotations to include self-

respect and group identity. The idea of human dignity is dynamic and complex,

and its definition likely to vary according to time and place. The essential

meaning, however, remains unchanged: each person should have opportunity to

know, to choose, and to act.

Rational processes refer to any systematic intellectual efforts to generate,

validate, or apply knowledge. They subsume both the logical and empirical

modes of knowing as well as strategies for evaluating and decision making.

Rationality denotes a critical and questioning approach to knowledge but also

implies a need fdr discovering, proposing, and creating; the rational indi-

vidual doubts but also believes. The ultimate power of rational processes

resides in the explicit recognition of each person's opportunity to decide for

himself/herself in accord with the evidence available, the values he/she

chooses, and the rules of logic. Therein lies the link between human dignity

and the rational processes.

But without action,
neither knowledge nor rational processes are of much conse-

quence. This century has witnessed countless blatant violations of human

dignity in the presence of supposedly well-educated populaces. It has been

frequently asserted that knowledge is power; however, the evidence that people

who know what is true will do what is right is scarcely overwhelming. Commit-

ment to human dignity must put the power of knowledge to use in the service

of human kind. Whatever students of social studies learn should impel them to

apply their knowledge, abilities, and commitments toward the improvement of the

human condition.

As knowledge without action is impotent, so action without knowledge iLrepre-

hensible. Those who seek to resolve social issues without concomitant under-

standing tend not only to behave irresponsibly and erratically but in ways

that damage their own future and the human condition. Therefore, knowledge,

reason, commitment to human dignity, and action are to be regarded as comple-

mentary and inseparable.

GOALS

Students

I. Develop an awareness of self, reflect on Weir society's values and be

able to develop and clarify a personal set of values. (A)
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2. Understand generalizations, and interdisciplinary concepts drawn from the

various social sciences including anthropology, economics, geography,

history, political science, psychology, sociology, international affairs.

(A, D)

3. Develop and practice a variety of intellectual skills appropriate to the

social studies. (8-1, e and g)

4. Understand and respect individual and cultural differences and similari-

ties. (D-3)

5. Be able to participate in societal activities as individuals and members

of groups. (D-1 and 2)

CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION

The folloW'inig basic interdisciplinary concepts should be developed throughout

the K-12 social studies program.

Multiple causation
Conflict- resolution

Cooperation
Social control

Mdrality
Change
Difference
Needs
Interdependence
Environment

Power

Scarcity
Life Style
Citizenship
Equality-

Inequality
Rights and Re-

sponsibilities
Culture
Needs

Decision-making
and choice

Dignity of man

Industrialization-
Urbanization

Resources
Religion

Habitat-Occupance
Technology

INDICATORS OF A QUALITY PROGRAM

1. The program has a well-defined statement of rationale.

2. Written program and course goals, as well as course outlines, are avail-

able to students (upper elementar,y through grade 12).

3. Evaluation procedures are arrived at and/or shared by the teacher and the

pupils.

4. A variety of teaching/learning materials and resources
is used including

community and resource personnel.

5. A well-rounded library facility includes multi-ethnic, multi-cultural

materials which are non-sexist and non-racist.

6. Students are encouraged to "model" what they are learning.

7. The teaching staff
models'provided for students mirror a multi-cultural,

multi-ethnic society.

8. Students have an opportunity to become familiar with the potential for

careers in the social sciences and allied fields.

Also, see indicators of quality applicable to all instructional programs

listed on pages 1-2.
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TRAFFIC SAFETY EDUCATION

PURPOSE

The major purpose of traffic safety education is to develop responsible citi-

zens who will be personally concerned with practicing safe habits in each role

that they experience in traffic. Nearly all students ultimately will partici-

pate in all of these traffic roles: pedestrian, bicyclist, motor vehicle

passenger, and automobile driver. Additionally, many will choose to become

active motorcyclists, operators of one or more types of off-road recreational

vehicles, or will need supplemental instruction in the safe handling of rec-

reational equipment that must be moved on the highways. A significant number

will select vocations as professional drivers.

GOALS

Students will:

1. Be able to function as responsible citizens when participating in traffic

as pedestrians. (A-2)

2. Be able to function as responsible citizens when driving a bicycle. (A-2)

3. Be able to function as responsible individuals when traveling as motor

vehicle passengers. (A-2)

4. Be able to function as responsible individuals when operating an automo-

bile. (D -1, 2)

CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION

Grades Kindergarten Through Three:

In grades K-3, the program emphasizes safe behavior as a pedestrian, as a car

and school bus passenger, and as a beginning bicyclist.

Grades Four Through Six:

The program in grades 4-6 emphasizes bicycle safety and reinforces concepts

presented in the primary grades relative to pedestrian and motor vehicle pas-0_

senger safety.

Grades Seven Through Nine:

In grades 7-9, the program:

Provides a review of fundamental traffic safety education concepts

taught in grades K-6;

Allows for student electives pertaining to special interests such as

snowmobiles, minibikes, and other off-road vehicles which may be op-

erated legally by this age group;

Provides for pre-driver education for all students in grade 9.
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Grades Ten Through Twelve:

The program in grades 10-12:

Provides automobile driver instruction for ail students who desire to

enroll. The course is based on locally developed competencies and

performance indicators established at an adequate level to at least

meet the requirements of OAR 54-005 to OAR 54-030;

Allows for student electives identified for grades 7-9;

Ofters an additional elective in motorcycle operator instruction for

graduates of the driver education program who meet 0the requirements

of interest and compliance with applicable provisions of ORS Chapter

482.

INDICATORS OF A QUALITY PROGRAM

1. Traffic safety education content is taught in a context that is meaning-

ful and enjoyable to the student.

2. All students in grades K-3 participate daily in an instructional program

of not less than 20 minutes, with individual lessons correlated as

appropriate with health education, language arts and social studies,

mathematics and science, or music and art.

3. All student', grades 4-6, participate at.least twice weekly in an inter-

disciplinary program which is planned to-meet the objective for these

grades.

4. All students, grades 7-8, participate at least weekly in an interdisci-

plinary program which is planned to meet the objectives for these grades.

5. All students, grade 9, participate at least once weekly for one semesters

(or equivalent mini-course) in an instructional program of not less than

40 minutes per meeting which provides pre-driver education.

6. All students, grades 10-12, have opportunity to elect driver education

at the grade of their choice and to receive academic credit for success-

ful completion.

7 Students who elect motorcycle rider instruction participate in an in-

structional program which is in substantial agreement with the current

"Policies and Practices for Motorcycle Safety Education: On-Street

Riders," published by the American Driver and Traffic Safety Education

Association.

8. Students have an opportunity to become familiar with the potential for

careers in traffic safety and allied fields.

Also, see indicators of quality applicable to all instructional programs

listed on pages 1-2.
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

..Vodtional education programs are structured to help students develop the skills,

attkudes, and knowledP needed for either entry-level employment in a "family"

of retted occupations (clusters) or for other post-secondary educational alter-
.

natives such as on-the-job training, advanced education in community colleges,

apprenticeship, four-year college experien..es.

Vocational education programs include:

I)

I

Cluster vocational programs which are based on the concept that occupa-

tions may be classified into logically related groups on the basis of

identical or similar elements or characteritics. The curriculum of

these cluster type vocational programs is structured around common

competencies. Criteria for program development depends on such factors

as employment opportunities and numbers employed.

Specific vocational programs wh:,:r relate mcre to certain occupational

areas such as dental assistant or small eng.ne mechanic

. In either type program, state criteria are use to determine approval by the

Department of Education when federal vocational funds are used for program suppert

and development. See Appendix C for a listing of these criteria.

Vocational programs stress the need for actual on-the-job experience through

planned work experier,s related to in-school study. Vocational education also

provides for the development of leadership qualities which will help students

satisfy the attitudinal requirements of being productive, fulfilled employers

and become leaders in their career areas,. Vocational student organizatiorit are

considered essential components of most vocational education programs. 'Emphasis

in vocational education is also placed on meeting the needs of special students

including those who malbe socially, culturally, or economically disadvantaged

and those who may be hand4capped.

The major vocational cluster programs ,.re illustrated in the following sections.

In addition to the indicators of quality given for each vocational cluster area,

see Appendix C for information about program assurances.

ACCOUNTING

PURPOSE

The accounting curriculum at the secondary level is desP6ned to equip students

with skills, knowledge, and attitudes which will enable them tc enter careers

or continue their education and training in this professional field.
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GOALS
,.

1

Studentes will:

1. Know and be able to apply generally accepted accounting principles and

practices.

Know and be able to apply business principles to the solution of business

related problems.

3. Know and be able to apply the skills of, and reflect the attitudes required

for, entry-level employment in bookkeeping and accounting occupations.

4. Be able to evaluate opportunities for employment and training in terms owl

personal capabilities.

5. Be able to perform general bookkeeping and accounting tasks.

6. Be able to use skills and competencies necessary for future training.

7. Know and demonstrate personal and social behavior needed for career suc-

cess in the accounting profession.

8. Know the basic functions of the accounting profession and associated

7

careers.

4

CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION 1_

Occupational exploratory experiences in grades seven through ten are of prime

importance to students developing career goals and plans. Courses ir) geoeral

business, business English, mathematics, and science provide valuable experi-

ences leading to the accounting cluster in grades 11 and 12. Certain learning

experiences should be conducted in a flexible lab situation to provide ex-

tended time for special projects. Subjects and courses which provide special

and related competency development include:

Bookeeping-Accounting
Data Processing aNd Computer

Laboratory Experiences Technology

Business and Office Machines Typewriting

Business Mathematics
Business Communications

INDICATORS OF A QUALITY PROGRAM

1. An advisory committee of persons in accounting is actively involved in

olanning and evaluation.

2, The program includes at least two hours of instruction in specialty courses

approved by the Department of Education.

3. The teacher-coordinator for this program is vocationally approved.

4. There is an active vocational student organization integrated into this

program.

5. Curriculum is based on current business practices and methods.

6. Cooperative work experience is a part of the cluster.

7. A written plan for program improvement and updating is on file.

8. Students are encouraged to effectively apply the basic skills of listening',

speaking, reading and writing as applicable-to the program subject matter.
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AGRICULTURE

PURPOSE

The agriculture- ctrriculum at the secondary level is designed to teach the

skills, knowaddge'and attitudes to prepare students for entry-level employment

or advanced training in an agricultural occupation.

GOALS,

Students will:

1. Know and be able to demonstrate the skills, attitudes and knowledge re-

quired for entry-level employment in production agriculture occupations.

2. Know and be able to 4monstrate the skills, attitudes and knowledge re-

quired for entry-level employment in off-farm agriculture occupations.

3. Be able to evaluate opportunities for employment and training in produc-

tion agriculture occupations.

4. Be able to evaluate opportunities for employment and training in off-farm

agriculture occupations.

Be able to apply the skills necessaly to obtain satisfactory employment

in an agricultural occupation.

CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION

The agriculture cluster, integrated with youth leadership activities (e.g.,

Future Farmers of America),, is designed -to provide the skills and knowledge

common to both production and off-farm agricultural occupations. The areas

of instruction are animal ;science, soil science, -plant science, agricultural

mechanics, agricultural business management and leadership and personal de-

velopment. Specialization in specific areas is provided through advanced

courses (lith and 12th grade) and/or supervised occupational experience pro-

grams. Agricultural cluster programs are generally a three- or four-year

program which emphasize common skills and knowledge the first two years and

specialize the last one or two years, Emphasis is placed on supervised oc-

cupational experiencP for bothyroductivo;projects and work experience

programs.

INDICATORS OF A QUALITY PROGRAM

I. A summer program plan has been developed and approved.

2. Extended contracts exist for vocational agriculture instructor,,.
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3. The class size is 25 students or fewer foro9th and 10th grades and 20 or

fewer for 11th antt-12th grades.

4. An agriculture advisory commiLtee meets regularly with a planned agenda.

5. There are written curriculum, course
outlines, and course content that

are relevant to the needed occupational competencies.

6. Instruct is based on the six major competency areas of agriculture

(animal science, plant science, soil science, agriculture mechanics,

agriculture business management and agr.iculture leadership).'

7. "Hands-on" types of learning experiences are used.

8. A core curriculum, basic to all agricultural occupations, is provided

for 9th and 10th grade students.

,)9. jhere a e written training agreements for students in work experience

programs.

10. Agriculture students have the opportunity to participate in occupational

experience (supetvised projects, -work experience, cooperative, general

and exploratory simulated experience in laboratory or on land laboratory).
J

II. The youth organization, Future Farmers of America, is an integral part

of the agriculture curriculudo

12. Eighty percent of the' agriculture students are members of the youth

organization..

13. Appropriate field trips are 'ised.

14. Community resources are used in the agriculture program.

15. Students are encouraged to apply the basic skills of listening, speaking,

reading and writing as applicable to the program subject matter.
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CBUILDING CONSTRUCTION

PURPOSE

The construction curriculum at the secondary school level is designed to pre-

pare students with skills, knowledge, and attitudes related to a variety of

occupations found within the construction industry.

GOALS

Students will:

1. Possess the skills, knowledge, and attitudes required for entry-level

employment in the construction industry or advanced education and train-

ing in their occupational choice.

2. Possess a knowledge of employment opportunities in the construction

industry and sources of employment information.

3. Be able to apply the skills required in applying for and gaining employment.

4. Be able to apply the skills, knowledge, and attitudes related to various

aspects of the constructioneindustry including basic communication skills,

basic construction materials, use of basic construction tools, and basic

construction layout, fabrication and finishing techniques.

5. Show a safety consciousness in their work habits and recognize specific

hazards associated with the construction occupations.

6. Be able to identify the interdependent relationship between various con-
,

struction occupations.

7. Know the influence that labor, management and professional organizations,

within the construction industry have had on individuals and the industry

as a whole.

8. Know the basic economics involved in maintaining a successful construc-

tion industry and the role that each participant contributes toward main-

taining a successful business.

9. Value the industry, fellow workers and the community in a manner that

contributes to successful, progressive advancement within the occupation.

CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION

The construction curriculum at the secondary level is developed in harmony with

the Oregon career education concept. Initial instruction at the secondary

level is an introduction to many construction occupational materials, processes,

and techniques; this is followed by specialization within the construction

cluster. The core of the construction cluster instructional program is the

common knowledge and skills between the key construction occupations as listed

in the Building Construction; Occupational Cluster Guide.* The key occupations

Oregon Department of Fducation, 1972.



are carpenter, iron wojker, trowel trades, pipe trades, painter, roofer, and

floor coverings. The construction cluster program is designed as a two-year

program with a provision for cooperative work experience during the senior

year.

INDICATORS QF A QUALITY PROGRAM

1. The program offers sufficient learning activities to adequately emphasize

the common competencies and those related to specific occupations.

2. Learning activities (including projects) reflect current construction

materials, processes and techniques.

3. The Vocational Industrial Clubs of America (VICA) activities are inte-

grated into the curriculum.

4. Provision is made for annual program assessment and planning, using the

state developed assessment and planning manual, or other comparative

materials and procedures.

5. Facilities and equipment reflect current construction industry standards.

6. Student achievement is recorded in performance terms and becomes a part

of the student's school records.
/

J. Cooperative work experience is closely related to the construction cur-

riculum and occupational goals and is available to all cluster students.

8. Class size is determined on the basis of curriculum objectives, learning

activities, size of facility, and instructional staff.

9. Students are enrolled in the construction cluster program on the basis of

identified cgreer goals arrived at through a combination of exploratory

experiences, guidance and counseling.

10 Liaison is maintained with the construction industry in the community.

II. Students are encouraged to apply the basic skills of listening, speak-

ing, reading and writing as applicable to the program subject matter.

.



CLERICAL

PURPOSE

The clerical cluster has been designed and structured for the student whose

interests lie in the field of general office training, clerk typist, recep-

tionist, file clerk, key punch operator, and other related occupations. It

is intended to provide entry-level skills and competencies for employment

following high school graduation aell as the basic skills for further,spe-

cialization and training.

GOALS

Students will:

1. Possess /he skills, attitudes and knowledge required for entry-level em-

ploymerv( in general clerical occupations.

2. Possess the skills, attitudes and knowledge required for advanced career

development in post-secondary training.

3. Be able to evaluate opportunities for employment and training in terms

of personal interests and capabilities.

4. Be able to apply job search techniques.

5. Know and value the basic functions of office work and its place ir5 the

overall structure of business operation.

6. Know and manifest personal and social behavior necessary for career

success.

7. Be able to apply the skills necessary to perform general clerical duties

and functions in the office.

8. Be able to interpret data in relation to decision making and problem

solving in office layout and flow of work.

CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION

Occupational exploratory experiences in grades seven through ten are impor-

tant to students developing career goals and plans. Courses in general

business, business English, mathematics, and science provide valuable experi-

ences leading to the general office training cluster. Occupational specialty

courses in grades 11 and 12 are designed to develop skills and competencies

needed for entry-level jobs in the clerical field. In addition to beginning

courses in typewriting, record-keeping and office practice, sufficient time

is needed for advanced training and further development of basic skills.
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Individualized programs, simulations, and other innovative methods are a neces-

sar)1 part of the program. Major areas of study include the following:
;

Typewriting
Office and business machines

Data processing
Record keeping
Office procedures and practice

Office conimunications.

Well planned and supervised cooperative work experience provides excellent

training opportunities.

INDICATORS OF A QUALITY PROGRAM

1. An advisory committee of persons in the clerical field is actively in-

volved in planning and evaluation.

2. The program provides for at least two hours of instruction in the spe-

cialty courses as approved by the Department of Education.

3. The key teacher-coordinator for this program is vocationally approved.

4. There is an active vocational student organization Integrated into this

program.

5. Curriculum is based on current business practices and methods.

6. A written plan for program improvement and updating is on file.

7. Students are encouraged to apply the basic skills of listening, speaking,

reading and writing as applicable to the program subject matter.
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DIVERSIFIED OCCUPATIONS

PURPOSE

Diversified occupations is designed for students with an identified occupa-

tional interest who have no spec Vic cluster or other vocational program
avail-

able to them. The diversified occupations instructor, who also coordinates

the work experience part of the program, is expected to provide an activity

oriented, counseling based program of occupational education and related work

experience on an individualized basis.

GOALS

Students will:

1. Be able to weigh their interests, aptitudes, abilities, and educational

background 'n selecting a career area.

2. Know and be able to apply job search techniques.

3. Know the necessary elements for succeeding on the job.

4. Value safety as it relates to career-areas.

5. Value continual learning both on and off the job.

6. Know the influence that labor unions have upon a career interest area.

7. Be able to analyze the organizational patterns of a business.

8. Be able to select alternative career goals as a means of dealing with

unsuccessful fulfillment of established primary goals.

CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION

All students in grades 11 and 12 enrolled in programs of diversified occupa-

tions should have a regularly scheduled class coupled with a related work

experience. An organized plan shall exist for the purpose of providing:

Related information pertaining to most employment.

Individualized occupational information projects.

Progressive and realistic work experience pertaining to the career

interest of the student.

Systematic occupational counseling given to each student.

Evidence should exist which is indicative of scheduling flexibility with re-

spect to students being allowed the opportunity and encouraged to explore the

local community occupational resources.
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Evidence should exist which is indicative of resourcefulness and creativity

by the instructor in providing necessary resources and individualized projects

for students in diversified occupations.

Diversified occupations is a one-year program providing credit for both the

class and related work experience.

INDICATORS OF A QUALITY PROGRAM

1. Existence of a functioning advisory committee.

2. A common class, which meets regularly, for diversified occupations

students.

3. Information common to most employment is outlined and covered in the

diversified occupations clasis.

4. Students entering the program have identified a specific occupational

interest area.

5. Provision is made for students to pursue their occupational interest(s)

in the diversified occupations class.

6. Most of the students are employed and work at jobs related to their oc-

cupational interest(s).

7. The instructor-coordinator of the diversified occupations program regu-

larly visits students on their jobs.

8. Training agreements for each employed student are recorded dt school.

9. There is evidence of a planned, sequential series of experiences for each

student in work experience, possibly including training plans,

10. Students in diversified occupations are give,1 regular individual occupa-

tional counseling as a part of their program,

II. The diversified occupations program is well publicized and promoted within

the school and community.

12. Provision is made for a follow-up of graduates.

13. General diversified occupations program objectives are clearly stated and

on record.

14. Specific measureable student objectives are clearly stated and on record.

15. Students are encouraged to apply the basic skills of listening, speak-

ing, reading and writing as applicable to the program subject matter.
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ELECTRICAL OCCUPATIONS

PURPOSE

The purpose of electrical occupations programs is to prepare students with the

skills, knowledge, and attitudes related to a variety of activities within the

electrical/electronic industry,

GOALS

Students will:

Know various career opportunities in the electrical field.

2, Be able to define and prepare plans for their tuture in the chosen

electrical/electronics occupation.

3. Know and be able to use the common and basic tools and equipment em-

ployed by electronics/electrical workers.

4. Know the general common characteristics of electrical /electronic systems.

5. Be able to use various techniques and procedures to diagnose electrical/

electronic systems.

6. Know and be able to apply safety factors in the use of materials and

equipment.

7. Know and be able to apply the skills of first aid

B. Know and be able to apply leadership skills needed in electrical/

electronic occupations.

CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION

The preparatory curriculum in the area of electrical occupations is tied to the

competencies universally accepted as vital to employment and survival in the

field. The subject matter progresses, from simple to complex, including basic

job preparation, career development and occupational specialties, Students'

occupational objectives are met by flexible programming and by individualizing

instruction, and supported by allied courses in basic education, social and

economic skills.

INDICATORS OF A QUALITY PROGRAM

General shop safety, safe working habits by individuals and a high level

of safety consciousness are all discernible.

N
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2. The program is advised and guided by an industrial advisory committee.

3. The instructor is vocationally certified through both experience and

training.

4. Cooperative work experience program is a component of the program.

5. There is a five-year plan and evidence that the plan is being followed.

6. The curriculum is described in performance objectives.

7. Provision is made to recognize student goals and objectives and provide

experience as required.

8. The Vocational Industrial Clubs of America (VICA) activities are inte-

grated into the curriculum.

9.
Students are encouraged to apply the basic skills, of listening, speaking,

reading and writing as applicable to the program subject matter.
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FOOD SERVICE

PURPOSE

The food service cluster is designed to provide students wit.h/the skills, at-

titudes and knowledge necessary for entry-level employment or advanced training

in a food service occupation.

GOALS

Students will:

1. Know and be able to apply the skills in human relationships and communica-

tion which contribute to success in working with employers and the public.

2. Know the scope of the food service industry.

3. Know and be able to apply skills in sanitation and safety practices as

,related to food service industry. A

4. Know and be able to apply principles in food preparation and serving.

5. Know and be able to apply skills in food service management.

6. Know and be able to apply knowledge and skills required for entry-level

employment or continuing education.

CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION

The food service cluster program is a two period, two credit per year course

and offe'rs a one or two year sequence at the 11th and 12th grades. Content

includes concepts and functions common to food service occupations in the

areas of human relations and communications, sanitation and safety, prepara-

tion and serving foods, and management. Patterns of organization may vary

according to local schoo! needs, facilities and depth of program.

INDICATORS OF A QUALITY PROGRAM

1. An advisory committee assists in planning and keeping the program current

with the world of work.

2. Certified personnel work together as a team.

3. Facilities, equipment and resources are available and comparable to those

used ,jn the world of work.

4. The curriculum reflects the activities of business and industry and allows

opportunities for students to develop career interests and abilities.
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5.
Work experience is a part of he educational program.

b. A guida counseling program helps students with personal career

decisions.

7. Provisions are made for staff development.

8. A functioning vocational student. organization is an integral part,-f the

program.

9. A plan for evaluating student progress, placement and follow-up-is

maintained.

10. Students are encouraged to apply the basic skills of listening, speaking,

reading and writing as applicable to the program subject matter.

r
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FOREST PRODUCTS

ti

PURPOSE

The forest products curriculum at the secondary school is designed to prepare

students with skills, knowledge, and attitudes related to disciplines of

managing and haFvesting a for'est, and the processing of the raw materials in a

variet', of manufacturing plants to obtain a diversity of products. As an

educational program, it is the purpose of a forest products program to pre-

pare students for succe sful employment and to-provide industry with a safe

and competent worker.

GOALS

Students will:

I, Possess the skills, attitudes and knowledge required for entry-level

employment in a forest products occupation.

2. Posses the skills, attitudes, and knowledge for career development at

the post secondary level.

3. Be able to evaluate opportunities tor employment in relation to self-

inte4pest and ability and to apply job search techniques.

4. Know basic economic relationships as they affect the rote of citizen

and worker.

5. Know.and be able to apply safe working habits.

6. '-ow and be able to apply specific skills pertinent to entry level to

management, harvesting and processing of timber.

7. Know and be able -to apply basic mathematics essential to forest products

,
mensuration and inventory procedures.

8. Be able to Jractice effective human relationships in dealing with others

and effectively communicate orally and in writing.

CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION

The sutstance of preparatory curriculums in forest products is identified with

the '-ask analysis of the Forest Prod....:ts Occupational Cluster Guide. The cur-

riculum is project oriented, with a recommended core for both the one or two

year program. Variances within the program reflect both the students' inTef-ests

and objectives pertinent to the local industries.
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INDICATORS OF A QUALITY PROGRAM

1. The program is project oriented.

2. The program offers a broad base of concepts and skills from a wide variety

of key forest products occupations.

3. Cooperative work experience is an ''fegral part of the program.

4. There is an active advisory committ ! and liaison is maintained with the

local forest products industry.

5. Safety is infused into all components of the program.

6. Class size is limited to a reasonable amount of students to facilitate

learning objectives and to provide proper safety.

7.
Instructional material and equipment are current.

8. Curriculum objectives are specified in performance terms.

9. The:c ;'-_
evidence of progrm planning based on analysis of evaluations

and J,essment- .

10. The program provides for a vocational student organization.

11. Students are encouraged to apply the basic Sr ills of listening, peak-

ing, reading and writing as applicable to the program subject matter.
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GRAPHIC COMMUNICATION

PURPOSE

The graphics curriculum at the secondary school level is designed to prepare

stude,its with skills, knowledc,e and attitudes related to a variety of occupa-

tions in the graphics industry.

GOALS

Students will:

I. Know a wide variety of career opportunities in graphic communication.

2. Know and be able to apply the principles of safety and safe working

habits at their work stations.

3. Be able to per-form entry-level skills in the field of design.

4. Be able to select and use the proper tools and equipment for image

generation at the entry skill level..

a. Be able to read literal/symbolic information and apply this information

to catalogs, manuals, charts, drawings and diagrams.

6. Know and be able to apply ore-production and production techniques.

7. Know and be able to apply binding, finishing and packaging techniques:

8. Know and be able to apply leadership skills in graphic occupations.

CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION

The preparatory curriculum for graphic communication occupations comprises oc-

cupational and survival competencies which are accepted as vital to employment.

The subject matter includes basic job preparation, career development and oc-

cupational specialties. The students' personal program objec*ives are met by

individualizing instruction and supporting instruction through allied courses

in basic education, social and economic skills.

INDICATORS OF A QUALITY PROGRAM

1. There is evidence of a general awareness of safety. Safe working habits

are demonstrated.

2. The program is advised and guided by a program advisory committee.

3. The instructor is vocationally .-erttfied through both work experience

and training.
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h There is a cooperative work experience program in effect.

5. There is a five-year plan in existence, and there is evidence that the

plan is followed.

6. The curriculum is described in performance objectives.

7.
Specific attention is given to basic computation and communication skills,

and there is evidence of interdisciplinary activity.

8. Students' objectives are recognized and related activity is provided as

necessary.

9. There is evidence that student leadership training is taking place, pre-

ferably through recognized vocational student organizations.

10. Students are encouraged to apply the basic skills of listening, speaking,

reading and writing as applicable to the program subject matter.

0
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HEALTH OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION

PURPOSE

Health occupations education is designed to prepare students with knowledge and

skills for health occupations in the delivery of health care and services such

as diagnosis, therapy, prevention, restoration, rehabilitation, and maintenance.

GOALS

Students will:

1. Be able to apply basic concepts in health-related subjects such as science,

mathematics, and communications.

2. Be able to function effectively as a person and as a member of a health

team.

3. Be able to communicate with patients, health team members, health facility

administrators, and persons in the community, using appropriate methods

and terminology.

4. Be able to perform personal and supportive health care tasks for patients

of all ages, applying principles of prevention, therapy, and rehabilitation.

5. Know the various occupational roles in the total health industry.

6. Know and value the importance of professional and ethical behaviors of a

health worker.

7. Be able to apply effective communications and the benefits of positive

human relationships to self and others.

8. Know a basic vocabulary of medical terminology and common zbbreviations

used in the health industry.

9. Know the importance of asepsis and will be able to apply aseptic technique

in all health services.

10. Know and be able to apply the knowledge and skills common to most nealth

services.

CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION

The curriculum is organized in a sequential manner and is based on competencies

needed for employment in a single occupation or group of closely related oc-

cupations. Content is organized by such areas as body structure and function,

microbes and disease, health team relations, patient relations, and health care

skills. Programs vary from one to two years in length. To become well oriented

to the broad scope of career opportunities in the health field, provision is

made for students to explore several health occupations related to their ocOupa-

tional objective.
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INDICATORS OF A QUALITY PROGRAM

1. The instructional program is based on analysis of key health occupations.

2. A variety of learning experiences are made available in th. ,1,.1.,,

laboratory, and clinical settings.

3.
Clirical experience is an integral part of the curriculum.

4. A representative occupational advisory committee is active.

5. All student activities and experiences are planned, coordinated, and

supervised by qualified health occupations personnel.

6. Contractual agreements have been negotiated and signed between the local

educational agency and clinical and/or community facilities where students

are involved in learning experiences.

7. Performance objectives are developed for all areas of the instructional

program.

8. Instructional and supporting facilities and services resources are suf-

ficient in quality and quantity to meet instructional objectives.

9. Instructor-student ratio facilitates the achievement of objectives.

10. Adequate student and program records are maintained.

11. A long-range plan exists which reflects program
developments as a con-

tinuous process.

12. There is provision for periodic evaluation and/or assessment of the

program.

13. Vocational guidance and placement services are available.

14. Program is related to other supporting disciplines.

15. Students are encouraged to apply the basic skills of listening, speaking,

reading and writing as applicable to the program subject matter.
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INDUSTRIAL MECHANICS

PURPOSE

The industrial mechanics cluster curriculum at the secondary level provides

opportunities for students to acquire mechanical skills and knowledge neces-

sary for initial employment or additional training. Experiences in the pro-

gram help develop each student's job attitude. Each program develops and

supports student leadership training for all students.

GOALS

Students will:

1. Know the various job opportunities in industrial mechanics and related

occupations.

2. Be able to define, defend, and plan for their future in the chosen

mechanic occupation.

3. Know and be able to use the common and basic tools, equipment, and

machinery used by industrial mechanics.

4. Know the general characteristics of basic industrial mechanic systems

such as, but not limited to, mechanical systems, electrical systems,

and hydraulic systems.

5. Know and be able to apply safety factors in the use of materials and

demonstrate competencies in personal safety and first aid, proper mate-

rial safety and use, and proper equipment safety and use.

6. Know and be able to apply the basic skills of first aid.

7. Know and be able to apply leadership skills needed in mechanical

occupations.

8 Be able to use various techniques and procedures used to diagnose me-

chanical systems.

CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION

The basis of preparatory curriculums in schools offering industrial mechanics

cluster programs is outlined in the curriculum guide for this cluster. The

curriculum is developed from job and task analyses verified by state ad hoc

lay advisory committees in each of the identified key occupations in mechanics.

Local educational agencies use curriculum development materials funished by

the Department of Education and other resources to initiate a program which

progresses from simple to complex as identified by the unit teacher, school

administration, and advisory committees. Group and individual students' oc-

cupational objective; are met by individualizing instruction and by providing

allied supporting courses, work experience, and leadership experiences to all

students. III -67
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Indu'strial mechanic programs must meet basic criteria. Programs vary in

length from one to four years and vary in duration from 80 to 120 minutes

daily.

INDICATORS OF A QUALITY PROGRAM

1. The program provides vocational instruction and leadership skills com-

mon to several mechanic occupations.

2. The :lass time in the 11th and 12th grades is equal to 120 minutes per

day.

3. The instructor is qualified both in trade experience (skills and knowledge)

and teaching methods.

4 The program is reviewed regularly by a lay advisory committee approved by

the local board of education.

5. There is a long-range plan which outlines program development.

6. Planned supervised work experience is available to those students ready

for this level of training. Equipment and mechanical systems that parallel

the real working world are used. The student/teacher ratio and shop size/

number of .ork stations is conducive to achieving curriculum objectives.

7. Student leadership experiences for all students are an everyday part of

the ongoing mechanic program.

8. The instructor attends in-service training in current mechanic practices

and teaching methods.

9. Safety education is incorporated into the curriculum.

10. Guidance, counseling, and placement and follow-up services are offered

to students.

11. A regular program of assessment and evaluation is carried out.

12. Students are encouraged to apply the basic skills of listening, speak-

ing, reading and writing as applicable to the program subject matter.
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MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION

PURPOSE

The marketing and distributive education curriculum at the secondary school

is designed to equip students with skills, knowledge and.attitudes relate&to

the discipline of marketing and the field of distribution of goods and

services.

GOALS

Students will:

1. Possess the skills, attitudes and knowledge required for entry-level em-

ployment in a distributive occupation.

2. Possess the skills, attitudes and knowledge required for more advanced

career development in secondary school and in other post-secondary

alternatives.

3. Be able to evaluate opportunities for employment and training in terms

of personal interests and capabilities.

4. Know and be able to apply job search techniques.

5. Know the basic economic relationships which affect them as citizens and

workers in a competitive economic environment.

6. Be able to interpret data in relation to decision making and problem

solving in management aspects of marketing at the middle level or lower

management level.

7. Know and be able to practice leadership in fulfilling occupational,

social, and civic responsibilities.

8. Know the purpose and interrelationships of the-Viirious institutions en-

gaged in distribution.

CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION

The substance of preparatory curriculums in marketing and distributive educa-

tion is identified with the universal competencies needed for employment in

distributive occupations. Subject matter progresses in depth and complexity

from basic job preparation to career development and on to job specialization.

Variances within the program relfect students' occupational objectives. Mar

keting represents the basic core of instruction. The core discipline is

supported by social skills. Basic marketing research and management are ex-

amples of common subject matter content in the curriculum area. Programs vary

in length from one to two years.
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INDICATORS OF A QUALITY PROGRAM

1. The program .offers a broad base of concepts based on a wide variety of

key marketing occupations.

2. The program provides an abundance of laboratory experiences to support

academic learning with "learning by doing."

3. The Distributive Education Clubs of America (DECA) activities are inte-

grated into the curriculum.

4. The program incorporates projects which are related to the real business

community.

5. Students are encouraged to participate in cooperative work experience as

part of the program.

6. Cooperative work experience is closely related to the school curriculum

and to the students' occupational interests.

7. Liaison is maintained with business and industry in the community.

8. Provision is made for identifying specific career interests of students

within marketing when appropriate.

9. Adequate performance records of students are maintained.

10. Class size is limited to a feasible number of students to facilitate the

achievement of curriculum objectives.

II. Curriculum objectives are laid out in performance terms.

12. There is evidence of program planning based on analysis of evaluations

and assessments.

13. Ten instructional hours per week are devoted to the instructional program.

14. Long-range program level planning is syst. matically carried out.

IS. Students are encouraged to apply the basic skills of listening, speaking,

reading and writing as applicable to the program subject matter.
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METALS

PURPOSE

The metals curriculum at the secondary school level is designed to prepare stu-

dents with skills, knowledge, and attitudes related to a variety of meta! work-

ing occupations.

GOALS

Students will:

I. Possess the skills, knowledge, and attitudes required for entry-level em-

ployment in the metal working industry or advanced education and training

in their occupational choice.

2. Know the various employment opportunities in the metals industry and

sources of employment information.

3. Possess the skills required in applying for and gaining employment.

4. Be able to apply the skills, knowledge, and attitudes related to various

aspects of the metals industry including communication skills, knowledge

of materials, skill in use of basic metal working machines and tools, and

knowledge and skill in basic metal working layout, fabrication and finish-

ing techniques.

5. Be safety conscious in their work habits and recognize specific hazards

associated with the metal working occupations.

6. Know the influence that labor, management and professional organizations

within the metals industry have had on individuals and the industry as a

whole.

7 Know the basic economics involved in maintaining a successful metals in-

dustry and the role that each participant contributes toward maintaining

a successful business.

8. Valve the industry, fellow workers and the community that contribute to

successful, progreSsive advancement within the occupation.

CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION

The metals curriculum at the secondary level is developed in harmony with the

Oregon career education concept. Initial instruction at the secondary level

is an introduction to many metal working occupations, materials, and processes;

this is followed by more specialized instruction in the metals cluster program

at grades 11 and 12. The core of the instructional program is the co ion
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knowledge and skills for the key occupations identified in the Metals Occupa-

tional Cluster Guide. The key occupations are machinist, welder, sheet metal

worker, general foundry man, auto body man. The metals cluster program is

designed as a two-year curriculum with a provision for cooperative work ex-

perience during the school year.

INDICATORS OF A QUALITY PROGRAM

1. The program offers learning activities to adequately emphasize, the com-

mon competencies in addition to those related to specific occupations.

2. Learning activities (including projects) reflect current industrial

materials, processes and techniques.

3
Vocational Industrial Clubs of America (VICA) activities are integrated

into the curriculum.

4. Provision is made for annual program assessment and planning, using the

state developed assessment and planning manual, or other comparable

materials and procedures.

5. Facilities and equipment reflect current industry standards.

6. Student achievement is recorded in performance terms and becomes a part

of his school records.

7. Cooperative work experience is closely related to the metals curriculum

and students' occupational goals, and is available to all cluster

students.

8. Class size is determined on the basis of curriculum objectives, learning

activities, size of facility, and instructional staff.

9. Students are enrolled in the metals cluster program on the basis of iden-

tified career goals arrived at through a combination of exploratory ex-

periences, and guidance and counseling.

10. Liaison is maintained with the metals industry in the community.

II. Students are encouraged to apply the basic skills of listening, speak-

ing, reading and writing as applicable to the program subject matter.
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SERVICE OCCUPATIONS.

PURPOSE

The service occupations program in the secondary schools gives the student an

opportunity to gain appropriate skills, knowledge, attitudes and experiences

which are essential to function effectively in the service occupational areas.

GOALS

Students will:

1. Possess the basic skills, attitudes and knowledge necessary to function

in an entry-level service occupation.

2. Possess the basic skills, attitudes and knowledge to function_ effectively

in an advanced post-secondary service occupations educational program.

3. Possess basic oral and written communications that are essential to

service oriented occupations.

4. . Know the various occupational roles in the field of service occupations.

5. Be a)ple to conduct an effective job search.

CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION

The curriculum was developed from a competency-based needs analysis for a group

of closely related occupations. Four major components include social services,

protective services, personal services and educational services. Programs are

two years in length with the first year providing basic core instruction cover-

ing the four above components and the second year addressing specific career

development. Cooperative work experience is an integral part of the service

occupations program.

INDICATORS OF A QUALITY PROGRAM

I. There is administrative commitment to and support for the service occupa-

tions program.

2. There is a long-range plan, which reflects program development as a

continual process.
,

3. There are written provisions for program assessment and evaluation.

4. Provisions are made for the professional development of the instructional

staff.
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5. An advisory committee is used to plan, develop, operate, and evaluate

the program.

6. Community resources are used in classroom instruction.

7. Counselors have sufficient time to assist the service program instructor.

8. Instruction ie, based upon common elements identified in key service

occupations

9. The program has a written course of study with measureable student

competencies.

10. The course of study includes cooperative work, experience.

11. An appropriate student organization is an integral part of the program.

12. Training plans have been developed for each cooperative work experience

station.
\.,

13. The program prepares junior and senior level students for job entry and

for post-secondary education.

14. Competency levels for each student have been established.

15. The instructional program
allows each student to be exposed to a wide

variety of occupations ih the. service'area.

16. Training stations are utilized in relationship to the student's tentative

career choice.

17. Students are encouraged to apply the basic skills of listening, speaking,

reading and wrIting as applicable to the program subject matter.
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STENO-SECRETARIAL

PURPOSE

The steno-secretarial occupational cluster is planned and structured to pro-

vide a logical and meaningful program for those students wishing to pursue

careers in office occupations. Thescurriculum is based on manpower needs in

Oregon and is designed Lo dc.,elop skills and competencies needed for entry-

tevel jobs h the secretarial field.

Concentration in tle secondary steno-secretarial cluster does not preclude

college entrance if the student desires to pursue more specialized training

in this area. In fact, many of the competencies gained in this program
high school will greatly benefit :he student in further education.

GOALS

Students will:

1. Knov, the basic duties and responsibilities of the business and profes-

sional office.

2. Be able to perform the common tasks of the office as directed and

assigned.

3. Be able to make decisions related to office layout and flow of work.

4. Know the basic principles and practices of communications as commonly

used in business and office work.

5. Possess the skills and knowlecye needed for entry-level jobs in the

steno-secretarial field.

6. Possess personal habits and traits w tunction acceptably with fellow

employees.

7. Be able to evaluate opportunities for employment and training in terms

of personal interests and capabilities.

B. Possess skills and competencies acceptable to business and industry.

9. Know grooming practices and possess personal habits commensurate with

business and office standards.

CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION

Occupational exploratory experiences in grades even through ten are important

to students developing career goals and plans. Courses in general business,

business English, mathematics, and science provide valuable experiences lead

inn to secretarial training. Occupational specialty courses in grades 11 and

ere designed to develop skills and competencies needed for entry-level johs

in ..he steno secretarial field. In addition to beginning courses in typewrit-

ing, record keeping, and office practice, sufficient time is needed for advanced

training and further development of basic skills. Individualized programs,
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simulations, and other innovative methods are important and effective approaches

to this career program. Major area of study include the following:

Typewriting
Office and Business Machines

Data Processing
Record keeping

Shorthand
Office Procedures
Business Communications.

Cooperative work experience provides excellent training
opportunities when well

planned and supervised.

INDICATORS OF A QUALITY PROGRAM

1. There is an advisory committee of persons in the steno-secretarial field.

2. The program provides for at least two hours of instruction in the spe-

cialty courses as approved by the Department of Education.

3. Se key teacher-coordinator
for this program i$ vocationally approved.

'4, There is an active vocational student organization integrated into the

progri4.

5. The curriculum is based on current business'practices and methods.

6. There is a written plan for program improvement and updating.

7. Students are encouraged to apply the basic skills of listening, speaking,

reading and writing as
applicable to the program subject matter.
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INTERPROGRAM

To meet certain objectives, some areas of study depend largely upon subject

material and activities from more than one instructional program. These ob-

jectives usually spring from contemporary problems and concerns thpt require

the combination of knowledge and investigative methods of several 'academic

areas. Therefore these studies are not commonly identified as separate courses

but are usually included as units or given special emphasis within one or more

establi, shed instructional programs. Studies of some of the more common con

temporaty concerns that are best treated this way are described in this

section.

'See Glossary for definition of "Interprogram Studies.
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CAREER EDUCAIION

Career education, as an intecyal part of the educational program, embraces the

nwcept that -rich individual ,,ust learn to function effectively in the identi-

fied life role,.

Career education focuse, on the producer role providing learning experiences

to develop the attitudes, knowledge and skills t'hat prepare an individual to

Perform successfully as a producer of goods and/or services and in related

roles.

Career-centered instruction should be integrated
throughout the elementary and

secondary school experience and in every discipline. To coincide with student

maturation, career education is experienced in various phases: awareness,

exploration and preparation.

AWARENESS

PURPOSE

The central purpose of career awareness is to cultivate an awareness that

people are involved in or affected by the world of work.

GtALS

Student',

1
Po,sesk-, an awareness ot relevant factor; to be considered in decision

flaking and gaining experience in meaningful
decision making in career

He fri,,iliar with occupational classifications and clusters.

3. Be able to explore key occupational areas
and assess his or her own

iterests and abilities in relationship.

Be able to explore all aspects of tin vIt-Hor high curricula and select

lnd enroll in areas of concern and within the trame:Jork of

establi ,hed educational requirements.

5 BP able to participate in experiences in concepts and ski1Is in prepa-

ration for present and future career choices.

6 Be able to glake tentative career choice,, anT develop appropriate oc-

,_1,0ational plans.

runsi(uLum (ON1ENT AND ORGANIZATION

dc t t an nt«,dra into cyt.ry ct rend
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Parents, the doctor, pilot, butcher, baker, carpenter and others become

subjects for reading materials, writing exercises, geography and history

lessons.

INDICATORS OF A QUALITY PROGRAM

By the end of sixth grade, students are able to perform 75 percent of

the student outcomes identified in the "State Guidelines for Career

Awareness."

2. All teachers have evaluative objectives in their evaluation criteria,

each year, wnich deal with career awareness as an instructional

outcome.

3 A long-range plan exists and a listing of accomplishments based on the

plan is filed in each school.

4 Every four yea's t-he school district conducts a career education

assessment for the purpose of updating its career education five year

plan.

5. Each professional staff member participates in a minimum of three

clock hours of in-service in career education every three years.

EXPLORATION

PURPOSE

The exploration experience provides insights into individual interests,

aptitudes and values, and common experiences it a multitude of career

preparation areas; it also provides in-depth explorations in individual

areas of interest.

GOALS

'.,tudents will

an r=1,Jci,r of rclevant factors to he considered in decision

ainn in cateti ,election.

2 Be LT 1 iRr ,Ith occupational cla,sitications and clusters.

3 R, aLle to cr,cW=,; th( it intere,,t and abilities in relation,,hin to key

oi_(npdtional dreas.

4 Be anie to (,elert and enroll in areas of concern and interest within

thf ft(r eotl. of e,tahlI hod educational requirements of the junior

h,,jh rtiCUI 111-

riblf tart it ipat( in experiences in concepts and in prepd-

ftWfl pre,,nnt and future cdrrer
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6. Be able to arrive at tentative career choices and develop apiropri-

ate occupational plans.

CURRICULUM CONTENT Aq9ORGANIZATION

Career exploration experiences build upon the individual awareness level

of students using the whole instructional program via the classroom,

laboratory and community setting. Content and organization provides:

1. Basic knowledge of economics as it affects work and living.

2.
Self-understanding of occupational interests and aptitudes.

3. Basic knowledge of the occupational clustering process and the

available clusters.

4. Understanding of, and first-hand experience with, the basic knowl-

edge and skills common to each cluster.

5. Observation of, and on-site work experience in, occupations that

represent the clusters or job families within the students' area

of interests.

INDICATORS OF A QUALITY PROGRAM

1. A long-range plan exists for career exploration evaluation, planning,

implementation and/or improvement and the district is current with

projected timelines.

2. An individual has been given district-wide
responsibility for coor-

dinating the career exploration program.

3. The exp'oration program coordinates with the supporting career

awareness experiences and subsequent preparation programs.

4. Student outcomes have been identified and appropriate exploratory

experiences for individual interests and comprehension levels are

a part of the instructional program of every grade level, 7 through

12, tnrough designated subject disciplines.

5. Staff competencies essential to providing quality exploratory experi-

ences have been identified and assessed, and appropriate in-service

training has'been planned and/or accomplished.

6. The overall program is designed to meet the career exploration goals

previously listed.

PREPARATION

PURPOSE

The interdisciplinary aspect of career preparation is helping eleventh

and twelfth grade students to relate concepts and skills of the various
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curricular offerings to a chosen area of preparation--a merging of life

roles preparation.

GOALS

Students will.

1. Develop the communication,
mathematical, scientific and social

knowledge and skills essential to obtaining employment and/or

further education in a chosen occupational cluster or job family.

2. Meet the graduation requirements in areas of career development

riot encompassed within the availahle occupational cluster prograris.

CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGAWZATION

Needed allied skills are found in each cluster instructional guide. De-

tailed p.cr.riiig amorg related irstruction,)1 programs will discover addi-

tional student needs and serve as a basis for curriculum content and

organization to meet individual graduation requirements.

INDICATORS OF A QUALITY PROGRAM

1. Identificzo ion cat student outcomes for every course offering, speci-

fying career development competencies.

2. Graduation requirements within the occupational clusters detail

the skills and knowledges that can be most effectively acquired out-

side the cluster curriculum.

3. A system exists whereby students not enrolled in cluster programs

can extract competencies and instructicnai hours from programs and

courses to meet the graduation requirements in their chosen area of

occupational preparation.

4. Staff competencies have been identified to provide students with

broad career preparation; the staff has been assessed in competency

development, and appropriate in-service has been planned/conducted.

5. Guidance and counseling services are provided to every student in

career selection, preparation, and meeting graduation requirements.



ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

PURPOSE

Environmental education is that part of the educational process which prepares

people to make de(isions and take actions which create and maintain optimal

relationships between themselves and the environment which sustains them.

There is vital 'need for an international environmental ethic. The world has

reached the point where attitudes and behavior of its citizens must reflect

concern for, and understanding of, their relationships with both natural and

human environments. It is education for survival.

GOALS

Students will:

1. Underst4nd that the earth as an environment is composed of many smaller

environments, each with its characteristic biological, physical, and

cultural features.

2 Be able to act on the realization that energy from the sun is the basic

source of energy for all life.

3. Recognize that organisms in any given environment are linked with an

ecosystem and are part of the ongoing phenomena of the environment.

4. Know that the earth's resources are limited and must be managed to

maintain the delicate balance necessary for continued human existence.

5. Understand that human values and attitudes concerning the environment

are based on cultural, social, economic and political factors.

6. Demonstrate a willingness to accept responsibility and accountability

for their :ripact on the environment.

CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION

All K-12 students are provided learning opportunities in environmental educa-

tion. The program in K-3 is an awareness program. Students learn about their

own environment in the home, the classroom, the playground and the neighbor-

hood. Opportunities are available for them-to e4plore, touch, taste, feel,

listen and look and to understand the interdependencies of all living things.

Activities include growing plants, making terrariums and aquariums, and

caring for pets. These develop understanding, self-respect, and acceptance

of individual roles in maintaining a good environment in the classroom, school

and playground.

The program in grades 4-6 expands on the awareness of the interrelationships

and interdependencies of all living organisms. Opportunities are available

for students to experience living-learning outside the school through visits
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to urban and rural
environments, and to accept responsibility for their im-

provement through an introduction to concerns of society related to waste

disposal, pollution, and conservation of resources. During the fifth or

sixth grade an actual outdoor li ing experience in the natural environment,

if planned and followed up, provi es students with depths of understanding

and appreciation which increase t it abilities to make wise decisions

affecting the environment of the uture.

Students. from grade 7 through grade 12 have opportunities to investigate

environmental issues at the local, state, national and international levels.

Simulations and role playing are particularly valuable in helping them learn

to work cooperatively in problem solving.

Visits to community council meetings, legislative hearings and environmental

agency meetings when related issues are being discussed afford them oppor-

tunity to participate in meaningful ways. Films, television programs and

speakers help provide the students with information that can be used for

discussion and decision making class activities, and help students recog-

nize the economic, political and environmental
implications for the future

of the human race.

INDICATORS OF A QUALITY PROGRAM

1. The school district has a clearly stated philosophy of environmental

education.

2. All students, grades K-12, in all instructional programs are given learn-

ing opportunities in environmental education.

3. The school district provides a wide variety of current instructional

materials and media for both students and instructional staff.

4. Learning experiences are provided in both natural and human environments

outside of the classroom. An extended opportunity for an outdoor

living experience is provided-for every student prior to the seventh

or eighth grade.

5. Students are provided opportunities to participate in community environ-

mental action programs.

6. Students are given experiences which involve aesthetic, cultural, and

ethical concepts.

7. Students have the opportunity to learn how -to distinguish between the

unlimited wants of individuals and the limited resources available to

satisfy those wants.

8. Students understand that they, as individuals, have an impact on their

environment and accept their responsibility and accountability for its

improvement or its deterioration.
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MORAL AND ETHICAL VALUES
1

PURPOSE

Every society, through insight and experience, has developed a system of moral

and ethical values that fixes its collective sense of right and wrong, fair

and foul, desirable and undesirable, moral and immoral. Its system of values

forms the basis for mutual trust and respect among its members and enables the

individual to know what to expect of others as well as to determine personal

conduct.

Our society has traditionally placed responsibility for transmitting its mores

and values upon the home, the church, and other social institutions, including

the school. The responsibility of Oregon schools was firmly established in

1929 by enactment of ORS 336.067, which requires the schools to give special

emphasis on instruction in ethics and morality. The school cannot escape its

share of responsibility for moral and ethical teachings if it is to adequately

perform its mission. Other teachings are of little merit unless the student

has a system of worthwhile values. The learning of certain facts, concepts

and skills makes a successful safecracker or a watch repairman, a self-seeker

or a philanthropist. Personal values make the difference.

GOALS

Students will:

1. Be truthful and just in al) relationships with others. (Honesty)
2

2. Be polite and show consideration for the comfort and feelings of others.

(Courtesy)

3. Respect duly constituted authority and control their actions in compli-

ance with all laws; and know how to work through constructive channels

to change laws with which they do not agree. (Obedience to law)

4. Understand the principles of freedom and duty which the flag symbolizes

and observe proper etiquette toward it. (Respect for the national flag)

5. Know the principles and procedures embodied in the basic laws of the

country and state and be loyal to them; understand that the national and

state constitutions are guarantors of freedom and civil justice and the

fundamental bases for representative self-government. (The Constitution

of the United States and the Constitution of the State of Oregon)

1 These guidelines are included pursuant to a provision of ORS 336.067 that

charges the Superintendent of Public Instruction to prepare an outline and

suggestions to help schools meet the statutory requirement to give special

emphasis on instruction in morality and ethics.

2Top cs listed in ORS 336.067 on which special emphasis shall be given are

indicated in parentheses after each goal.
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6. Regard the home as a basic unit of our society, the unity and strength

of which is essential to its well-being, and assume personal responsi-

bility for contributing to the welfare of their own families. (Respect

for parents and the home)

7. Be industrious, self-reliant and respect the dignity of honest and pro-

ductive labor. (The dignity and necessity for honest labor)

8. Be kind toward all forms of animal life. (Humane treatment of animals)

9. Accept responsibility for their own decisions and actions. (Personal

responsibility)

10. Respect the dignity and worth of every human being. (Human rights)

II Know and understand the personal and property rights of other persons

and not interfere, destroy nor encroach upon them. (Respect for the

rights of others)

CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION

The teachirg of moral and ethical values is largely a matter of helping stu-

dents acquire and cultivate skills in the process of valuing. Since the

process is a creative and highly personal one, a curriculum for such instruc-

tion cannot be described in terms of sequential acquisition of knowledge,

skills, and understandings as for most other areas of study. The content of

instruction may be described as consisting of three major categories: teach-

ing/learning process, example, and precept.

Teaching and learning processes that provide valuing experiences for students

may be the most useful approach if used effectively. The approach uses

strategies such as value-clarifying discussions, role playing, analysis of

contrived incidents, clarifying responses, and open-ended questioning to pro-

vide opportunities for students to become proficient in the process of valuing.

The approach requires a classroom climate in which students feel free to think

logically and to express themselves. onportunities are available to choose

from among alternatives and to experience the results of choices.

The second part of teaching moral and ethical concepts and behavior has to do

with teaching by illustration in the daily conduct of the classroom and school.

The conduct of every school activity is a daily lesson on morality. The

teacher's attitudes, concern for the feeling of students, his or her example

as a responsible adult, the use of fair standards for evaluating students, the

administration of calm and even-handed discipline, honesty and objectivity in

presenting subject matter, and the rejection of cheating are all more eloquent

lessons in morality and ethics than oral or written exercises on the theme.

The formation of moral and ethical concepts and behavior can also he influenced

by the use of a planned program of activities to help students achieve the

program', obiectives. The following are a few examples of such activitie,, that
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can providL "lessons which tend to promote and develop an upright and de-

sirable citizenry" (ORS 336.067).

Opportunities for students to experience democracy through an extra-

class activity program and through appropriate decision raking

activities in the classroom.

Social studies units on the state and national constitutions and

legal systems, emphasizing the fundamental bases of our representa-

tive democracy, the process by which laws are enacted and the means

by which they are enforced.

Units of study OR local and state government which encourage and help

students find voluntary service opportunities in their community.

Treatment of controversial issues in ways that help students system-

atically investigate and apply rational thought processes in arriving

at decisions.

Observance of national holidays and events of national and state sig-

nificance by appropriate school exercises or classroom activities.

Suitable displays of the United States flag and student pledges of

allegiance at least weekly in the elementary grades and during assem-

blies, and on other appropriate occasions in the secondary school.

Observance and care in the elementary classroom of animals.

Career awareness and exploration that help students understand that

all lines of socially productive work are honorable and contribute

to the common good.

INDICATORS OF A QUALITY PROGRAM

I. Responsibility for instruction in ethics and morality is recognized in

the school or district policies and in its statement of educational

gals.

2. School administrative rules and practices reflect trust and fair-play

in dealing with student problems.

/4.

The school's code of conduct and -discipline clearly expresses the re-

sponsibilities and rights of students, including the students' right to

due process procedures when charged with rule infractions.

Th, ,i_hool's policies and expectations reflect respect for students'

personal beliefs and convictions which emanate from parental or reli-

gious teachings.

5. Re,,pom.ibility for moral and ethical dovelopment is reflected in job

.1,-crintions or other delineations of teaching duties.
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6. Instructional methods, classroom environments and methods of school dis-

cipline are conducive to development of desirable moral and ethical

values.

7. The school has a plan for continuous appraisal of its program including

criteria of acceptable student moral and ethical behaviors and indicators

used to determine program success.

8. There is meaningful involvement of students and teachers in the setting

of student conduct expectations and in the evaluation of outcomes.
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SPECIAL EDUCATION

PURPOSE

Special education is defined as carefully planned combinations of instructional

strategies, educational management techniques, and specialized supportive serv-

ices aimed at improving and strengthening the functioning levels of handicapped

students.

Handicapped students includes all persons under 21 years of age who, because of

mental, physical, emotional, or learning problems, require special programs to

obtain the education of which they are capable. This group includes (but is

not limited to) those categoric_ that have traditionally liven designated: men-

tally retarded, socially or emotionally maladjusted, emotionally handicapped,

blind, partially sighted, deaf, hard of hearing, speech defective, physically

handicapped or chronically ill, extreme learning problems, learning di,sabili-

ties, or individuals who are pregnant.

Special education includes special instruction in, or in addition to, regular

classes, special classes, special schools, special services, home instruction

and hospital instruction.

The major purpose of special education is to restore the handicapped student

to full, participation in the regular school program without further special

assistance where possible, or to minimize the handicap so that the student can .

function with as little special assistance as possible.

GOALS

Students will:

1. Be able to attain the educational goals which have been established for

all children without further special education assistance by participating

in the regular school program.

2. Be able to participate in the regular school program to the fullest extent

possible with special education assistance. The extent of participation

relates specifically to the individual, handicapping condition.

3. Be able to accomplish an individually prescribed program designed on the

baEis of a comprehensive diagnosis of learning strengths and weaknesses.

CURRICULUM CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION

The curriculums deJeloped for special education programs shall meet the guidic-

lines outlined in all sections of this document.

The instructional program shall be desioned to meet the unique educational needs

of the child.
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Each"'child shall have an educational diagnosis and assessment of learning

strengths and weaknesses which generally consider physical and psychological

needs and Toey shall re:,ult in an individually prescribed teach-

ing program which is regularly reviewed, evaluated, and modified to provide

For the child's educational growth and social /emotional development.

When designing curriculum content for handicapped Lhildren, local school per-

sonnel shall detemine on 9n. individual basis the educational program that will

be least restrictive for the child. The prograio should incorporate the adap-

tation of teaching methods and activities that are distinct and different from

basic education. Instructional materials may include such items as supplemen-

tary books, pamphlets, and periodicals; sophisticated teaching devices, film-

strips and tapes; and recording and consumable laboratory equipment beyond

normal requirements. As much as possible tne program should provide for the

use of pertinent existing educational and community resources. A variety of

program alternatives must be available to serve the child.

INDICATORS OF A QUALITY PROGRAM

1. The school district has a clearly stated philosophy of special education.

2. The special education teachers are certified and well qualified through

experience and training.

3. Children have individually prescribed educational programs based on a

diagnosis of their educational needs.

4. The diagnostic/assessment procedure includes the use of a qualified multi-

disciplinary team approach.

5. Teachers are assisted by support personnel.

6. Teachers arc provided aides or paraprofessional personnel in the class-

room as needed.

7. The pupil/teacher ratio is corpatible with the nature and severity of the

handicapping conditions being served.

8. The school district provides a side variety of in',tructir)ndl ,ateriak and

media for specific handicapping conditions.

9. The special education program is an integral pari of the tonal educational

program and complements same.

10. There is provision for handicapped children to he placed in the lea,t re-

strictive educati nal program which will meet his/her particular need.

II. Diagnosis and assessment is implemented with speed and efficienr.y, par-

ticularly between initial identification and diagnosis of a chili:.

12. Individually prescribed programs should provide long- and short-few goals,

well as suggested content and process of educational programming.

13. Procedures have been established for the continuous, emit it A child',

functioning.

14. Full educational opportunity is provided to all hdndft,-ipp.'d

whether the child is in school or out of school.
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BASIC SKILLS

CAREER

DEVELOPMENT

CAREER
EDUCATION

COOPERATIVE
WORK
EXPERIENCE

COMMUNICATION
SKILLS

COURSE

GOALS

DAY OF ACTUAL
CLASSROOM
INSTRUCTION

DIAGNOSL,

DISTRICT

GOALS

GLOSSARY

The ability to listen. speak, read, write, and to compute

machthoatically.

An area in which each student must acquire certain competencies

to survive and advance in any -career. Career development in-

cludes learning: (a) good work habits; (b) positive attitudes

toward work; (c) ability to maintain good interpersonal relation-

ships; (d) ability to make appropriate career decisions; (e)

entry-level skills for chosen career fields.

Education in which the primary aim is to help students meet

their needs as producers (the producer role) in a fulfilling

and rewarding manner. Major components of career education

include awar ess, exploration, preparation (including voca-

tional educe, )n), and specialization. Instruction in career

education encompasses K-14 and draws heavily upon interprogram

study.

Work experience activities for students in identified sec-

ondary vocational programs related to the students' career

interests and inschool vocational studies.

Reading, wr7 ing, speaking, and listening.

Specific statements of the learner outcomes considered to be

desirable consequences of participating in an identified

course (high school or departmental eleMentary school) or an

identified area of instruction (nondepartmental or nongraded

elementary school). A course goal contributes to the attain-

ment of program goals and fulfillment of the minimum require-

ments for graduation by students. (See 22-240 C. and D, 1)

The time during which students are present for a major portion

of a scheduled school day and are engaged in learning experi-

ences related to district goals and under the guidance of

teachers at their school or at off-campus learning stations.

The identificati ,n of a student's learning strengths, problems,

interests, anal potential as they atfect the ability tc acquire

basic skill,.

Statements of broad, general learner outcomes that a school

district and its c flmonity see as desirable consequences of

instruction and accept as relevant to attc'inment of the, State

Board of Education Goals for Elementary and Secondary Educa-

tion (Soc 22-201)

Mov-in/-1



EDUCATIONAL Educational media are print and audiovisual materials, and

MEDIA their related devices which, when used appropriately, facill- _

tate human learning.

EDUCATIONAL Th, phy,-,icIli facilitic,
provided for an organized collection

MEDIA of print and audiovisual
materials and their related devices,

CENTER and staffed by people trained to provide and facilitate the

use of these materials and devices as required to meet the

needs of its users.

EDUCATIONAL All of the offerings of a school district, or of an individual

PROGRAM school, including the out-ot-class activities and the arrange-

ment or sequence of subjects and activities. (Synonym, PROGRAM

OF STUDIES)

EXPLORATORY Work experience, usually nonpaid, engaged in for relatively

WORK short periods of time for the primary purpose of allowing stu-

EXPERIENCE dents to gain a more indepth feeling for possible occupations.

FULL-TIME A statistical term applied to the number of students carrying

EQUIVALENLY a full, normal academic load plus the appropriate fraCtion for

(FTE) each student carrying less than a normal load. For example,

three students May' each be taking five credit quarter hours;

if an FTE equals 15 credit quarter hours (one student attending

full-time), the FTE is one, but the headcount is three.

GENERAL Work experience engaged in by students which is not related

WORK to any vocational program, but which is usually carried out

EXPERIENCEf as a means of acquainting students with the world of work

and as an avenue to help identified students discover alter-

native interests which will -make their education more

meaningful.

GOALS Statements of learner outcomes that are deemed,.desirable at

the various instructional levels (district, program, course);

OUTCOMES - statements of student behavior as a result of eau-

cationai experiences in school.

HANDBOOKS Oregon Department of Education publications for use by school

administrators, supervisors and teachers that suggest program

and course goals, the scope and nature of learning experiences,

teaching methods and strategies, evaluation techniques and

other aids to teaching for given instructional programs.

INDICATOR I an object, structure, process, event or other observable

OF piece of evidence that can be used by itself or with other

COMPLIANCE information to determine if a district is conducting its pro-

gram in accordance with the minimum standards.

Glos-,arv-2
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INDICATOR OF

QUALITY

I NTERPROGRAM

STUDY

INSTRUCTIONAL
PLANNING

INSTRUCTIONAL
PROGRAM

MINIMUM
COMPETENCIES
REQUIRED FOR
GRADUATION

PERFORMING
ARTS

PERSONAL

DEVELOPMENT

PRESCRIPTION

PROGRAM

PROGRAM
GOAL,

An object, structure, process, event or other observable piece

of evidence that can be used by itself or with other informa-
tion to judge adequacy, excellence or productivity.

Instruction that draws upon the principles and findings of

two or more instructional programs or disciplines. Interpro-

gram studies are implemented by units of study or teaching

emphasis within established instructional programs, and
focus upon some contemporary area of concern (e.g., the
environment, intergroup human relations, or consumer problems).

The establishment of interrelated sets of goal-at three
levels of operation (district, program, cours7 and the pro-

cedures of assessing program goal at_iinment, determining
program needs, and improving the program.

A group of interdependent, closely related courses or sequences
of courses having a set of allied goals, such as mathematics,
language arts, soc'al studies, performing arts, science.
(Synonym Area of Study, Subject Area, Broad Subject Field)

Those competencies (demonstrated skills, knowledge, and under-

standings) which a local school district that operates a high
school has identified as acceptable evidence that individual

students can survive in the society in which they live.

Those visual arts that involve performance before an audience,

such as drama, dance and pantomime.

An area in which each student must acquire certain competencies

to survive and grow as an individual. Personal development

includes learning to: (a) read, listen, analyze, speak, and

write; (b) compute, using the basic processes; (c) understand

basic scientific and technological processes; (d) develop and
maintain a healthy mind nd body; and (e) develop and maintain

the role of a life-long earner.

The use of adopted plans and procedures to provide learning
experiences designed to meet the needs of individual learners
as reflected by a diagnosis of their learning strengths, prob-

lems, interests, and potential.

A series of interdependent, closely related :,ervices and/or

act vi tie% that contribute to a common goal or set of goals.

statements of general learner outcomes considered to be desir-
able consequences of an instructional program or area of study,
and ,qhich contribut,- to the attainment of district goal,.



PROGRAM The collection and reporting of information that describes the

GOAL degree to which students are achieving program goals.

ASSESSMENT

PROGRAM The use of assessment and needs identification information in

IMPROVEMENT making program revisions and adaptations that result in the

reduction of the needs noted in the program needs identifica-

tion process.

PROGRAM NEEDS The development and application of procedures for specifying

IDENTIFICATION and prioritizing those differences between actual learner

outcomes and desired outcomes of program instruction that

are sufficient to warrant considering program revision.

SOCIAL An area in which each student must develop competencies in

RESPONSIBILITY order to function effectively and respoonsibly: (a) as a

citizen in the community, state, and nation; (b) as a citizen

in interaction with his or her environment; (c) as a citizen

un the streets and highways; (d) :,. A rnncumPr of goods and

services.

STANDARD

VISUAL ARTS

VOCATIONAL

EDUCATION

A requirement or a series of allied requirements prescribed

by the State Board of Education, pursuant to provisions of

ORS 326.051, for the conduct of elementary and secondary

school programs by school districts.

Art, the products of which endure or can be seen or compre-

hended through the eye, such as paintings, sculpture, archi-

tecture, drawings; includes the performing arts which relate

to drama, dance and pantomime.

Vocational education at the secondary level is education in

which the primary aim is to prepare individuals for gainful

employment in initial, entry-level jobs, more advanced jobs,

or for other post-secondary alternatives including apprentice-

ship or on-the-job training, or additional education in an

occupational area.

Gloary-li
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APPENDIX A

OREGON LAWS RELATING TO STANDARDIZATION

AND THE CONDUCT OF SCHOOL PROGRAMS

This summary of school laws includes reference to all statutes pertaining to

school standardization and to required classroom instructional activities and

observances. It also includes reference to some but not all statutory require-

ments pertaining to schooi program management.
Reference should be made to the

latest edition of Laws Relating To Public Schools and Community Colleges, pub-

lished by the State Board Of Education, for the complete texts of these and
,

other school laws.

OREGON DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION DUTIES RELATING TO SCHOOL STANDARDS

-HIS 326.051 Board Functions: Requires the State Board to establish state

standards for public schools after having considered the goals

of modern education and the requirements of a sound comprehen-

sive curriculum.
Also, requires the Board to report biennially

to the Legislative Assembly on the general condition of the pub-

lic schools; to adopt rules for the general government of the

schools and for the maintenance of discipline therein; and to

prescribe minimum or required courses of study.

ORS 327.006 Definitions: Among other definitions, defines "standard school"

as a school meeting standards set by the rules of the State

Board of Education.

ORS 327.010 Basic School Support Fund; Purpose of Fund: Requires that the

Fund s a I be used exclusively for the improvement and support

of standard elementary and secondary schools and to equalize

educational opportunity.

ORS 327.103 Standard School Presumed; Correction of Deficiencies: Declares

schools to be standard until found to be deficient; states con-

ditions under which BSSF apportionments shall be withheld from

a district; specifies actions to be taken by a district found

to be in noncompliance; and assigns related duties to the Super-

intendent of Public Instruction.

ORS 327.125 Superintendent to Administer ORS 327.006 to 327.133; Board Rules:

Requires the Superintendent of Public Instruction to administer

and the State Board of Education to adopt and promulgate neces-

sary rules to carry into effect provisions of the BSSF statutes.

ORS 328.205 Power to Contract Bonded Indebtedness; Use of Proceeds 9 Pat

Expenses of Issue: Authorizes school districts to contract

bonded indebtedness for specified purposes
provided that in the

case of districts having nonstandard or conditionally standard

schools such authorization shall be subject to approval by the

Superintendent of Public Instruction.

A-I



INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

ORS 336.015 Arbor Day Provide, that the 1-,t, Fridli be known

is AO or n th, t ri( t !),1,1rd. ,t1 tt t t

are contacted that emphd1.-te preservation ant improvit .ent of the

natural environment.

ORS 336.025 Frances E. Willard -Ddyt Provide, that toe tou-th Ftlday in Octo-

ber shall he knOwn as Frances E. Willard Day, and that time shall

be devoted to appropriate instructioa and t_omoemordtis, activities.

DRS 336.035 Required Courses of Study; Supplemental Courses; District Courses:

Requires district boards to carry out the courses of study pre-

scribed by law and rules of the tate Board of Education and pro-

vides for exceptions. Also, authorize:, district boards to estab-

lish courses of education concerning venereal dised,e under certain

condition, and with certain ,tipulations.

ORS 336.057 Courses in United States Constitution: Provides that cour,e, of

instruction in the United States Constitution shall begin not

later than the opening of grade 8 and continue through grade 12.

ORS 336.067 In-tructior in Ethics and Morality Requires public school , to

give special emphasis to instruction in hone t;, -ior,lit;, cour-

tesy, obedience to Liu and other specified moral and ornical at-

tributes. Also, requires the Superintundent of "lint it Instruction

to prepare an out of suggestions.

ORS 336 072 Fire Drill Unlocked Exits, Instruction in Daii(;crs: Coal se

or Instruction: Requires at least 30 minute, in eaCri

month to he devoted to instruction on fire danger, and drills in

,nrades I through 8. Also, requires the Superintendent of Public

Instruction to prepar_ a course of instruction on firr dangers

and dril.

ORS 336.074 Teaching in Enalish Required, Exception, Rt.quire_, all teaching

to be done primarily in English except for foreign tanio,ige

courses and in,truction of non-Engli-sh phpil, for speci-

fie,d parpen,_,.

07'; 33r) );? `,per t EA1111 i ,h for rt,rt j in Ch 1dr en rt;er_pri that

.,p(2c i f 1( coun,r. , tc, tear H fl r1;) Ind eWriting ,hall
provid' t (.; chi I dr,.el ur,ahl e t o prof i I I rof c 1 ,t', t,oltiht

in En 11 I ,h.

'lp 330 it) rXt 'ml, ion, 11 t,11( f.,-T I , it if 1'1,1 to

at 1 1 1 :t' ,2:11.1Cri t 1 r I O11(._ of f t hr pull pr I

/,1 ty rpicnc , t 'r x;)t. nct- )(1* , on-

t t rtr t fJ,3 1 h,1 r I t Ii .



ORS 343.221 Special Education: Requires district boards to provide special

education for any children who require such education or to make

certain other arrangements for their education when more feasible

to do so.

STUDENTS AND STUDENT RECORDS

ORS 336.195 Student Records Confidential; Rules for Inspection or Release:

Requires that all student records maintained by a school shall be

confidential and specifies persons and agencies that may have

access to such records and conditions that apply thereto.

ORS 336.205 Certain Student Records Not Public Records: Piovides that any

category of student records specifically designated as confiden-

tial pursuant to ORS 336.195 shall not be deemed a public record

for the purposes of ORS 192.005.

ORS 336.215 Transfer of Student Records to Other Schools: Authorizes schools

to transfer all records of an individual student to another

school or educational instifocion upon notice of the student's

enrollment in the other in,,fttution.

ORS 339.240 Rules of Pupil Conduct and Discipline; Duties of State Board and

District School Boards: Requires district boards to adopt and

distribute rules regarding student conduct, discipline'and pro-

cedures pertaining thereto that comply with related minimum stan-

dards promulgated by the State Board of Education.

ORS 339.250 Duty of Pupils; Cause for Discipline, Suspension or Expulsion:

Requires pupils to comply with school rules, pursue required

studies, etc.; authorizes district boards to discipline, suspend

or expel refractory pupils and states sufficient causes for such

actions; and specifies the maximum period of time for an expulsion.

ORS 339.410 School Hours of Pupils under Eight Years of Age: Provides that

pupils under eight years of age may be dismissed after school

attendance of four hours duration; also, that these pupils shall

be allowed sufficient recess periods so that classroom time does

not exceed three and ohe-half hours daily.

TEACHERS AND TEACHER AIDES

ORS 342.155 Teacher Aides and Intern Teachers: Authorizes school districts

to employ teacher aides and intern teachers subject to rules of

the State Board.

OP') 342.173 Effect of Employing Noncertificated Person as Teacher: Provides

for forfeiture of state funds by any district which employs a

noncertificated person as a teacher.

A-3
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02iS 342.608 Working Hours for Certified Personnel; Duty-Free Lunch Period

Required; Exception: Requires school boards to fix working

hours including provision for a 30-minute duty-free lunch period;

c,rovides for noncompliance
penalty; exempts one- and two-teacher

,,chool,, from the requirement.

ORS 342.850 Teacher Evaluation; Form; Personnel File Content: Requires an

annual evaluation of performance for each teacher; prescribes

procedures; specifies nature and use of personnel files and the

teacher's rights related thereto.

TEXTBOOK PROVISIONS

ORS 337.120 School Board Selection, Purchase and Use of Adopted Textbooks

and Instructional Materials:
Provides that, with exceptions

given by ORS 337.141, district boards shall select textbooks

and other instructional materials from the state multiple adop-

tion list; specifies compliance dates; and provides for author-

ized postponements.

ORS 337.141 Textbook Adoption by School Boards: Permits local adoptions by

districts of 20,000 or more school age children and by other dis-

tricts upon approval of the State Board of Education.

ORS 337.150 Free Textbooks; Pupil's Duty to Provide Textbooks; Indigent

Pupils: Requires district boards to provide textbooks for free

use by pupils in grades one through eight and authorizes free use

of textbooks for students in grades nine through twelve. Also,

requires district boards to require parents to provide textbooks

as a condition of attendance for students in grades on: t h

twelve except for indigent pupils to whom textbooks sh

loaned.

ORS 337.260 Textbooks on American History and Government: Forbids the selec-

tion and use of textbooks that speak disparagingly of national

leaders throughout American history.

MISCELLANEOUS

ORS 332 190 Inspection of School Buildings by Labor Commissioner: Authorizes

district boards to request the Commissioner of Labor to inspect any

buildings under their jurisdictions and specifies procedures.

ORS 336.072 Fire Drills; Unlocked Exits; Instruction in Fire Dangers, Course

of Instruction. Requires monthly drills or rapid dismissals of

Pupils and related instruction in schools of 50 or more ADA.

Al ,o, require, exit door, that can he opened from the inside

:iittmut a key durinn c,chool hours



ORS 336.630 Procurement and Display of Flags: Requires each district board

to cause United States and Oregon flags to be displayed on or

near each school building during school hours, subject to suit-

able weather.

ORS 339.420 Attendance at Religious Instruction: Provides that upon request

of a parent or guardian, a child may be excused for periods of

not more than 120 hours in any week to attend weekday schools

giving instruction in religion.

A 5



APPENDIX B

MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS

22-201 OREGON STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION GOALS FOR ELEMENTARY AND

SECONDARY EDUCATION

Prea,lthle

The State Board of Education, in response to the changing needs of

Oregon learners, sets forth six goals for the public schools.

Conceived and endorsed by Oregon citizens, the statewide goals are

designed to assure that every student in the elementary and secondary

schools shall have the opportunity to learn to function effectively

in six life roles: INDIVIDUAL, LEARNER, PRODUCER, CITIZEN, CONSUMER,

and FAMILY MEMBER. Each goal suggests the knowledge, skills, and

attitudes needed to function in these life roles.

The statewide goals shall be iftiplemented through the district, program

and course goals of each local school district. These local goals are

set by schools and communities together to fulfill a mutual responsi-

bility for the education of every student. Because most of the knowl-

edge and skills needed to function effectively in the role of LEARNER

are declared in school, the school has primary responsibility for

helping students achieve this goal.

Each school and its con,mnity should establish priorities among the

goals to fleet loc'al needs, and allocate their resources accordingly.

Th,c proce-,s should provide each student with the opportunity to

achieve the require lents tor graduation from high school, and as much

additional schooling as school and Lom,lunity resources can provide.

statc,,,do Gia1a for Schooling

F_ 1 indv.Hanal ,,Ill have' the opuortunit/ develop to the hest of

or aLiliti the inowludje, sHli, and attitude, necessary to

function a, a ion)

INDIVIDUAL- To develop the shills nece,sary for achieving ful-

fill ent a, a ,,lf-directed person; to acquire the knowledge

,0_,ces,ar/ fir ichieving and maintaining physical and mental

Lcalth and to develop th,_ capacity for coping with change through

art !r ,tdoding of the arts, huf ies, scientific processes,

ane tnv principle, involved in lAkinr, rural and ethical choices.

Ti ,u :lop hatc. ',kills of reading, writing, co,

it Iris, ,p, 11 En t, ' Iriq, I I ,tenrn t, and aroh so v rn;

no 1,) dt' 1`,,) a I t VC attItalic toward learning an d

ion it
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PROdOt[R To learn of the variety of occupations; to learn
to ap,ireLiate thP dignity and value of work and the mutual
responsihilities of e'iployees and employer,.,; and to learn to

identity personal talents and interests, to make appropriate

i_areer rhoic, ihd to develop career skills.

CITIZEN: To learn to act in a responsible mariner; to learn of

the rights and responsibilities of citizens of the community,
stite, ration, and world; and to learn to understand, respect
an,: interact with people of different cultures, generations,

and races.

CONSUMER. To irLquire knowledge and to develop skills in the

management of personal -resources necessary for meeting obliga-

tions to self, family, and society.

FAMILY MEMBER: To learn of the rights and responsibilities of
family members, and to acquire the skills and knowledge to
strengthen and enjoy family life.

Hist.: Adopted 4-19-74. 22-095 renumbered 22-201. Amended

12-13-74; Filed 1- 20 -75;- Effective 9-1-75.

22-205 LEGAL AUTHORITY

Standards for Oregon public schools are developed and issued by the
Oregon State Boarll of Education under authority of ORS 326.051. The

minimum standards and rules adopted by the Board are requirements
with which all public schools must comply. These standards are not
applicable to community colleges which are defined in Chapter 341,
Community Colleges, Oregon Revised Statutes, except for program re=
quirements necessary for the granting of adult High school diplomas.

Hist.: 22-005 renumbered 22-205. Amended 12-13-74; Filed 1-20-75;

Etfective 9-1-75.

22-210 ADMINISTR,\TICN OF THE STANDARDIZATION PROGRAM

The Accreditation Section of the Oregon Department of Education
i , responsiblP for the evaluative and reporting instruments used

in school ,,tandardization.

Tp, ri)part ,,eht init iates standardization visits to public
eichentary and secondary school, on a reqularly scheduled

i'd-a', and at other twes in leered necessary by the Department.

P pin 'a bool dLe.irin,; an ofIlLial stndardization appraisal

it (,tlpr tn.m the ,cht'11,1( d tioes ra. present a writton request

t ,, DPpar t ,t n n Thp school 4111 1,e cla,',ified after a

al ,t.inddrdizition vi,it.

B -;
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A nonpublic elementary or secondary school desiring an official

standardization appraisal will present a written request to the

Department. The school will be classified after a formal standard-

;

Hist.: 22-010 renumbered 22 -210. Amended 12-13-74; Filed 1-20-75;

Effective 9-1-75.

22-215 DEFINITIONS

As used in Administrative Rules, Sections 22-001 to L2-UZu, u. less

otherwise fndicated in the context:

STANDARD SCHOOL: A school which meets the provisions of the minimum

standards adopted by the State Board of Education.

NONSTANDARD SCHOOL: A school which tails to meet the provisions of

the minimum standards of the State Board of Education and Which. within

ninety days of the official notification of deficiency by the Superin-

tendent of Public Instruction, has not submitted a plan of correction

or has not adhered to the plan of correction received and approved by

the Superintendent.

CONDITIONALLY STANDARD SCHOOL: A school which has failed to meet the

provisions of the minimum standards but for which the local school

hoard has adopted- and submitted a plan for correcting the substandard

conditions, and the plan has been approved by the Superintendent of

Puldic Instruction.

ELE",ENTARY cf-HOOL: A-1 oruanizationul unit Lomposed of any combination

of grades kin6erqarten through 8.

MIDDLE SCHOOL. An organizational cIP ,entary school unit composed of

grade, 5, 6, 7, and 8, or a combination thereof; organized separately

from other elementary grades in the system, and identified as a middle

school witn the Oregon Department of Education.

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL- An organizational secondary school unit composed

of i4rades 7, 8, and 9, or a combination thereof; organized separately

from other 'trades, in the system; and approved as a junior high school

by the Oregon Department of Education.

HIGH SCHOOL. An organizational unit composed of grades 10 through 12,

or a crir0,Inafmn tIs in districts providing a junior high school

which o) t i
grade '9, or, grades 9 through 12, or combinations thereof

orauniznd in a ,eparato unit; or grades 9 through 17 housed in a

building containing grades ,indergarten through 17; or, grades 7 or 8

thr,ulgh 12 ihic1-1 organization h.is been approved by the Oregon Depart-

ut Education.

H-3



Hist . 22-015 renumbered 22-215. Amended 12-13-74; Filed 1-20-75;

Effective 9-1-75.

22-220 ASSIGNMENT OF STANDARDIZATION CLASSIFICATION

A. An efficial standardization classification is assigned to

each school in a district after an on-site appraisal super-

vised by personnel of the Oregon Department of Education.

B. The classifications are:

1. Standard school;

2. Nonstandard school; and
3. Conditionally standard school.

C. A school district with one or more nonstandard schools shall
be classified norstandard and must submit a plan of correction
to the Superintendent of Public Instruction pursuant to ORS

327.103 (3) which shall prOvide specific steps to correct
each substandard condition, a completion date for correcting
each substandard condition, and the date of approval of the

plan by the school district board of directors. When the

district's plan of correction is approved by the Superin-
tendent, the classification of the school district will

bezome conditionally standard.

D. A conditionally standard clas'sification indicates a temporary

%tateF. of the district to meet the terms of the
correction plan will cause the classification of the school

to revert to nonstandard, until such time as it adheres to

tne plan or an amended plan has been presented and approved

by the Superintendent.

When a school classified as conditionally standard has
completed its plan of correction and local district officials

certify that t-he school is meeting all the provisions of the

minimum standards, the Superintendent of Public Instruction
may change the classification of the school to standard. The

classification is subject to review at any time deemed
nece,,sary or desirable in light of changes in local conditions

ur in the regcOrements of the standards.

Hist.: 22-020 renumbered 22-220. Amended 12-13-74; Filed 1-20-75;

Effective 9-1-75.

22-225 IVER PROVISIONS,*

When a school district believes it is not feasible to comply

ith a specific standard in a school or schools, it may

petition the Oregon Department of Education for a waiver.

1".



B. The petition for a waiver shall:

Identify the specific standard for which the waiver

requested.

2 Provide detailed information about why the district cannot

reasonably comply with the standard.

3. Provide detailed information about how Cie distrit is

compensating to protect tha education, health, and/or

safety of the children affected.

4. Identify a maximum period of time for which the waiver is

requested.

C. In administering the standardization program, the Department

will encourage school districts to develop instructional

programs which exceed minimum standards as wcli as carefully

planned pilot or experimental programs. When a Spkial program

or independent textbook adoption necessitates Aviation from

the standards, a school district will submit a description of

its proposal and secure approval prior to implementing the

change. Approval will be for a specified period of time and

will be followed by an evaluation.

D. The Department shall ap,,ove such waivers and deviation when

it has assurance that children are adequately protected, -A

shall specify the length of time the approval shall he in

effect. All requests submitted to the Department shall have

local school board approval.

E. Regarding those requiremer,-.s which dre specified in the

Revised Statutes, app-ovals for waivers and deviations cannot

be granted.

Hint.: 22-025 renumbered 22-225. Amended 12-13-74; Filed 1-20-75,

Effective 9-1-75.

22-230 INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING

Each school district shall have adopted and implemented a stem of

instructional program planning and assessment that con 1,Ls of the

following:

22-030 repealed ':)-1-76

A. GOALb

The district has developed interrelated -,ets of

B-5



1
District goals that are statements of desired learner out-

comes specified by the local community and by the state as

expre,,',ed by the Goals for Elementary and Secondary Educ

tion, State Board of Education.

Hist.: Adoption scheduled during 1976. Effective 9-1-76.

Program goals that are statements of desired learner out-

comes for each instru,tional program offered by the district

in grades kindergarten through 12.

Hist.: Adoption scheduied during 1976. Effective 9-1-76

3 Course goals tnat are statements of desired learner outcomes

for each course or other unit of study in grades 9 through

12 designated by the district as fulfilling the MiniMum

State Requirements for Graduation.

Hist. Adoption scheduled during 1977. Fffecti-e 9-1-77.

B PROGRAM GOAL ASSESSMENT

The district has collected and reported assessment data and other

relevant information on student attainment in relation to program

goals.

Hist. Adoption scheduled during 1979. Effective 9-1-79.

C. PROGRAM NEEDS IDENTIFICATION

The di-,trict has identified and set priorities for program needs

on the basis of program goal assessment data.

Hist.. Adoption scheduled during 1979 Effecti,,c 9-1-79.

D. PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT

The district has developed policies to implement procedures for

i'akind prograis improvement; te meet it's priority needs.

Hi hdeption ;chedaled ddrini 1980. Efiective 9-1-80

":2-23L, IAGNO l AND PRESCRIPTION

Lich chool di -.trim shall have

A. Adopt(d and implemented diagnostic procedure; in ba,-ic skill;

which assure identification of individual students' learning

trength;. learning problem;, int -.(-,t; and potential

Adopted and implemented plans and procedures to meet the

instructional need, of ,iudeht by providing learning

activities to deal with individual learning s!tength',. learning

problems, interests and special problem', w'eciated with handi-

C34,r,. 8-6
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Hist.: 22-035 repealed 7-1-76 Adoption schedultd during 1979.

Effective 9-1-79

22-240 EuuLAT!ONAL PRORAM

Hist Adoption L-13-11x4; Filed 1-20-75; Effective 9-1-75

A Each school distr ct which enroll; students in grade; kindergarten

throuaH 8, or any lbination thereof, shall provide instruction

in communication ski ls, mathematics, science, social science,

health education, physical education, music education, and the

visual and performing arts.

Hist. Adoption 12-13-74; Filed 1-20-75, Effect iv 9-1-75

B. Instruction ,
grades kindergarten through 8, or any combination

thereof, shall provide students with the opportunities to

acquire knowledge and skills in personal development, social

responsibility and carer development applicable to the minimum

competencies required for graduation as adopted for the

receiving high schools.

Adopt ior scheduled durrA 1077 Elhocriv,, 9_1_77

Each -,chool district that enrolls students in grades 9 through

12 shall offer those ',Lib)ect o that enable tudErtc to nett the

following graduation requirement, up to and includidn the

graduation C 1977

1
Three Units (30 Semester Hour,) iri Elish-langutde err

-1,/o Units (20 Semef-.ter Hour.) !P ,ocidl studies. The

social studies series require,, ,._flifrer, in Unithd Sfate.

hi,tory-dovernment ohd modern problem L., mr oquivalenr

work approvtd by the Sfte Board of Educat ion,

Two Units (20 Serde,fer Hiiuls) irc

nhysical education,

On< Unit (10 Semetid hour )

leaf th i(iii nd

It'nr

Orr' Un;t (In ":),,fr trr Hour`)

Tin Units (100 Semester Hour. i in ele,tivi subiecfr unle,c

loco' school board policy pre r rhr , addif;onai in

f_ertain ,abiect,

Adottimn I ircd (+4 sr 1-75.

E 101 ,tr i t r t rlet t it fd I 11H, t, i t rl!,Thrf,

'JIC)I I p f t tit 11, if )1 fir riitri-it

by r he o Bniu (1 (1r, r.4)1 t2C-Ibr't which ir

uirr. tho (

4 1,--4/P,

if 1



Credit Pequirem,nts for Hill) School Pc,.gram Complef ion

a. Each studtrt is requir,,l tn tarn a min !mu' , of 2i unit,

of credit in grades 9 thr,,uuh 12

Unit.-, of credit chall br edined in the folIowlne, required

areas of study

(1) Communication skill', 3

(2) Mathematics 1

(3) Social science I

(41 Citizenship education 1

(5) Laboratory science 1

(6) Health education I

(7) Physical education 1

(8) Personal finance 1

(9) Career education I

i101 Electives 10

The number of units of t 1c,tive ,redits nay be altered

by the program design of the local district

A district school board ay establish additional credit

requirements beyond the minimum number listed

Diploma--; and Certificate, nf Competency

a A diploma shall be granted upon fulfillment of all

credit, competency, and attendance reguireents set by

the state and local district.

h. A certificate which identifies acquired competencie,

may be awarded to the se students who have net some,

but not all of the requirements for the diploma, and

have chosen to end their formal school experifnce.

Performance Pequire7-ent, 'or Prograr, Completion

Each student's transcript of record shall inch ate

satisfactory der,onstration of the knowledge an sl<ills

nr-e,dry to function in thf folloinq Tiroa-

(1) Per-Donl

rig:t y t n

P, 1,1, I

(

t I firldci t '

P

7 7
r(, PE r rn(

and -Tit,

t),) , 7. prt,r,f,

(
t

r h' ) I



t,

1,1) Develmn and maintain a healthy mind and body.

Develop 3ra mlintain the role of a lifelong

arriu

Soda!

Each student ;hall demonstrate the competencies

required to function effectively and responsibly

(a) As A citizen in the community, state, and

nation

(h) As a citizen in interaction wi'L his or jcr

enHronment

As a citizen on the streets and highways.

1, a 3r1 3,313 r r and iv tcc

(3) L,-eer Development

Each student shall demonstrate competencies re-

guired tc function effectively within a careir

cluster ur broad range of occupations.

The local district shall idtntify tE se competencies it

is willing to accept as evidence that individual student;

are equipped to survive in the society in which they live.

:111
competencie,. need not be developed by each student

within the formal schooling r' cess Schools shall prm-

/ide the necessary instruction fpr them reed it

Schools will determine student progress toward levelwp-

ment of these cmmpetnneie,, and such detrrminat-ion ran

he made during the normal oneratiin of the school pro-

arv, Extensive testing prmnrdms mr tesiting

not regJlred

cchro 1 years, beginning with grade I, of p/angfE

education-1i c/peritrce ,hail be reguirid. except as

oistrict .chomi hoara adopt policies providing

for early or delay(,l completion of all state and local

Prom- -)", ,
and per fmrr inre rr ,;(11 ris .

tr,r_ al di-i,Irict school hoard, _u( encouraged to ad' pt

Imwina for pr,, lr crrt-t i"!
In r 3,r let., t t a> ve -'. h(,r,l y, art,

Lmc schoml hmird, .,Pont pol i to

f r
r I 1r,, r r je) r .kt 1 3 i'33.3

r ;3f r f 3 .



In iny wdlier of the rittnddnce reguirnt, the admin-

istrator shall cr,n-Hder the aue and P,aturity of th

,rident acc, to a 1 te-r, t e le-irni ,<p r Jt1C,,!

periormance levels, the de,ire-, thy_ parent,, or ,-,uard-

ians, and guidelines of Inc Board.

Deeloping Appropriate Elective,, AdJi!iunai Offr-

inqs Beyond State Minimums

Local district=, shall develop elective offerings

provide students with opportunities to earn a minimum of

ten elective units of hign school credit. fhe derclop-

f7ent of these electives shall be structured in terms of

tha personal, social, career, and post-high school ejuca-

t:Dnal needs of students. Vocational, scientific, fine

arts, modern language, and humanities needs of students

be assessed in developing apprcpriate electives.

districts are encouraged to provide varied exper-

iences in the fine arts and humanities.

Local School Di,trict "-_.'w)or=ibility for Implementation

The reQuirii-ients shall
applicable beginning ,,ith the

high school graduating class of 1978 Local school

istrict pla's for implementation of 22-040 shall be

f iled with and approved by the State Board by July 1,

9714

Lick scheel district ,hall have the option of requiring

Iraduating classe-, ol 1976 and 1977 to meet the

;rad,Jatf-in requirements in accordance with subsection D

standard Although classes of 1976 and 1977 may

be graduated according t'..) the state standards adopted in

1966, ii-tri(J-, are urted to i'hplement these rules as

n as p,-sible

3-74, Filet 1-20-75, Effectif,2 9-1-75

huldrej tr,/ h,,urs ()f-
in:>tr6ctifJn in a planneI

Lr-
require' ent for granting one

ur-it or ten se,e,!or k,)urr, of independent study,

,-/per ;en-P re-,eari_h tHe -ay be counted as a

ur the 130 clock hour,, 1her identified ds an In,te-

lratPi a
fractional unit,

irejit nov b- f,r1 dcr.,,,,,,L)1Hhed in d planned

than 1-30 clack b,,urs p-,,porti(n to the

(it- tine a1lr,tlt i f,r- (-_nur,,,, Th I , n irnur,

1, r u i re-, wai t th. pr i



Planned Course

A Planned course shall include, but not be limited to

L' er,e title, course overview, course goals to be achiev-

ed in terms of knowledge, skills, and values; and, where

appropriate, minimum survival competencies. Planned

courses in one or more required areas of study may be com-

bined for instructional purposes with appropriate units

of credit granted and recorded for each course. Within

the school's program, provisions must be made for assur-

ing that learning activities and evaluation procedures

are identified for each course.

Credit by Examination

Credit by examination is a process for ascertaiir,c) stu-

dent competencies for the purpose of waiving cJurse

requirements and, if deemed appropriate, gr-,-)ting credit

d. Personal Finance

As used in 22-040 D. 1, "personal finance" means planned

instruction aimed at helping students develop the compe-

tencies needed to cope with financial concerns related

to their ILI,- roles as consumers and producers

Career Education

A uued in 22-040 D 1. an 3. (3) , "career education"

'career development' mean planned instruction aimed at

helping students 2,,.velop general occupational competencies

needed to function effectively ii thin a career cluster or

a broad range of I-, lated occupations

Competeni_ie,

"Co:petercies" means possession (' skills, knowledge, and

understandings to the degree thr_v can be demonstrated.

Hi,t._ AdA,tion 12-13-74, Filed 1-20-75, Effective 9-1-75.

22-105 to 22-135 Repealed 9-1-75

22-245 ADM1NRATION

A Each school district keep on file a written compilation of

organizational rules. operating policies and pirocedures adopted

by it pursuant to ORS 33?.107, and shall make such written compi-

lation available to t'2 Oregon Department of Education personnel

and other interested parties upon request

22-060 I-nu-,bered 22-2141-,, Ar,end2,1 12-13-74,

Pt-,_ti\o 9-1-75

1'



B. Each school district shall maintain written personnel policies

which shall include, cut need not be confined to, the following

subjects

1 An affirmative action plan assuring that there shall be

equal employment and educational opportunities for all per-

sons regardless of age, handicap, national origin, race,

religion, or sex;

Hist.: Adoption 12-13-74, Filed !-20-75; Effective 9-1-75.

2. Descriptions of position classifications outlining iob re-

quirements of all personnel,

Hist Adoption scheduled during 1976, Effective date 9-1-76.

3. A liaison system between the local school board and its

employees.

Hist.- Adoption scheduled during 1976, Effective date

9-1-76.

Copies of the written personnel policies shall be available for

inspection by all school employees and the public. All school

employees shall be informed of the existence and availability of

the personnel policies.

Hist Adoption 12-13-74: Filed 1-20-75: Effective 9-1-75.

C. Each school district shall provide equal educational opportunity

for all students under any education program or activity adminis-

tered or authorized by the Oregon Stare Board of Education.

D. Each school district shall complete and forward promptly all

reports required by the Department.

E Each school district shall cause all employees responsible for

custody of any funds, fees. or cash ,:ollection to be covered

under a board approv--!..1 bond.

F student activity funds and other fees or cash collection funds

,hall be examined annually by a board-approved, independent

accountant

G jr , evaluating the transcr,pt, of students. the administrator ',hall

1
;,,cept ;atisf,ictory attendance and satisfactorily completed

unit', of credit and competencle, from a standard jun or high

-,0'1,)1 on the ,-,i-i,e_ ha,,is A ,,:her (.nmplet_ed in a four-year

hir4H ,chno1,

P-12



2. For out-of-state transfer students:

a. Accept the units of credit dnd attendance completed in

standard secondary schools on the same basis as if the

requirements had been completed in this state; and

b. Determine which of the local school district's minimum

survival competencies the student must demonstrate in

order to meet its requirements for graduation.

3. Accept the minimum survival competencies completed in a

standard secondary school in Oregon as ,;f those competencies

had been earned in the administrator's own district;

4. For students from a private, alternative, or nonstandard

public secondary school:

a. Determine the value of credits;

b. Determine which of the local school district's minimum

survival coopetencies the student must demonstrate i'

order to meet the requirements for graduation; and

c. Determine the number of years of school attendance or

equivalent.

5. Determine the grade placement of elementary students enrolled

in grades kindergarten through 8;

6 Determine the value of credits obtained through correspondence

courses as applicable to meeting state and local requirements

for graduation, providing the courses have been taken from a

member of the National University Extension Association; and

7 Determine the value of credits obtained in an approved commu-

nity college program, a=r, applicable toward meeting state and

locdl requirements for graduation.

H. Each .,chool district ',hall schedule and provide an annual school

year consisting of a -linimum of 175 days of actual classroom

instruction

Hist Items 3 to 8 Adoption 12-13-74, filed 1-20-75

Effective 9-1-75. 22-050 Repealed 9-1-75.

22-250 PUPIL PERSONNEL SERVICES

Pupil personnel services are -r tructional $11(1 support prograri-, which maxi-

mize opportunities for all students to uneer,tand and develop posiLite self

concepts, move through individual level, of development, cope with their

environment, develop positive life-career goak. and have acces, to

adequate heolth
3-1



A Each school district board shall adopt a policy, followed by the

development and implementation of a formal guidance and counsel-

or,,q, 31 whi,.h identifiec, the points lited below.

1

Outcome; that irclude, but are not limited to, assisting

students in

a Develoc,ing decision-making skills,

h Obtaining information about self.

c Understanding opportunitites and alternatives available

in the educational program,

d. Setting career and educational goals,

e. Accepting increasing responsibility for one's actions,

f. Developing skills in interpersonal relations, and

g. Utilizing school and community resources,

2. Responsibilities delegated to each school,

3. Now the program is coordinated in trades kindergarten through

12

4. Methods and procedures for evaluating the program.

B Each school's guidance and counseling program shall be based

upon a written plan that implements the d st:ict's program and

which includes the following components

1 Goals, or outcomes,

2 A method for a-,sessing guidance and counseling needs of

,tudents,

Major activities relating

(A) The ,>010,_,1,

(13) The stadent.

Gui _lance at-U -an ,PL t rela to i nd I j

-,tult-nt's needs,

P r,> J.0 r (2 -_, 31 h ; r1 1 t u 3 t t .

t- , , and

h'i() .r nr

au 11 it , 1

r ,

= t r 1 t -r



Hist.. hens 1-2. 22-040 rcnumbered 22-250. Amended 12 13-74

Effective 9-1-76

Student Recuid-,

Eacds school dvAri,.t board shall establish a written policy .hich:

1 Contains guidelines in conformance Ith existing 5tatute5 for

access to and dissenination of information contained in

student records.

2. Pro/ides for tne maintenance of permanent student records

ich include the following portions of the progress record'

a The full name of the student,

b. The student's birthdate,

c The parent' /guardians' names,

i The date ct entry into the school,

Tfle fldoe (jt the rreviou,, sLf.00l attended,

The ,,ubjects taken,

receried e ?rned,

Attendance recur ',

Tire Jate r_-0,',n tor leaving sc'iool, and

"'rich additional leforattor, a, pres,,ribed by the di,triLt,

Pr 'vides for a copy 0 the per'' anent record to be retained i r

ice school, or the school listrict c r intenr,,ej; ate educatin

district office;

Pro ,Ides f rir the t,,rirdina of student pr ogres record--; upon

receipt of notice of errolicent trom another educational

lestitutior.

5 Pr .,ride- for the forriri,n1 of behailoril records up'r re-

tf'e ,tudentL, t' arena,. and

Provide, for the keerind of pernanent records in d sate /atilt,

or file havinn a minimur, rie-hrwr fire -safe rating, or for the

Kc!eurrira of di4)licate permanent in -) safe der ,sitory

oJtsile the iaoildirj,

1

n_



D. Each school district board shall:

1. Develop a plan identifying the health services provided f()r-

the students enrolled in its schools; and

2.1 When employing school nurses, assure that qualifications

) include ardregon nursing license to practice as a registered

nurse.

Hist.: Amended 12-13-74. Effective 9-1-76.

22-255 SCHOOL STAFF

A. Each school district shall employ and assign properly certificated

personnel in accordance with the rules established by the Teacher

Standards and Practices Commission pursuant to Revised Statutes

342.120 through 342.200.

B. Employment of Teacher Aides: A school district which employs

teacher aides shall be subject to the rules of the Oregon State

Board of Education as set forth in Administrative Rules 37-005

through 37-035.

Hist.. Items 1-2; 22-055 renumbered 22-255; Amended 12-13-74;

Filed 1-20-75. Effective 9-1-75.

C. Daily Class Size/Assignment: Each school district shall maintain

class sizes at all grade and instructional levels that are

functional in view of the purposes of the class groupings. Class

size, staffing, and program arrangements in grades kindergarten

through three, especially, shall be of such a nature that all

enrolled pupils will have access to individualized instruction as

needed.

Hist_ Amended 12-13-74; Fileu 1-20-75. Effective 9-1-76

22-260 EDUCATIONAL MEDIA

Each ,chool district shall.

'ro\ide in each school building a center offering organized media

,ervices and materials con,istent with the district's program

and course goal-, This center shall be located appropriately to

,er-,e the reeds of the instructional program.

HI ,t. 22-040 renumbered 22-260, Amended 12-13-74, Filed 1-20-75.

Effective 9-1-76.

.i'ff_ted a procedure regarding the ;election and purchase of

In .trwtional material,

Pwq2n,led 12-13-74, F;Icti 1-20-75. Lft,h-_tive 9-1-75

1'



C. Have adopted a procedure to coordinate the evaluation and purchase

of instructional equipment to insure the quality and compa,tibility

of the equipment with the needs of teachers and students.

Hist.: Amended 12-13-74; Filed 1-20-75. Effective 9-1-75.

(4) Assign media staff in accordance with personnel qualifications

as required by the state certification rules.

Hist.: Amended 12-13-74; Filed 1-20-75. Effective 9-1-76.

22-265 SCHOOL FACILITIES

Each school district shall:

A. Provide structurally sound buildings adequate in size and

arrangement to accommodate the educational program offered and

to meet the physical needs of all students and staff.

B. Provide the instructional furniture, equipment, materials, and

supplies required at various grade levels and in various subject

and special areas.

C. Obtain approval of all building plans for new construction and

remodeling from the Oregon Department of Education and other

required state and local agencies in terms of specific state

standards for school buildings.

Hist.: 22-065 renumbered 22-265; Amended 12-13-75; Filed 1-20-75.

Effective 9-1-75.

22-270 SAFETY AND EMERGENCY PLANNING

Each school district shall:

A. Be responsible for the management of a current comprehensive

emergency plan and safety policy program for all schools, school

buses and other property under its jurisdiction. The plan>hall

include assurance that the district complies with all local,

state, and federal laws relating to safety standards.

Hist.: Adoption 12-13-74. Effective 9-1-76,

B. Conduct and document regularly scheduled safety inspections of

all schools and property under its jurisdiction.

Hist.: Adoption 12-13-74; Filed 1-20-75. Effective 9-1-75.

C. Conduct an accident prevention
in-service program as a part of

a regular orientation program for all teachers and other employees

of the district.

Hist.: Adoption 12-13-74. Effective 9-1-76.

B-17



D. Conduct an accident reporting system for accidents which happen

on school property, or involve te'chers, students and other

school personnel on school business regardless of the nature or

security of the program.

E Cause all schools to provide the necessary safety devices, safety

equipment, and safety instruction for students and adults operat-

ing power tools, conducting laboratory experiments, and partici-

pating in physical education classes and intra- or inter-school

activities.

Hist.: Items 4 and 5; Adoption 12-13-74, Filed 1-20-75.

Effective 9-1-75.

22-275 AUXILIARY SERVICES

Auxiliary services are necessary to support the total educational program

provided by the local school district. These services shall be so organ-

ized that they are recognized by the community as a part of the total

program and, as such, shall be integrated into the kindergarten through 12

instructional program.

A. Transportation Services

1. Transportation provided at school district expense shall

comply with applicable state laws and administrative rules

adopteLl by the State Board of Education.

2. Buses shall be constructed, equipped, maintained, and in-

spected in accordance with Oregon Motor Vehicle Law and

requirements adopted by the State Board of Education.

3. Bus drivers shall possess a valid Oregon School Bus Driver's

License and shall comply with operating procedures adopted

by the State Board of Education.

B School Food Services

School districts operating student food service programs shall

comply with the rules and regulations established'by the State

Board of Education.

C Custodial Services

Buildings and grounds shall be maintained to provide conditions

conducive to the health and safety of all persons.

22-070 renumbered 22-275; Amended 12-13-74; Filed 1-20-75;

Effective 9-1-75.

B-18
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APPENDIX C

Minimum Approval Criteria for Secondary Vocational Programs

Vocational programs in Oregon's secondary schools are approved on the basis

of criteria outlined in State Board of Education approved plans and documents.

These criteria correspond with federal rules and regulations for vocational

education programs using federal vocational funds.

1. Students are admitted to vocational education programs on the basis of

occupational objectives and potential for achieving occupational

competency.

2. Vocational guidance including effective selection, placement, and follow

up of students is available to all students who want, need, and can

benefit from vocational education.

3. Adequate instruction is provided to help students achieve the occupa-

tional objectives of the curriculum pattern.

4. Students are provided with adequate instruction to encourage sound

safety practices and promote healthy work habits.

5. Facilities, including equipment, instructional aids and supplies, enable

students to effectively meet the objectives of the program.

6. Vocational education programs are responsive to changing job require-
,

ments and Jabor market needs.

7. Accurate and current information is maintained about employment oppor-

tunities in regional and local markets.

8. Programs are designed to enable students' to develop competencies neces-

sary for further education or entry employment in the recognized

occupations.

9. There are substantial and identified opportunities for employment in the

occupational areas taught.

10. Vocational education programs are designed to prepare individuals in an

occupation or a group of closely related occupations.

11. Pro4r6ms are developed and conducted with the advice of occupational

advisory committees.

12. Facilities and equipment are reasonably comparable to conditions and

equipment used in actual working situations.

13. Instruction is based on skills, attitudes, and knowledge required in the

occupation or cluster of closely related occupations.
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ihe program of instruction is suificiently uxtensive in duration to

enable students to develop the identified competencies and to meet

curriculum objectives. Generally, provisions will be made for instruc-

tion to by provided fo'r a minimum of ten (10) instructional hours per

week or for two credit units or the equivalent.

15. Provision is made for vocational education student leadership organiza-

tions where appropriate. When utilized, they will be an integral part

of instruction and be supervised by persons who arc qualified as voca-

tional education teachers or supervisors.

16. Evaluation is based on how well the program meets its stated objectives

and includes appraisal from students, employers, and occupational advi-

sory committv.

17. Instructors and supervisors who conduct pl-ograms must be qualified to do

so as outlined in the State Plan for the Administration of Vocational

Education.

18. Federal funds made available to educational agencies will be used to

supplement the amount of local funds available, and in no case supplant

local funds.

19. Specific criteria relating to individual vocational program areas may be

determined and become part of continuing program assurance for the

'conduct of vocational education programs.

20. Programs be open to all individuals ()I secondary school age or

older regardless of race, sex, otnnic origin, physical or mental handi-

cap. or who may have academic, socioeconomic, cultural or other identi-

f,ed disadvantages, and who need r ,an benefit from vocational

.nstruction.

21. Information about programs using federal vocational funds will be made

available upon request of the Department of Education.

In addition to the above noted minimum approval criteria for vocational

education programs, career and 'vocational education programs shall meet the

guidelines, requirements, and other considerations included in the local

long-range plans for tho improvement of career and vocational education

required by the Department of Education of all elementary and secondary

schools
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